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ABSTRACT

This biography records the career of Edward Gustavus Campbell Barton, MIEE, FRMetS,
FRGS, AMIEAust. It shows that he made a unique contribution to the development of
electrical engineering in Queensland and particularly to the establishment of electricity supply

through his ability, enterprise and industry. Further, the outstanding part that he played in

promoting technical education and in forming professional engineering societies in Queensland,

as well as in taking a significant part in the establishment and early development of the

University of Queensland is brought to light.

While the account is woven around Barton's career, it also provides a detailed, illustrated

record of the history of power system engineering in Brisbane from the inception of electricity

supply in 1888 to the early 1920's.

INTRODUCTION

Engineering heritage studies for a particular era

typically result in focussing attention on

individuals of unusual achievement in their

specialist fields. Such studies in Brisbane in

1984 led to the publication by the Queensland

Division of the Institution of Engineers,

Australia of a booklet entitled Eminent

Queensland Engineers. (1) Edward Barton (Fig.

1) was included in a preliminary selection list

and initial enquiries showed that his

contribution to the development of electrical

engineering in Queensland was exceptional. His

career is outlined in the booklet but to provide

more detail a paper on his work was presented

by the author to a meeting of the Queensland

Division in June 1985. (2) The present account

expands further the story of Barton's career and

also resolves many of the inconsistencies found

in earlier writings about the electricity supply

industry.

The illustrations — many of them over

ninety years old, and not previously published

—provide a unique record of early electrical

technology in Queensland.

Barton's career in Queensland which began

in 1884 could be regarded as concluding at the

end of 1915. Thereafter he made his home in

Europe but because he retained his position as a

Director of the City Electric Light Co. Ltd until

1918 and as a Director of the Ipswich Electric

Supply Co. Ltd until 1925, some events up to

the early 1920's are included.

Abbreviations and Symbols

A. - ampere (unit of current); a.c. - alternating

current; c.p. - candle power; d.c. - direct

current; ft - feet; h.p. - horse power; Hz -

frequency (cycles per second); in. - inch; kW -

kilowatt (unit of power); kWh - kilowatt-hour

(unit of energy); lb. - pound (mass); £ - pound

(unit of currency, Imperial system); rpm -

revolutions per minute; sq. - square; V. - volt

(unit of electrical pressure).

Currency and Measurements

This biography relates to a period before

Australian currency and measurements were

converted to the decimal and metric systems

respectively; hence the Imperial systems have

been retained. In 1966 Australian currency was

changed from pounds, shillings and pence

(£.s.d.) to dollars and cents at the rate of £1 =

$2; one shilling (12 pence) = 10 cents.

Measurement conversions used herein are:

1 foot =

1 yard =

1 mile =

1 gallon

0.305 m
0.91 m
1.61 km

= 4.54 litre

1 pound (lb.) =

1 ton (2240 lb.)

1 horse power =

0.45 kg

= 1.02 tonne

746 watts (0.746 kW)



TRAINING ANDEXPERIENCETO 1882

Edward Gustavu* Campbell Barton {Fig. I) was

born on 13 December J858 in Melbourne,

Victoria, I he second son of George Elliott

Barton and Jane Crichton Campbell. George

Barton was born in Ireland m 1823 and having

decided to study for the bar was admitted a* a

student of King's Inn, Dublin in 1845 In 1847

be was admitted to Gray's Inn, Dublin and in

1849 obtained his Bachelor of Arts degree from

the University of Dublin. He was admitted as a

barrister-at-law in the same year.

In 1852 he emigrated to Victoria and (wo

years Jater, when aged 29 yeais, married Jane

Campbell, an immigrant from Ayrshire,

Scotland. George Barton practised as a barrister

in Melbourne and in 1859 was elected as

Member for North Melbourne in the Legislative

Assembly; he retired from Parliament in I860,

when he and his wife with their daughter and

\wo sons moved to Ballarat, Victoria.

In 1862 the family moved to New Zealand

and George Barton (3) commenced practice as a

barrister-at-law and solicitor in Dunedin. It is

stated that —
though a successful advocate with remarkable

power oi concentration i he bad an Impulsive and
highly excitable temperament and was frequently

at loggerheads with bench mid twj

His eldest son also practised law. (4)

The Otago Boys High School Register shows

George Barton's sons there in M87I-2'

suggesting that Edward left school at 14 years

of age. Prior to this the boys possibly attended

the High Street School (known as 'Parks') as

this was the school nearest the Barton home in

Dunedin. (5>

As the next information is dated September

1875 and relates CO Edward's experience for

'nearly two years* (6) in the engineering works

and drawing q\'\"\cq q( Messrs Miller and

Herbert, Edinburgh, Scotland, it seems likely

that he left New Zealand for the United

Kingdom soon after leaving school and thus

commenced his engineering training before his

fifteenth birthday

Barton's obituary (7) and an entry in Who's
Who in Engineering (8) both refer to technical

education at Otago University but consideration

of the established dates in the present account

shows that there must be an error in this claim;

his name docs not appear in the student or

graduate lists of the University. (9)

In October 1875 Barton enrolled at Karlsruhe

Polytechnic Institute in Germany and

2. First eleciric lighting plant at Godalming,

Surrey, England. A water-wheel powered hy

the River Wey \\a\ used [0 drjVc 8 "'- "

Bros generating plum installed in the leather

mills of Messrs Pullman and Co. in

September 1881

commenced a four year course in engineering

which finished in July 1879. (10,11) Appendix A
Che main features of the course .showing

that mechanical engineering topics

predominated in the later years. Electrical

engineering is not mentioned as such even

though telegraph systems were well established

and early forms of dynamos and motors in use.

It is a tribute to Barton's ability that he was
able to undertake such a course requiring

fluency in a foreign language and the use of an

unfamiliar system of measurements.

Sometime after completing the course he

evidently visited the U.S.A. because according

to a certificate from the Si reel Commissioner

and Road Overseer of Neasho Falls, Kansas

dated 12 July 1880 he 'worked for I wo days on

i he Streets.
, soid labor being in full for his

poll-tax for the current year.* (12)

Later in 1880 he returned to ihe Edinburgh

engineering works that had employed him
previously, the name of the firm having

changed meanwhile to Herbert and Law. He
resigned in late September 188! and no doubt
was present at his sister's wedding [n London
on S October.

In December 1881
r

aged 23 years, Barton

was appointed an Assistant in the Electric Light

Department of Siemens Brothers and Co. Ltd, a

leading electrical engineering firm in London. In

this capacity he 'erected and ran several

installations for the firm one being of 200

incandescent and six arc lights for the Royal

Academy. Burlington House, London and ran n

for several months.' (13) He was then

transferred ro the small village of Godalming,
Surrey to Superintend the establishment and



maintenance of electric lights' (14) as Siemens

had contracted to take over the installation

from 1 May 1882. The background to this was

that a water-wheel driven Siemens alternator

with a separately driven exciter had been set up

on behalf of the local Council by Messrs Calder

and Barrett — a small firm of London
electricians —using water from the River Wey.

(Fig. 2) The alternator supplied about 4 kW at

two voltages. (Fig. 3) The thirty or so Swan
incandescent lamps received 40 volts and the

seven Siemens arc lights in series, 250 volts. On
26 September 1881 the upper portion of the

Borough was 'lit by electricity for a few hours

as an experiment and continued each night

since.* (15) The sets of incandescent lamps and

arc lights were each supplied by means of a

single conductor-earth return system. The wires

were bare and supported on telephone

insulators. (16)

The new installation was a pioneering one in many
respects not least in its first use of water power For

a significantly sized power scheme, an important

development but one that pales into insignificance

however beside the real departure achieved at

Godalming which was the use of the street lighting

supply to power directly electric lights in local

private houses. In other words Godalming was the

world's first public electricity supply scheme and

although not more than a few private homes were

ever lit by means of the public supply it proved at

FfG. 3. Siemens Bros dual-voltage alternator and
separate exciter, probably similar to the

plant installed at Godalming in 1881. Both

machines were bell driven through a

countershaft as indicated in Fig. 2.

the time of its opening that such a scheme was a

fully practical proposition. Consequently it is from

the late 1881 opening of the Godalming scheme

that the history of electricity supply really dates.

(17)

The effect of a 300 candle power arc light in the

Godalming High Street (Fig. 4) was described as

Fig. 4. The High Street of Godalming illuminated by arc lights in September 1881. The generating plant

provided both public and private electricity supply and this was said to be the first town in the world

with these services.



'strangely theatrical with a picturesque contrast

of light and shadow. '(15)

But all was not going smoothly; there was
conflict with the local gas company which was
already well established and which in the face of

competition reduced the price of its services.

Further there were problems caused by the

failure of the water-wheel to provide enough
power and by inadequate conductor size. There

is a reference to the use of a steam engine (Fig.

5) as an auxiliary source of power and this was
probably the situation when Barton was sent to

Godalming in an attempt to restore confidence

in the electric lighting of the village.

It should also be noted that incandescent

lamps were still in a very early stage of

development as is evident from the following

extract from the 1 883 catalogue of the

Company supplying the lamps —Messrs Swan
United Electric Light Co. of London. This

refers to the lamps used at Godalming and later

in Brisbane. (18) (Fig. 6) The phrase

'subdividing the electric current' (also expressed

as 'subdividing the electric light') refers to the

distinction between arc lighting —which was
excessively brilliant for domestic purposes —
and the newly developed incandescent lamp
lighting —

The difficulty of subdividing the electric current

for the economical production of incandescent

light, which, till recently, has completely prevented

the introduction of electricity for lighting

purposes, has been satisfactorily solved by the

invention of the SWAN INCANDESCENT
LAMP. By its means separate lights of various

powers, applicable to all the ordinary uses of gas

burners, and to all the purposes for which

artificial light is required, can be produced.

The SWAN INCANDESCENT LAMP is

extremely simple in its construction, and may be

described as follows:- A small glass globe from

which all the air has been exhausted, and in which

is fixed a thin filament of carbon connected with

two platinum conducting wires, which pass

through and are fused into the glass. On passing

the electric current through the carbon it becomes
intensely white hot and emits a beautifully soft,

clear, and steady light. As the carbon is not in

contact with the air there is no combustion, and,

therefore, no deterioration of the atmosphere of

the room in which it is used, and exceedingly little

heat is given off. This lamp, unlike most other

electric lamps, has no mechanism about it, and
when it fails, from use or accidental breakage, it is

as easily replaced by a new one as a candle is

placed in a candlestick. The light given out by the

ordinary SWANINCANDESCENTLAMP is 20

candle-power, but lamps are now in use varying

from 2'/2 to 100 candle-power each. . .

Fig. 5. Semi-portable steam engine driving an alternator with direct coupled exciter, probably similar to the
auxiliary electric lighting plant at Godalming, supervised by Barton in 1882,



Further problems arose at Godalming
including the introduction of restrictive

legislation, and by April 1884 Siemens Bros

withdrew. So a fascinating and well recorded

experiment ended and it was not until 1897 that

the streets were again lit by electricity-

Barton returned to London live months after

his appointment to Godalming and resigned

from the Company. His last recorded work in

England was the erection of 12 arc lamps and

40 incandescent lamps at the Midland Railway

Station, Derby —presumably while employed

by Siemens Bros. (13)

A month or two after Barton's appointment

to the staff of Siemens Bros, Holborn Viaduct,

London saw the inauguration of the world's

first electricity supply scheme built according to

the Edison system, at the time by far the most

advanced and well-thought-out approach to

electric lighting yet developed. The steam-driven

Holborn Viaduct installation, the first 'central

station' in Britain to use steam power, was not

only lechnologically far in advance of its

contemporaries, but was also on a much larger

scale. (17) Either at the two Edison 'Jumbo'

dynamos each direct-coupled to a steam engine,

could supply over 1000 incandescent lamps each

of 16 c.p. (19) (Fig. 7) No doubt Barton visited

the station while working in London and found

the details o\' great interest, little thinking that a

few years later he would be in charge of an

Edison s\stem power plant in the Antipodes.

In a letter dated 24 August 1882 for Barton

to use as a reference, Siemens Bros wrote —
We have been perfectly satisfied with the manner

in which he has carried out his work in every

respect and may add that he is leaving us at his

own desire for ihe purpose of returning to New
Zealand. (14)

Barton was asked to carry out some
commissions for the firm there and a letter

from them to a Dr Lemon of Wellington said

Ii would be of great satisfaction to Mr Barton if

he could be entrusted with the fitting up Of the

Houses of Parliament or other public buildings

with electric light which we are Mire his experience

would enable him to do lo the satisfaction of your

Government- (14)

Later, Barton in describing

employment referred to —
his earlier

Dr Lemon of New Zealand to whom 1 came out

from Messrs Siemens Bros. (20)

Edward Barton left England for New
Zealand sometime after early October 1882 and

Imii. 6. Carbon filament incandescent lamp

manufactured by ihe Swan United Electric

Iitjhi ("ii., Lid in 18KI. The luminous

efficiency was about 4 watts per candle

power. Phis consumption was halved some

30 years later when metal Filament lamps
were marketed- The lamps at Godalming
were supplied with 40 volts, alternating

uirreni.

so, when about 24 years of age, commenced a

span of over thirty years of dedication to

electrical engineering and particularly to the

electricity supply industry.

EARLYELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
WORKIN AUSTRALASIA

New Zialand

The date of Edward's return to New Zealand

has not been found but presumably it was late

in 1882 or early in 1883. In New Zealand,

according to N.M. Speer, (21) early flour mills

in Canterbury Province were supplied with

electricity produced from water power and the

range o( dates quoted (1860-80) suggests that

this preceded the period when incandescent

lamps were available commercially. Even the

earlier form of lighting by arc lamps would

have been rare in the late 1870's.

Records of the I8S0\ give two versions of



PlG 1
I

.....n 'mil Hon of Holbom Viaduct. London power station built 111 t882 lite capucitv OJ tHe

iLaiion wax over 2000 16 c.p. lamps. Each Fdison 'Jumbo
1 dynamo generated 110 V. d.C and was

driven hy a PtirTer-Alten high-speed steam engine supplied From a Babcock and Wilcox water tube

boiler in the sub-nnseineni. 'Hie combined weight of each engine-dynamo set *• 8 tOIW.

'the first house in Mew Zealand to be lii by

electricity.' Speer credits a Mr Moss Davie-, of
Auckland with this distinction in 1882, while the

Waikato Tunes gives precedence to Dr Lemon,
Superintendent of Telegraphs, having his home
in Wellington lit in May 1883. (22) The latter ts

q{ special interest because Edward Burt op had

been given an introduction by Siemens Bros, to

a Dr Lemon in New Zealand. References to 'Dr

Lemon' are apparently to the same person and
Barton may have helped with ihe installation as

the equipment was supplied by his previous

employer and he would have been very familiar

with it. The generator was driven by a gas

engine and had a capacity of If lights of 20 c.p.

each

.

!n view of the comments by Siemens Bros

regarding Barton's capabilities, it is of interest

to find his name in a Parliamentary Report

dated 10 August 1883 which lists him as

employed in connection with the lighting of the

Houses of Parliament in Wellington from 11

July 1883 for an intended period of eight weeks.

What his duties were is not shown but his name
^eluded in a financial statement unclet

'Estimated Liabilities to the end of the Session.'

(23) This appointment was presumably thai

referred to in the summary that Barton gave of
his work in New Zealand in his second
application in 1886 for the position of

Queensland Government Electrician. It showed
thai he 'fitted the following installations; one of

ISO incandescent lamps, one of 6 arc lights; one
ol 60 incandescent lamps.* (24)

I r is possible that, apart from an

understandable wish to revisit Duncdin, Barton

may have been attracted to New Zealand by
hearing of the report in the Waikato Times of

24 June 1882 that consideration was being given

to establishing in Wellington a company with a

planned capital of £200,000 for the purpose of

supplying public and private lighting by

electricity. There were to be directorates in

Auckland. Canterbury and Dunedin. The idea

was probably ahead of its tirae as was a similar

one advertised in Brisbane in December 1882 by

the Queensland Electric Light and Power Co.
Ltd with a planned capital of £ 100,000. (25)

A letter from his father, then living in

Sydney, provided this comment on Edward's
activities in New Zealand up to March 1884 —

Wc have just received your letter ol" 12 March in

which you express fears of the Brush Co. bursting

up and discuss rhe question ol what you ought to

do. t think your reasons for leaving New Zealand

are rather odd ones but no doubl if your increased

intimacy with the Orago nobility only increases

your expenses without getting you their 'boiler

making' y&U would be right to leave the place. (26)



The reference to the 'Hrnsh CO.
1

in d-
Barton's letter should probably read

Australasian Electric l.ig.hl, Power unci Storage

Co- ltd (AELP&SCo.Ud) which was ...

the many subsidiaries of the London based

Anglo-American Brush Electric I [ghl

Corporation. This comment is based on a letter

from the Brisbane branch al AELP&SCo.l.id
dated 27 August I8S6 which referred to

Barton's three years of semcc a) an ci

to this company. (27) It the three years is m
literally. Barton was engaged by the company
while in New Zealand about [he time of the

electric iighting of the N.y. Parliament

buildings. Thus his decision to come to

Australia, made soon after his father's letter

was received, would not have required his

resignation. The picture is confused by an entry

in Who's Mho in £ffg/ffg£rfrrg (8) which was

presumably agreed to by Barton himself. This

lists under 'professional training
1 — "New

Zealand Electric I (ghl Co(NZ); Brush Co
(Queensland)'. The fontiei company has not

been identified.

George Barton's reference to 'bursting up' o(

the Brush Co. was probably based on the

disastrous change in the fortunes of the parent

company in England. Their equipment sales for

188! amounted to £80,000, and in IKK? io

1200,000 but these dropped to £35,000 in 1883.

This sudden decline was generally attributed to

the conditions imposed on the embryo electric

lighting industry in England by the Electric

Lighting Act of 1882. (17)

IRALIA

Progress in electric lighting to 1S84;

Barton left New Zealand in mid-May 1884 as a

saloon passenger aboard the Arawata tnd

arrived in Melbourne on 22 May. (29)

Presumably his return to Australia was in the

expectation of better prospects of employment

in electric lighting work. Just what these

prospects were can be best imagined liom the

following outline of the developments prior io

his arrival.

Arc Lighting with batteries as a source of

power had been demonstrated in Melbourne in

1X67 but this was regarded as a novelty wilh no

commercial application. In 1877 a dynamo was

used to supply arc lights in a Melbourne I'aeiory

and in 1880 the Melbourne City Council

licensed a private company to light up the

Eastern Market with arcs using, incidentally,

one dynamo for each lamp. Still earlier, in

1863, an arc light had been mounted on

Observatory Hill, Sydney to celebrate a royal

marriage, but the flfSI lighting Willi a dynamo
was in 1878 to illuminate night-time

construction in Sydney's Domain, Incandescent

lighting was introduced in Sydney with

equipment imported in 1882. (30)

In Brisbane the first aie ligbl was sci up as j

display outside the 'Telegraph Office in William

St, near Elizabeth St, on I July 1878. The
equipment was actually purchased for the

temporary defence installation at Paiker'-.

.Island (in the vicinity of ihe Brisbane suburb o\'

Eagle Farm) so that the- approach Oi bouts at

night in the vicinity of the torpedo station may
be observable.' (31 1 The current was supplied by

a battery of primary cells. While this wu-.

reported as the first electric light vet tried In

Queensland, rheie is a record in the minutes ot

the Queensland Philosophical Society that, a

conversazione held in Brisbane on 29 June 1878,

'the electric light was exhibited'; unfortunately

there is no further information.

Omitting any mention of these reports, F.R

L'Estrange (32) stated that —
ihe earliest use o1 I

i Brisbane was ai d

end of 1881 or the beginning of 1882 shortly after

ihe Edison Compare lohiivk-i i.d till

incandescent lamp. Mr Kingsbury of Sydney
visited us ahuui thi:, lime. He- was the NSWagent

and impnried sume lidison uenerakMs, bamboo
filament lamps, wires and accessories .. AJfrec

Shflw's ol Brisbane were EdBson*.! Queensland

agents. Mr T.E. White (Manager of Alfred !

!i
i

and Co.) quieki> acted and took the opportunity

ot acquiring a generator and fittings and it was
installed In Sutton's foundry at the comer Ol

Adelaide Si and Foundry Lane (now Isles Lane).

(Figs 8,9) li was utilised for lighting in the

foundry and an evtowfon was made across the

swamp to Smith's tinsmith shop, up towards

Queen si cprobattf) to twlp tlwm with wart it

he did i'ur them). H would appear that this

generator was used for further extensions, one

heme tor the tamp llgbtMg on 9 December 18821

(33-35)

The event of 9 December was the

illumination of Oueen SI by eight arc lamps but

[.'Estrange was almost certainly mistaken in

reporting that Sutton's jLieneiator appeared to

have been used for these lamps. Apart from the

requirement that about 300 volts would have

been needed as compared with J 10 volts Tor

incandescent lamps, u Is reasonable to suppose

that the Brush Co. which had organised the

demonstration would provide its own
equipment, further I lie I'dison and Bru

companies were in direct competition al this





time. The arc-lamp generator ('dynamo
machine') would probably have been similar to

that shown in Fig. 10 and since Sutton was a

very interested parry to the display no doubt he

would have willingly provided power from the

steam engine driving his own generator.

The following extracts from newspaper

reports show the manner in which the Press of

the period provided technical details in addition

to describing the evident astonishment of the

public —
The Brush system of electric lighting will be

illustrated in Queen St this evening by eight arc

lights between the corner of Eagle St and the

Bridge. (Pig. 1 1)

The electricity is generated by a dynamo
machine placed in the large shed in Adelaide St

nearly opposite the Gifts' School, and occupied by

J.W. Sutton and Co. From ibis point a conducting

cable composed of seven strand Nr o.l6 wire

carefully insulated, conveys the current the whole
length ot Queen St, all the lamps being in the

circuit. The dynamo machine is driven by a

10 h.p. Robey and Co. steam engine at a speed ot
700 to 1000 revolutions per minute, and tins

supplied 'he current required for the whole circuit.

The lamps are erected on east iron standards sonic

20 i"i in height. The tight is produced by the spark

given out when the electric fluid passes from one
to another o! two carbon points in contact. The
whole mechanism of the lamp, therefore, is

directed to maintaining the two carbon rods in

contact. There are LWO ol ihese placed veriicall} in

the temp, the lower one fixed and the upper one

so controlled by the apparatus that ^ gradual
slides down as the point becomes consumed. This

is activated by gravity alone, while u is controlled

sofa is bj the influence upon a bar o\' iron of a

magnetic field, the intensify of which varfe!

the strength of the electric current p hrough

the lamp circuit. The carbon rods arc one foot in

length, and are electroplated wiih a thin coating of

copper. They last about eight hours, during which

time 9W in. of the positive and 4 in. of the

negative carbon are consumed. The lamps erected

in Queen St are made to burn 16 hours without

attention, as by an automatic arrangement as soon

Flu. 9. Probable type ol belt-driven bipolar dynamo
as supplied in about 1882 to J.W; Suiion ol

Brisbane. The capacity oi the dynamo was

described as 60-light (about 5 kVV). The
basic electrical and magnetic components

are marked thus: a armature with

.
: nriiutator and brush gear, M M

electromagnets joined by a yoke Y at the

tup and carrying pole pieces n and s at the

level of the armature. The long

electromagnets led to the description of the

equipment as 'long waisted Mary Ann'.

a-, one set Of carbon is consumed the current is

directed through a second set. The mere hanging

of the lamp in its place puts it in circuit, white the

extinction Of one or more lamps, or indeed their

Fr;. 8. Map of Brisbane dated IS93 with locations o\' electric power plants, 1882 to I91J. I. Suuon's Foundry,

corner c>\ Adelaide Nr and Isles Lane (previously Foundry Lane)- Plant at this site provided supply [Ol

the demonstration DC arc Lighting m Queen St in 1992. 2. Qv fcnsUuld I -crnment Printing Office.

Supply was given to part Df the Printing Office in 1883. In 188b a new plant supplied both the

Printing Office and the Parliamentary buildings. 3, Brisbane PtfeWSpajW!! Co. Office* corner of Queen

and Edward Sis, 1884. 4, Queensland Government Railways, Roma St Yard*. The are lighting was

supplied from plant located between the Railway Station and Ur funnel in 1884. 5.

Barton. White and Go de irfefais. Telegraph (later Edison) Lane. 1881 tcial supply was

given to the Queen St area mutatis. The company was renamed Barton and White m 1892 and. after

reforming, Brisbane Electa* Supply Co. Lid in IK96. 6, Brisbane Tramways Co. I id. Countess St.

This station supplied power Fot electric trams in 1897. 7
- BnSbaiW Llectric Supply Co. Ltd. Ann Si,

1899. The company way rename 61 c Light Co. Lid in isKM, 8, City Electric Light Co. Ltd,

W.lliam St. 191 I



Fig. 10. A, the Brush Co. 16 light dynamo for arc

lighting. Two were installed near the Roma
St Railway Station in 1884. They were

driven by a steam engine, each requiring

about 15 h.p. B, electrical diagram showing

the principle of operation of the dynamo.
There are eight armature coils (of which

two marked Al and A5 are shown) grouped

in two sets connected to commutators CI
and C2 respectively. The field windings

comprise four helixes in series.

removal, does not affect the others. The lamps are

enclosed in globes of semi-transparent glass, which

are surrounded by a cover of tin to keep out the

dust. (25)

The demonstration

reported on as follows -

was duly given and

After the first sensation of surprise was over,

numbers of people stood in groups at the foot of

the lamp posts, apparently enjoying the beautiful

light, and there was but one expression —that of

unqualified admiration —to be heard on all sides,

the high expectations formed by those who
hitherto had only read of the electric light being

fully met. To those who watched closely there was

apparent a very sensible variation in the intensity

of the light, although there was nothing

approaching to the flickering motion so noticeable

in some forms of electric light. (36)

About a fortnight after the display,

Christmas decorations were provided by

incandescent lighting in the shop windows of

Messrs Finney, Isles and Co. and 10 or 11 arc

lamps were arranged outside various shop

windows. (37) If the two generators necessary to

cater for the two forms of lighting were both in

Sutton's premises, he could reasonably have

claimed to be the first in Brisbane to have

provided electricity supply —albeit briefly —
for a street and shop simultaneously.

It was no coincidence that on 9 December

1882, the same day as the Queen St display the

Brisbane Courier carried an advertisement

proposing the setting up of a public company —
the Queensland Electric Light and Power Co.

Ltd —to provide electricity. The stated aim was

to supply within the colony of Queensland the

quick and rapidly increasing demand for

Xn

Fig. 11. Carbon arc street lamp manufactured by the

Brush Co., London in the 1880's. The
carbon electrodes were arranged in pairs

and connected in series. The regulating

mechanism above the electrodes allowed the

arcs to be struck and the spacing adjusted

as the electrodes burned away. The street

lamps were connected in series to the

electricity supply. Eight of probably similar

design were used to light Queen St,

Brisbane in December 1882.
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DLECTRiCiT\ in Its vartous applications lc

Light, Motive Pewer, and edict applications, h i*

intended La erect in suiktblc centres, depots foi

generating Electricity , and to Mipply ii

closes of customers, cither direct liom dynamos
from storage 01 secondary batteries. Tor use

either in arc or incandescen! lighting, or Slit motive

pOWer for driving machines. .
,

In conclusion came the assertion that —
the vaw Held of profitable operations In SKWG ftM

UtC present Company will be tccognised. (251

Initially 30,000 of the total of 100,000 £]

.shares were to he offered to the public while the

vendors of the patent systems were to receive

30,000 fully paid up shares and £6000 in cash.

After two such advertisements nothing further

appeared about this company and it can be

safely assumed thai it did not evoke public

interest in spile ol the impressive lis! pf

Directors, a detailed description of the 'patent

systems
1 and a forecast of the future of electric

lighting given a few days later (38) The

Directors were to be: Hon. John Douglas,

CMG. a former Premier of Queensland; Hon.
B.D. Morehead, MLC, Postmaster General;

Robert Porter, IP, Mayor of Brisbane and J.W.

Sutton, Sutton's Foundry-
In April I $83 the Queensland Government

Printing Office in William St introduced

incandescent lighting. It was reponed that 70 to

80 people assembled in the Office to witness the

lighting by 'Edison Electric Light', there being

'some 50 Edison burners (20 equal to 8 candles,

30 10 16 candles and one of 32 caudle power)

supplied by an 8 1

/; h.p. dynamo driven by an

engine used for the printing machinery.' (39)

1 he term 'burners' (to correspond with the

familiar gas burners) referred to Edison's

car ln>n filament lamps.

No doubt impressed by the success of the

electric lighting in the Printing Office, t he-

Brisbane Newspaper Co followed suit by
installing its first lighting plant in March 1884.

The contract was placed with the local agents

for the Australasian Electric Light, Power and
Lfge Co. Ltd (AELP&SCo). The Brisbam

Courier published the following aceOUM of the

first trial —
:i' ' the Lane-Pax incandescent lamps

have been tniflg in the composing room, Rlfd ihe

elccin
I

i -urn tied by a Victoria Brush

dynamo inachiOCi wtijch runs at the rate of about

7s0 revolutions to the minute, and which is driven

bv a o horse power horizontal steam engine. The

lamps I'mhiicu with great steadiness, and ga

iwiiemely btijdtt yet soli h^hr. The e>r. ol the

compositor* were protected by means oi shades,,

and a! the same lime the lijiht was distributed over

the 'cases', and in fact over the whole mom, with

no shadows wa

IS the ense when gas Is burning. I 'In* workmen
cMucsy.-d themselves as Kreullv pleased wrm the

new light, which may so far be pronounced in

every yay i i*cci 140)

A few months later tiic lighting was extended

to 100 Kg] i work being carried out bv Ml
G.D. Hamilton ol AF.LP&SOi. (41)

Even before the Brisbane Newspaper Co.

had their plant in operation, the Queensland

Government Railways had decided to have arc

lighting at Brisbane (later Roma St I station, in

January 1884 a contract was let for the building

of an electric light machinery shed for the sunt

of £276. The area was approximately 1000 sq. ft

and lh I
was located immediately west ol

the north bound railway line and some 260

yards south o( the Normanby Tunnel. Id

October I-SS4 a contract was let for 'Lighting

Brisbane Station with Electric Light
1

for the

sum Di 1/59, requiring the supply o\' ten

'Brush' arc lamps supplied by 'sixteen lamp
Brush' machines. (42) The total cost is assumed

to have heen J 2034 as shown against this

installation in I he Annual Report of the

Railways Department This was the year in

which the first such installation in Victoria was
built in Melbourne where the requirement u i.

for better lighting in the Spencer St goods and
passenger railway yards in order to make le*s

dangerous the hazardous occupation of train

shunting, as well as to deal with the rapidly

increasing traffic. The Melbourne installation

comprised a portable 'Robey' steam engine

drivm- b) bell and countershaft two 'Brush'

50-Iight arc lighting dynamos (43) The Roma
St equipment was ol smaller capacity but

probably otherwise similar,

Thus there wete at least four generating

plUltS in operation by 1884.

I irsi Work in AUSTRAt IA: There is little doubt

that Barton travelled extensively in eastern

Australia after his arrival in Melbourne in May
1 884 but there is no clear record of his

professional work for the first eighteen months
or so. A family letter dated 11 June 1884 shows
thai by ihen he had been in Sydney and had

gone to Crympie, Queensland and. as he was

lined by AELP&SCo. , the visit to Gympie

may have been on their behalf. It is believed

that he installed a dynamo at the Phoenix gold

mine there m 1885 and as the Mining Warden'-,

report for the year states that 'the Phoenix P.C

II



mine is lighted on the surface by electric light'

this is probably the same installation. (44 t 45)

One purpose would be to light the areas around
the crushing mills thus permitting longer hours
of operation.

The work for AELP&SCo which was
evidently on a part-time basis ceased about 27

August ISS6 because on this date the firm's

Queensland agents gave the following reference

During the past [far Be years we have every reason

to be pleased with uu .mcJ only regret

that there is not sufficient opening in Electric

Light ii-
i le w 16 retain them. (27)

In giving evidence to a Parliamentary
Committee of Enquiry in Brisbane m 1SS6

Barton stated that in addition to his English

experience he had "erected and run both arc and
incandescent p!am in New Zealand. Tasmania,
Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland' for

AELP&SCo ami had superintended the

Fig. 12. Edison Co., USA. dynamo type K of 250

lighl capacity, Two of tttefle were ordered
by the Queensland C-wvonmenl from the

Edison CO. in 1883. (TlOSE delivered were

lypc H of 400 Jtght capacity and are

believed to \WlH b6en of similar appearance.

I ti
J

ew installed in a new building

Ijaceni Uheold Queensland Government
Priming Office tn 1886. (Fife, 14)

installation of the electric lighting system in

Parliament House Brisbane. (13)

In a letter dated 5 March 1886 Barton

applied for the position of Queensland

Government Electrician and described his

experience as including '18 months in Brisbane

doing electrical work, and can refer to Mr
Starke.' Henry Starke was appointed in 1880 as

an Instrument Fitter in the Post and Telegraph

Department, Brisbane and was responsible for

installing the original Telephone Exchange

there, fn his second application for the

Electrician position dated 22 April 1886 Barton

mentioned only two small electric lighting

installations in Queensland as his responsibility

there since about September 1884 and no other

reference to his work in Brisbane has been

found elsewhere. Hence it seems likely that he

was engaged in telephone work about this time.

(20,24) He detailed other Australian experience

with AELP&SCo. as follows —N.S.W., one

installation of 25 incandescent lamps;

Tasmania, one installation of 16 arc lamps and

one installation of 100 incandescent lamps. He
does not refer to any work in Victoria in spite

of his mention of this at the Enquiry.

Barton interested himself in at least two

other ventures. In 1884 he and his father, who
took the most detailed and almost

overwhelming interest in his son's activities.

investigated the possibilities of paper bag

manufacture, apparently in Sydney. (46) A
proposal to market lubricators said to have been

patented by Barton was also investigated in the

same year and it is believed that some were sold

in Brisbane. (47) However nothing definite is

known about the outcome of either scheme.

Electric Lighting or thl Parliamentary
Bljild^'.s, Brisbane:: The first well

documented information about Barton's

professional engineering work in Brisbane is in

connection with the electric lighting of the

Houses of Parliament and the Government
Printing Office. In particular, he featured

prominently in an enquiry into a fire in the

House of Assembly in 1886 which was the

subject of a lengthy Parliamentary Report

described as 'Accident to the Electric Liuhi'

(13)

A contract for the lighting had been let in

April 1883 to
l

Edison\s Indian and Colonial

Electric Co. Ltd' based on a very brief

specification provided by the Company
describing the electrical plant and giving the

number of lights lo be installed. The two

i
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FlG, 13. Robey and Co, compound steam engine with

lOcCtfnOtJve type boiler prohahh similar tO

the engines supplied to (he Queensland

Government Printing office in ixk4 Delays

in the construction of the building And En

installing the electric lighting prevented

operation of the engines untU nud-1886.

dynamos ordered were described as 'Edison K
250 light, 16 e.p.' (Fig. 12) but it Is clear from

the Parliamentary Report on the fire that each

Of i he dynamos had a capacity of 400 lights and

this is confirmed by their designation as HI9
and H20 respectively, H being the Edison Co.'s

symbol lor the 400 light rating. (48,49)

It seems to have been implicit in the scheme

that slow-speed steam engines would be ordered

And i hat an extensive pulley and belting system

would be provided to give a several times

increase in speed for the -dynamos. The tender

for the engines and boilers followed in May
1883 but was not accepted. Presumably because

the steam plant and dynamos were to be housed

ai the Government Printing Office and part o\'

the outpu! used by this Office, the Government

Punter was consulted and he recommended that

an order be placed with Messrs Smcilic and Co.

of Brisbane lor two 40 h.p. Robcy steam

engines with locomotive type boilers. (Fig. 13)

This was agreed to in June 1883. Later the

Edison Co. agents (Messrs Alfred Shaw and

Ltd) were asked to tender for an extension

of the original contract to include the

Legislative Council Chambers and their tender

was accepted in December 1884. It is o\ interest

to note that the lighting system was based

generally on the provision of 'one 16 caulk

power lamp for every gas jet.' (48)

The most pressing need was to plan a

building adjacent to the Government f'i inling

Office to house the power plant. No

photograph of the layout has been found but

using the original drawings and information

about the machinery a reconstruction has been

attempted as shown in Fig. 14. For comparison

a German power station of the same period is

shown in Fig- 15 and although the height of the

poles o\ the dynamos indicate a slightly earlici

design the difference in the space taken up h>

the bell drives is obviolli. Possibly 'his is due to

the German plant using higher engine speed-,

than the Brisbane plant. No doubt because of

its size the construction of the building

much delayed and the overseas plant, delivered

in 1SK4, remained in SfOffi Ini almost two years.

As well as the complaints about the progit

with the building, there was considerable

. Lsfactton a; way the lighting.

installation work wfas being carried out. In

March 1886 the Edison Co. agents (Me
Alfred Shaw and Co.) requested Mr Kingsbury

who represented the Edison Co. in NSW lo

report on the situation. The following c\ti

from his report (50) show the state of the

installation work at that time —
. . . Had the running of ihe conductors. th«

general work of fixing lamps and the necessary

technical details throughout the installation been

supervised by an ordinarily competent expert there

would have been no further necessity for my
presence. On sending the current through

circuit however the astonishing amount of earth

leakage and the evidence of a short drcud at my
first test proved the necessity for the taking of

immediate steps to localise and eliminate these

faults, dangerous alike to the buildings and die

machinery. . What remains now to be & i

before you have >our official trial and hand the

lUtion over to the Government can well be

carried out by Mr Ballon whom 1 have fullv

informed to running the additional cable and

placing la fa) ' tow
fc I Kl f w itches that I am

sending him. .

From then on it is vicar that Barton was a

key person, described as Messrs Alfred Shaw

and Co's electrical engineer.

At least some of the work that was 10

strongly criticised by Kingsbury was carried out

by the Government Electiician. Jamc*

Mathieson, who prior to this appointment in

July 1885 was employed by Messrs Alfred Shaw
and Co- Mathieson was asked To continue the

installation work after his Governmem
appointment at least until September 1885; it is

believed that this arrangement followed the

death of the Edison Co. engineer, Mr Snow.

The Colonial Secretary was informed of the

adverse report and then requested Mr A.E.

U



SECTION ON LINE A.B

PLAN 20 feet

Fig. 14. Layout of the Queensland Government Printing Office power plant building, 1886 based on archival

data. It was adjacent to the Printing Office between George and William Sts and supplied electricity

for lighting the Parliamentary buildings and the Printing Office.
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Marveieff, Superintendent of Telegraphs for

Queensland, to investigate the matter. His

report dated 28 May 1886 was also very critical

of the work by Mathieson. (51) During the

enquiry Barton gave evidence that he had been

employed for the previous two months

remedying the defects referred to in Mr
Kingsbury's report.

The result of MatveiefPs report was [he

resignation of Malhieson after about a year's

service as the first Queensland Government

Electrician and it is clear that Barton was in

charge of the installation work until early July

1886 when it was handed over to Mathieson \

successor, Thomas Tomlinson, BA,BEng
(Dublin). Tomlinson had been a draftsman in

the Department of Harbours and Rivers and

was a Captain (Prow) in the Defence Forces,

Brisbane Engineers. (52) His academic record

must have impressed the Government a£

Barton's application for the same position

showed far wider experience with electric

lighting and was supported by the Government

Printer, J.C. Beal. (20*

Meanwhile the steam engines and generating

plant had been installed. The mains —
described :i, T-.'dison Street Tubes' —that were

required to conned the generating plant to the

Parliamentary buildings had been mentioned in

the original contract but the price had not been

stated. There must have been an agreement by

the Colonial Secretary to incur the extra expense

but the only record is an invoice dated 15

August 1884 for the supply o\~ 79 lengths of

tubing (mostly 20 ft) and accessories for about

£500, i5}) The route was along William St (Fig.

16) and approval for the necessary excavation

was obtained from the Municipal Council in

April 1884. A contract was then placed for the

trenching work and as this was to be completed

by II June it is sale lo assume thai the mains

were laid by this time. (54) The depth of laying

was less than one foot below the road surface

and this gave rise to a remark by W.M.E.
L'Estrange that this was too shallow 'and the

heat of the sun soon melted the bitumen out of

the pipes and insulation troubles were

experienced after every rain/ (55)

Flo. 15. A 100 KW.1 10 V,,dc. powei station built by the German Edison Co, in Berlin in 1884. This is shown

for comparison with the contemporary Brisbane power station (big. 14). The economy in space with a

different arrangement of countershaftine is evident r
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Fig. 16. View along William St. Brisbane from the Parliamentary buildings, 189V The Government Printing

Office power plan! wa> housed |n thf budding with the chimney, marked X. Trie underground mains

connecting the paWfll plant with the Parliamentary buildings ran along William Si, The Hood-

damaged Victoria Bridge i% seen on the left.

The following description of (he construction

of this type of mains was given in a paper read

at a meeting of the Electrical Association ol

NS.W. in 1891. (56) —
The copper bars are each wrapped spirally with a

special jute cord and two or more conductor arc

wrapped together with another spiral covering in

an inverse direction. These arc inserted into an

iron tube, the ends closed with vulcanite plugs and

an insulating compound composed o! bitumen and

ozokerite [a mineral wax] is forced into the tube

completely impregnating the jute and filling the

vacant spaces (Fig. 17)

Finally, more than three years alter the

contract with the Edison Co. had been signed,

the plant operated for a tew weeks with no

particular problems other than excessive voltage

drop in the underground mains; this will be

discussed shortly. However, in August 1886 a

fire broke out in the Legislative Assembly
Chamber. It was attributed to Tomlinson \s

replacing fuses with solid connections in part of

the wiring but details of the event are

complicated and a lack of cooperation between

the Government Printing Office Engineer

(Joseph Dorset r> and Tomlinson is very evident.

The full explanation is given in a 19 page report

labled in the I egisfative Assembly in October

1886. (13) Tomlinson was obliged to resign in

spite of his strong objection to the criticism by

the various experts called in to give evidence.

There will be further reference to ihe project

and its difficulties. Meanwhile it is of interest to

note the very large capital investment spread

over three years to provide about 30kW of

power with a similar capacity as intended

reserve, although both dynamos had to be run

to meet later additions to the lighting of the

Parliamentary buildings. The major items were:

New building, 113,043; steam plant, i;2747;

dynamos, and lighting installation, 12020; street

mains, about i'600 — a total o\' over El 8,000.

This would be equivalent to about $1 million in

today's currency.

Bar ion \s Quff.nsland Governmf.n'i

Electrician: It was not surprising to find that

Barton was appointed to replace Tomlinson
thus becoming the third occupant ol" the

position since June 1886. The appointment was

gazetted on 3 November 1886 at a salary of

1250 per annum. The Queensland Government
Gazette described the position as 'Government
Electric Engineer.' (57) Fortunately there is a

little information about this period of Barton's

tenure of the position thanks to WME.
I 'Estrange, a relative and a close associate for

many years who recorded the following in his

Chairman's address to the Institution of

Engineers, Australia. Brisbane Division in 1934.

i55) This extract from the address is prefaced by

L'Estrange's comment on the wiring oi' the

In



iron pipe, 2 inch

interna] diameter

^^^/V| copper conductors

1 compound filling

FOO\ treated jute binding

FlO. 17. Derails tit" the IK) V.,d.c. underground mains (known as 'T.dison Stneel rubes') connecting the

Government Printing Office power plant to the Parliamentary buildings. The first installation in 1884

was a two core type and the second, in 1892, a three core lype- The mains were made up in mostly 20

ft lengths thus requiring a junction box for each length along the route of over 1200 ft. To provide

for expansion, the connections in each junction box were flexible and ifl preveni ingress of moisture

each was filled with a bituminous compound. A, probable eross-*eciion of EdrsOn two core main 1-,

installed in 1884. Conductor si/e, 0.2 >q.in B, probable ci top of tdison three core mains,

installed in 1892. Conductor si/e, 0.1 sq.in. C, two core junclion bo*, cover removed. O, three core

junction box. cover removed. E, three core junction box, cover in place.

gave any trouble, except at the joints, where their
Parliamentary buildings and presumably of the

Printing Office —

The wiring of Parliament House had been carried

out with 'Underwrilers Wire' from America, Where

il was often called 'Undertakers Wire' owing to its

poor insulation. It consisted of unstranded wires

up to eight gauge, which had been covered with

asbestos thread impregnated with ordinary white-

lead paint. In those days paint figured largely in

electrical work, all armature windings being

'insulated' with red-lead paint.

As Parliament only sat in Winter time when

the Queensland air ts very dry, these wires never

thickness lead to breaking ol the soldering. To
quote Mr Barton's own words — 'The fillings

were, however, very bad. All ihc lights had to be

fixed on gas fillings, the wires being tied at

intervals, while the lamp holder* were clamped on
below the gas jets. Yet earths were rare, except on

the great gas rings above the 'House', Eventually

the eleclric lamps were fixed on a large circular

board which fitted inside the gas ring. After a tew

triiil runs, the members complained of glare and

demanded softening of" the light, which was

accomplished by Fleming, the Gas I liter and
Plumber i angim; a cjrculai ^heei of ground glass

under the light.

!
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aii »«•«,! wtil foi a wed 01 1*0 Ms
instructions were to have nu electric lights on

before sundown, usually half an hour but a

sudden thunderstorm ltd 10 Ifie gas being fil, and

disaster followed Fortunai ! the chamber was

pmpty, hut five ententes Unci the members would

have been hurrying in, and Mr Bernays (58) {of

(he Oas c "oiiiprtn , ) would have been injured, lor

the heat caused by ihe gas flame* above ihe sheet

tff gluts caused it to burst. As it was four Feel in

diameter and made Of thick plate glass, and

weighed some hundred pounds, the effect was
great. One triangular piece cut a deep hole in Mr
Berfta} - tabic

Before these events, and prior to Mr Barton's

advent in Brisbane, the machines, ol the Edison

type, had been erected nt the Priming Office,

where supply was fh*4l made. The Gowertlin i]
I

Printer of these day.*; was George Beal, the perfect

of business from 10 am to 3 pra, (Aftei tho]

his uddre*S waS die Sovereign Hotel, wheic he

foregathered with his bosom friend Owen
Gardiner, ihe Cingerbeer King. Like mt it

Queenslanders of that day, they both believed in

whisky as the only specific against disease.) Ihe

Engineer was Joe Dorseti,

t again quote Mr Barton. 'Dorseti was an

excellent erecting engineer, and his engine fi

were patterns of neatness and solid cement

foundations but he could never get away From the

'scmt-poruhle' type o! machine. To econ

space and allow of oiling the engine must sit under

the boiler and must not run at more than 120

revolutions per minute, Ihe shafting and belts

needed tot dynafito driving were of >

imposing.

These Edison dynamos wete o^' the

intermediate type. (59) They came from Edison
1

*

works where Hopkmson\ work had Cfttlsed a

shortening o( the magnetic circuit, but they Mill

retained the triple magnet. 1
; with UK energising

coils, connected up to a little switchboard iv,

twelve wires that easily lent Uicmselvcs to wrong

polarity connection This peciilnrrrj led to on

amusing incident as soon as the plant had been

handed over to the Government and placed under

the control of my successor 11. TomUnsDo] a

gentleman connected with the Military Forces and

t n ulon in submarine mine

control. .Jimmy Knight, my cleaner, had

disconnected these wires ,
.. mlng purposes, as

he had done under nit every week, but Jimmy had

never connected (hem up again being quite

innocent of any electrical lore. When the military

gentleman appeared and ordered Jimmy to conned
up the wires, Jimmy was aghast, but an old sailor

is not easily cornered. He laced the enemy saying

"I done it at Mr Barton's orders as usual, but 1

won't do them up again till he tells me." Many
bouts passed before a light could be got to

glimmer. Eventually the telephone brought me to

ihe spoi
, As the Contractor's engineer, f h.

help, but the great man's fame had suffered. He
only lasied a lew wctfci m and Lhcr i was

appointed to take permanent charge with the I h

SOUndSnij I p le Of 'Government Eject | ieiau* M)
duties were those ot an ordinary shift engineer.

but I had no jurisdiction in the engine room. My
(Mace was in the dynamo room and patrollin;*

Parliament House to see that no lamps failed to

light for it was the rule that all lights nun be

alight from sunset till the House rose; the plant

then shut down. Thus we always ran at lull load

and did so for the simple reason thai governing

was impossible with that Robey ^emi -port able

Lite if the load varied appreciably.

Dorsctfs lame ran so high 3S a careful

tfler, and as the man who successfully supplied

power lor fliosi> fcd»son dynamos, ih.n Mi<_ m-.*

( OUriei building was fitted with Robej uudertype

engine-, on u id [ce and also ihe new building ol

the IVIrgrapli Ni-uspapci ('ompyny. Until the

linotype machine invaded these three offices, the

Robey engine; reigned supreme Then their pool

governing seems first to have been observed and
also the irregularities due to flapping belts driving

long lines of shafling.'

In the winter ol 3 887 alterations and
extensions were made to the electric lighting of

ihe Parliamentary buildings both to increase the

level of illumination and improve the safety of

the whole installation. The two central

chandeliers in the Legislative Assem
Chamber were replaced by a chiMei of 24

shaded Edison lamps. There was still a lack of

confidence in electric lighting as it was reported

that the gas lights were being rearranged 'so

that they cat) be used m the event oi the

electricity failing through one of the many
causes that are likely lo affeei it.' (60)

Ai least during 1887, if not earlier. Barton

had been considering going into partnership

with a Brisbane electrician, C.F. White
there is evidence that an agreement was reached

between them in the summer of 1887/88.

Whatever the circumstances. Barton submitted a

conditional resignation from the position of

Government Electrician on 19 January 18X8.

His proposal to (he Government was that he

would undertake the supervision (but not the

manual labour) of all electrical work in

connection with the following: Parliamentary

buildings and the Government Printing Office;

the bells and telephones at the Government
Printing office and the Colonial Secretary's

Office and the Railway plant at Brisbane station

(latet Roma St). For Ihese services he requested

an annual salary of £150. His resignation was
accepted from 16 February and the above
conditions agreed to. While the position of

IS



Government Electrician no longer appeared in

the annual list of Government staff it is evident

both in his own correspondence and in

Government documents of the period that his

title was retained until the above arrangement

was concluded on 27 February 1894. (61)

During the interim period Barton had a dual

ioIc as a Government adviser and supervisor on

the one hand and on the other hand as a

contractor offering to carry out the

i amended work. This seems to have caused

a tew minor difficulties but the fact that the

arrangement tasted for sax years suggests that it

was generally acceptable. On Barton's side, the

monthly income must have been most important

as financial difficulties of the partnership

increased.

No immediate action uppean to have been

taken to replace Barton except thai J. Dorsett

the Government Printing Office engineer, had

his responsibilities extended to the lighting of

the Parliamentary buildings from January 1S94.

I he position vi Government Electrical Engineer

was advertised early in 1696 and filled hy John

Hcsketh.

A problem with the electric lighting ot tie

Parliamentary buildings pointed out by Mr
Pentland (Principal Elcctiical Ln^meer, AELP&

) in I8S6 in hi>. rtporl following the fire

was the excessive voltage drop in the

underground mains connecting the Government
Printing Office power plant with these

buildings. He was cautious in saying that it

would be necessary to balance the savings

effected in fuel costs by providing new mains

against the interest charges on the cost of such

provision. There appears to have been rv

until October 1888 when i
I

,unent

Printer proposed a duplication of the mains.

This proposal was repeated in September 1889

and again a year later at which time the Wot!
Department gave an estimated cost oi £500.

Barton's part in this is not clear as his proposals

seem to have been impractical including on^ in

which he gave estimates for a power plant

adjacent to the Parliamentary buildings He
certainly considered a three-wire system with the

third conductor overhead, pointing out that

since both dynamos would need to be run at the

same time to meet the expected additional '

from the lighting extensions, this was no longer

an objection. It also seems possible that Barton

was considering offering to give supply to the

Parliamentary buildings from the Barton. White

and Co, power plant in Edison Lane but as the

date of his notes relevant to this eannm be

determined, this is frUI tl i

Finally, in July 1891 the Works Department

requested the Queensland Agent-General LE

Ion to obtain quotes for 420 yard

'Edison Tubes' These were offered by t la-

Brush Electrical Engineering Company, Lond.m
ai i ) per vard and delivered in November.

Barton was in charge of the laying of the new

ms and in 1'ebruary IS92 it was reported thai

the kWStl LS almost complete. (61) Just whan
w;i\ tli»' intended mode of use has been made
clear by the following extract from a newspaper

article describing a trial of new lighting installed

by Barton, White and Co. in the Parliament::!;.

buildings (62) —
The current is transmit J rj LinugJi the new Editor.

underground mains, which carrv ihree conductor.
One Of WfeiCjb tS devoted to 'tic new wing, ri"j

the Assembly, and one to the Council I tiatnbft

The return pa^c.s through the two conductors of

the eld mains, which were previously u^ed as a

find return. The I
; of pure copper

embedded in biiumen, and are protected bu iron

piping supplied by the Edi-.r.r. ( 'q
. ready (Vh

fixing. . .
,

Lasr '; .i foe dynamos ran 1)5

volts pressure white (he pressure supplied to The

House was about 94 veils, and the eurrvni

eonsumed averaged 240 ampe;

1 he at the voltage drop

problem of several years before still persisted,

the advantage o^ the decreased resistance of the

mains being offset by the increased current now
returned bj the lighting system. The use of %
volt lamps was apparently an acceptable

solution but had the inherent difficulty that to

eriM'i ^proximately 96 volts was available

at tlie lamp location the generated voltace

would need to be adjusted to suit the number OI

lamps in use. There is a description of the new

lighting system later.

The above account differs Mj from

those given previously as recollections and, in

particular, corrects the long e

that Barton himself either developed and

constructed (or constructed under licence) llie

new mains in about 1887 or 188S and that n

was at that time a three-wire 220/110 volt

system substituted for the original two-wire 110

volt system

-

The first applications of electric lighting "

Brisbane were to improve the conditions for

rypesenen. railway workers and politicians, in

that, order. The era of the incandeseeni lamp

had begun but while its advantages over

were easily demonstrated, the relatively I

cost was a major deterrent to its general

adopt i

w



FOUNDATIONANDEARLY
DEVELOPMENTOFTHE

ELECTRICITY SUPPLYINDUSTRY
IN QUEENSLAND

Brisbane Area, 1887 to 1889

Partnership - thi- White Connection: in

early 1888 Edward Barton resigned from the

position of Government Electrician that he had
accepted in 1886 and reached an agreement with

the Government that he should have more
limited tespousibtlities tram February 1888 and
a lower salary. (63,64) This arrangement proved

very helpful over the following years. In the

summer of 1887/88 he had already formed (in

effect) a partnership with Cedric Francis

(Frank) White, a brother of Thomas Edward
White, Queensland manager of Messrs Alfred

Electric Light, Telephones,

ELECTRIC BELLS.

ELECTRICAL VTORK of all

iiadj .ircfully executed.

c s\ wkite,
CHEEKTT3SET, BRISBANE.

BARTON,WHITE, & CO.
L.'; r. F. WHITE.),

Electrical Engineers,

Til*: »;*cii .%!irc;*:,Mnfi ntCUKKEt.

t in, 18 <J.y White, a Brisbane clecmcian, and E.C.

Barton, the part-time Queensland

(joverrtment Electrician advertised their

partnership in the Queensiander of 1888.

White's advertisement on 10 March changed
to Barton, White and Co. on 17 March.

Shaw and Co., although this was not advertised

unlil 17 March 1888. (65,66) Possibly the

announcement was delayed until Barton's new
agreement with the Government had been

finalised.

The exact date of the formation of the

partnership is not known but it was certainly

under consideration before September 1887

since a letter written at this time by George

Barton, Edward's father, expressed what was to

be continuing concern about the proposition

and enquired *How did you end about that

matter?' (67) As a guide to his commitment,
there is preserved a list of individual payments

by Barton and C.F. White for the first several

years of the partnership and this shows an

amount of £120 16s 7d paid by the former in

1887. (68) It is clear that T.E. White played a

most important part in financing the

partnership; indeed, F.R. L'Estrange stated —
there would not have been a Barton and White if

Mr C\F. White was not financed bv Ins bfOtfcff

..(33)

Barton's connection with Messrs Alfred

Shaw and Co. has already been referred to in

connection with the completion of the electric

lighting of the Parliamentary buildings. As
L'Estrange continued —

Mr Barton ... convinced Mr T.E. White that there

was an excellent opening for the introduction and
advancement of electricity supply. Mr Barton had
no capital but succeeded in arranging tor Mr T F

White to finance his brother C.F. White in a

partnership to be known as Barton and White as

he [T.E, White] considered that C.F. White had
selling ability and a knowledge of importing,

Uock-keeping and office procedure, and on the

rher hand Mr Barton had ability and experience

to design, manufacture and install all kinds of
electrical machines and apparatus; also that Mr
White's firm [Alfred Shaw) could increase their

imports and sales of machines and accessories

which the new firm of Barton and White would
icquire. Mr. T.E. White then arranged finance for

his brother CF. and opened an account for the

new firm with Alfred Shaw and Co. It is to be

Strictfy understood that Mr C.F. While would be

responsible for the office, stores purchasing and
sales, whilst Mr Barton would be responsible for

the engineering side and staff.

Before the partnership was announced, C.F.
White had established an electrician business in

Creek St, Brisbane and his advertisments listed

'Electric Light. Electric Bells, Telephones,

Speaking Tubes, Lightning Conductors &c, &c*
The last advertisment under White's name
appeared on 10 March 1888. The advertisment

:n
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on 1 7 March described the partners as

'Electrical Engineers', and 'The Exchange* was
added to the Creek St address. <69» (Fig. 18) A
further addition in July 1888 was: Works, 149

Elizabeth St.

The only specific record found to date of

work attributed to C.F. White was in

connection with the National Association Show
in August 1887 (70) when —

an interesting machine was shown by Mr C.F.

White of Creek St. It was a dynamo capable of

supplying 40 electric lights and it is used to light

up during the evenings the grand saloon Of

nautical exhibits shown by the British India Co. ...

It seems quite likely that Barton would have

been involved since the 'Goods Received' book
of this period kept by White shows

predominantly a ranee of components and
material for the installation of electric bells.

LIGHTING \ Skating Rink- According to

W. M. h . IF si range (5 5) the first work
undertaken by the partners was the installation

of a generating plant consisting of a Brush Co.

'Victoria' dynamo driven by a portable steam

engine. The following details of the

,

ft

* i t, j ,

Muxn* A i in a rm L.

i |»tt$, I
|

I & 4$

I'M. [9. Advertisement Tor the Roller Skating Rink of

K*Aj Skinner and Co. in the Exhibition

Building, 24 March iBSS. Barton. Whfli

and Co. contracted to suppls 1 electric

lighting front a small power plant nearby.

The Rink was opened to the public on 2

April but was destroyed by fire OH 13 -Tune,

Fig. 20. Brush Co. Victoria dynamo from the

Queensland Museum Collection. This is

probably similar to that used by Ban on.

While and Co. at the Exhibition Building

from April lo June 1888 and at Telegraph

Lone in August 1888 to provide the RrSI

commercial electricity supply in

Queensland. At this time copper or brjss

strips were used to provide a sliding contact

with the commutator hut these were later

replaced by carbon blocks as in this

illustration.

1\



circumstances leading up to this are based on a

lecture by G.G. L'Estrange, son of W.M.E.
L'Estrange (71) —

A British India boat, thought to be the 'India
1

,

being one of the first to be equipped with electric

fight, called at Pinkenba in 1887. Apparently the

electrical installation had been troublesome and
the Captain solved his problems by off-loading the

generator.

During March 1888, Messrs K.A. Skinner

and Co. set up a roller skating rink in the

Exhibition Building in Gregory Terrace,

Brisbane and engaged Messrs Barton, White

and Co. to provide arc and incandescent

lighting. (72) This would have been the first

public entertainment area in Brisbane to be lit

by electric light and thus the installation

provided an excellent opportunity to show the

advantages compared with gas lighting. The
rink opened on 31 March as announced with an

enticing newspaper advertisment. (Fig. 19) G.G.
L'Estrange continued thus —

The arrangement was for Barton and White to

own all plant and equipment and Messrs Skinner

to pay for the service provided. For this purpose

Mr Barton gained possession of the generator left

by the B.I. boat, also an old traction boiler and a

Marshall engine. These were set up as a generating

station in a shed adjacent to the skating rink. In

order to finance this project Barton and White
borrowed to the limit of their credit. This

enterprise was a great success and the money was
rolling in until, early one morning on 13 June
1888, the Exhibition Building was burnt to the

ground and everything was destroyed except the

power house. [Arson was suspected.] This left

Barton and White with debts and a power house
for which they had no use.

gps?-?> z&m&k—

Fig. 21. Portable steam engine manufactured by Messrs Brown and May, England, c.I886. It is shown arranged
for belt driving a water pump but is otherwise probably similar to the engine used by Barton, White
and Co. to belt drive the 'Brush' dynamo. (Fig. 20)



1 k . 22. ArtistS impression of Barton, White and Co.'s first workshop in Telegraph (later Edison) Lane in

>8SS. this and the generating plant were housed in a shed. 40 ft by If ft. Barton himself probably

provided this imaginative illustration to show the intended scope of the firm's activities,

I he two arc lights and about 116

incandescent lamps valued at £70 were

destroyed but had been insured. The power

house was fortunateiv about 100 yards away.

(73)

The First CoMMgfcOAJ tsLECTJWOT'V Supplv
The young partners wasted no time in

recriminations however as ten days later the

following announcement appeared in the

Brisbane Courier (74) —
Messrs Barton, While and Co., electricians, are

jusi completing negotiations with the Post Office

Authorities for the lighting of the mail-room with

incandescent lamps for three months by way of an

experiment. During the summer nights the

employees of tht Post Office have suffered

considerabh through the vitiated state of the

atmosphere in this room cained by the large

consumption pf gas and bad ventilation.

Arrangements are also to be made Tot 'he etecnon

of a powerful arc lamp in front of the Post Office.

There is no doubt that the experimem will provr

successful as the electric light has been used with

advantage in the Post Offices of both Sydney and

Melbourne fa a considerable time pavi

According to G.G. L 'Estrange, wbiie the

negotiations were proceeding, and as a means o(

Utilising 'heir asset., the plant was sex up in a

location near the Cricket Ground, South

Brisbane where it was apparently used to supply

lighting for Cricket Ground activities, and also

arc lights in nearby Stanley St. He believed that

these were erected by Trackson Bros. (71)

The Post Office lighting became a reality two

months after the fire following a trial reported

in I he Brisbane Courier of 3 August 1S88. The
occasion of giving the first commercial

electricity supply in Queensland was described

in the following extract from the Queenstander

(75) -
The General Post Office building in Queen St was

Lighted up on Monday evening [20 August] Ton

'1?
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Fig. 23. A, the second dynamo installed at Telegraph (later Edison) Lane, probably late in 1888 is believed to

have been manufactured by Crompton and Co. Ltd and rated at HOV.,225 A. The illustration is

almost certainly of a replica built by Barton's firm in about 1899 for their Ann St. power station. The

field system is bipolar, the windings being arranged in two halves set on either side of the pole faces.

The armature would have been ring wound. B, a text book illustration of a similar, though probably

smaller, dynamo manufactured by Crompton and Co. Ltd c.1890. This shows the type of brush gear

missing from the dynamo in Fig. 23A.

first time by electricity, the contractors, Messrs

Barton, White and Co., whose offices are situated

in Elizabeth Street at the rear of the Government
premises [actually in Telegraph Lane], having

completed their arrangements for starting work.
The lighting was confined to the ground floor,

where the despatching and receiving rooms, the

letter carriers' department, the delivery windows,
and the private boxes are situated. In this large

hall thirty-two of the fifty volt Swan lamps have

been placed, each being of about 16-candle power,

and the light given was fairly satisfactory as a

whole, though in some places the great height at

which the lamps were hung was somewhat of a

drawback. The machinery is situated in a large

shed on the contractors' premises. The shed

measures 40 ft by 15 ft. A 100-light Victoria Brush
dynamo (Fig. 20) and a 12-horse power Brown and
May engine (Fig. 21) were in use, and the firm

intend at no distant date to offer the electric light

as well as motive power to other buildings in the

vicinity.

The above description of the steam plant

differs from that given by G.G. L'Estrange

who, when relating many years subsequently the

events at the Exhibition site, was probably

relying on hearsay. The three months' trial just

referred to must have been regarded as a success

since the G.P.O. was still shown as a customer

many years later.

Operations at Telegraph (Edison) Lane and
Some Early Customers: Another
contemporary record is an illustration of

Barton, White and Co.'s workshops (Fig. 22)

the form of an

many workshop
published in

advertisement

1888 in

depicting

operations and items of electrical equipment.

(76) The artist is not named but could have

been Barton himself. Aldine stated that —
with the help of high-class machinery, they do all

classes of electrical work. They manufacture all

the fittings for electric light and power; supply

brackets for lamps, sockets, cut-outs, portable

hand lamps, reflectors, arc lamps of 2000 candle

power, electric motors, etc and undertake electrical

work in all parts of the Colony. (76)

This describes a most ambitious undertaking

at such an early stage and when electricity was

so much more expensive than gas. In this

connection it is interesting to find an

24



advertisement by the firm in July 1888

describing battery-less gas lighters which they

had imported from the Matchless Electric Gas

Lighter Co. for about ten shillings each.

Pressure on a lever rotated a tiny electrostatic

generator which provided a sufficient spark to

Ignite the gas. (77)

On 22 September 1888 the Brisbane Courier

stated that a small electric motor known as the

C and C had been introduced to Brisbane by

Messrs Barton, White and Co. —

The motor is applied tn driving a ventilating fan

which revolves at the rate of about 3000

revolutions per minute. The fans [blades], six in

numbct, ate of bras*, and I'onn a wheel 12 in. in

diameter. This, when in motion, is sufficient to

ventilate a room 15 ft by 25 ft, and certainly gives

a remarkably strong CUTTCWI of air, the effects of

which can be felt all over the apartment- The
amount of electric current employed is equal to

one and a half times thai mju |n '

[l h > ;iTl ordinary

Ui c.p. lamp ... The little machine is an

illustration, on a small vale, ol the possibility of

distributing power for driving small machines at a

distance from the cennal d\namo. In the United

States an electric light apparatus in many < <-,

cams money in the daytime by driving machinery

for small industries, and al night by supplying

Htm,

In the summer of 1888/89, the Company was

successful in obtaining contracts for fitting 63

automatic electric fire alarms in the Government

Printing Office and 150 in the Parliamentary

buildings, The alaims were made by the firm

and were based on the movement of a hi-meial

.strip when heated. At a predetermined

temperature the strip completed an elect tic

circuit and an alarm bell rang. It was reported

thai further orders had been received from mill

owners. (78)

Aldinc described the generating plant in

Telegraph Lane in 1888 as —
a steam engine at the icui ot their ppemlsfl

| 'A Inch] drives two dynamo-electric machine-..

which supply the current for die electric light in

the adjacent General Post Office and other

premises in the neighbourhood.

So the initial equipment was apparently

added to very soon and the second dynamo was

piobably that included in an undated list of

plant installed at the 'Edison Lane Works', as

the site In Telegraph Lane was later named. The

entry reads: 'Two-pule Cioinpton Dynamo —
output 240 amps at 1 10 volts/ (79) (Rg. 23)

The first move from the shed was to a four-

• y masonry building (Tig. 24) Lc Tclcgiaph

Lane at the rear of the site lefened to as 149

Elizabeth St The exact position of the shed

relative to the building is noi known but it WftS

preaumaWj very close. The picture is confused

by the ambiguous phrasing of an article in the

Australasian Ironmonger of July 1889 which

stated that Barton, White and Co. were *havhv

to remove their engine shed 10 make icom tot

their new building/ The building was only new
in the sense of being newly acquired, possibl-,

there were access problems with the shed in its

initial position. Each floor was about 400 sq. ft

and rent, which presumably included a smaJI

area adjacent to the building, was 14 6s 6d per

week, payable to Mr David Marks. It would be

surprising if Barton regarded the arrangement

as ideal tor his purpose. He certainly considered

the rent to be excessive, However there were

probably few buildings in the locality adaptable

for his purpose and, in particular, having an

internal chimney of reasonable height.

Both F.R. L'hsiiange (18) and G. Mackenzie

(80) gave accounts of the allocation of space

and the installed equipment. Combining the

seems that the basement and four floors of the

building were occupied thus:

Basement: 2 steam engines and belt driven

dynamos (Figs 25,26)

Ground Floor: 2 boilers, wood ot coal in

1000 lbs of water per hour evaporative capacity

pressure probably 110 lbs per sq. in. (Fig. 27)

First Floor: Offices and Stores

Second Floor: Workshop
Third Floor: Fitters' Shop (Fig. 28)

No layout plan of the installation In the

basement has been found but evidently the base

load plant comprised a Marshall steam engine

with belt drive to the Crompton dynamo
previously referred to. A photograph of the

basement taken tn the 1950's shows foundations

which were described by F.R. L'Estrange at

those of a steam engine and dynamo; there \$

no indication tn the photograph of where the

second steam engine-dynamo set was located.

Mackenzie mentions a dynamo of about 7 kW
driven by an old locomotive engine and boiler

in an adjacent shed.

There is DO progressive record of additions

to the power plant for the first several years so

it is not possible lu relate the above information

lo a particular period. However in a letter lo a

power station engineer in NSWdated 6 August

1896 (81) Barton included a description (given

later) of the major equipment in connection

with Ins application for an Order in Council

under the 1896 Electric Light and Power Act

2:-



Fiti. 24. A, Barton, While and Co. power
station and works in Edison Lane.

The building was in use from 1889 to

c.1900. The basement and floors

were occupied thus: Basement, steam

engines and belt driven dynamos;
ground floor, boilers; first floor,

offices and stores; second floor.

workshop; third floor, fitters' shop.

The overhead distribution system is

seen above roof level. B, horizontal

section of building. C, artist's

impression of Barton, White & Co's

power station in Edison Lane.

B 10 feet

Conditions for the engine driver in the

basement must have been extremely unpleasant

and no doubt drainage was a problem. It is

likely that Barton asked the Brisbane Council to

provide a pipe drain from the near vicinity and
below the floor level of the basement. Certainly

a contract for laying down such a drain was let

by the Council tn September 1889 and it is of

interest that on the contract drawing, signed 19

September 1889, the name 'Telegraph Lane 1

has

been crossed out and 'Edison Lane
1

substituted.

This followed a request by Barton to the

26
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I I-,. 24. (continued)

moil a Few weeks earlier to have the name building. Water tanks and fl primim

changed. (82) condensing system were located in ttu

At ground level the two boileTS were immediate vicinity o( the building probubi-.

arranged side bj side along the length of the between it and the Elizabeth St frontage to the



FlG. 25. The basement engine room al Edison Lane. The foundations for a steam-engine belt driving a dynamo
were photographed fifty years after the site was abandoned.

site. Mackenzie recalled the arrangements for

switching and voltage control of the generating

plant —
The switchboard was mounted on the wall in the

(basement] engine room and ... to reach the

switchboard when the plant was operating, the

attendant had to pass underneath the driving belt

of one of the engines. A platform of wood
covered the belt at the bottom, the Engine Room
being very small for belt driven sets. Just outside

the door of the boiler house an electric [voltage]

controller operated the governors of (he engines. If

the voltage was allowed to become too low the

moving arm of the contact would stick causing (he

engines !o race when the pressure of steam

increased. Due night the man on shift was

concerned at I he excessive speed. Mr Barton was

in his office at the time and raced downstairs and
saved the situation.

Mackenzie remembered the workshop
arrangements on the two floors —

The second floor was Mr Young's department

where armature winding, manufacture and repair

of speaking tubes, telephones and bells,

underground and overhead mains were dealt with.

The third floor was the fitter's shop in which Mr
Angus Gillies was Foreman. The outfit consisted

of two lathes, one drilling machine, one forge —
also one machine for mounting discs (stampings)

nn armature shafts and balancing same. The
motor driving the machinery was 2 h.p., 110 V t

series type and the speed was regulated by coils of

iron wire attached to insulators and mounted on
an iron frame on the wall above the motor. The
motor was very efficient, the brushes in use being

copper gauze type, all fans, motors and generators

being fitted with these in the Edison Lane period.

Instead of telephones, speaking tubes were used

:>'



FlO. 26. A Marshall Sons and Co. Lid, England,

horizontal .steam engine. A single cylinder

and a twin cylinder engine of i his make and

type powered the Edison Lane basement

power plant.

capabilities of the light, On 1 1 June, the

Finance Committee of the Council

recommended that it be left in the hands of the

Mayor to accept or reject the proposal. (83) It is

clear that the majority of the Council were

averse to increasing the expenditure on street

lighting and as the Brisbane Courier of 23 June
1888 reported —

it would be unreasonable to evpeci Messrs Barton

and White to go to the expense oi erecting poles

and lamp fillings if ihere was no likelihood of the

Council eventually adopting the electric light

syslem. The presenl cost of lighting by gas is

about three shillings and six pence per week per

lamp including cost of material and erection. Each
electric lamp would be equal to about seventy-five

ordinary gas jels in j cluster.

So the first attempt by Barton, White and Co to

provide greatly improved street lighting in

for communication between the different

departments.

Initially a two wire 110 V system of

distribution mains would have been used. The

three wire system (Fig. 29) was certainly

adopted by 1895 and possibly earlier. It had

been developed by John Hopkinson, an english

electrical engineer, and was known as the

Edison system because it was widely adopted in

the USA. The voltage was 220 between one pair

of conductors and 110 between each of these

and a third conductor which would have been

connected to earth at the generating station.

The lower voltage was used for lighting and

small motors and the higher voltage for larger

motors with resulting economy in distribution

costs.

Obviously one of the early objectives o( the

new company was to restore the interesi in

electricity shown by the public in 1882. The
Brisbane Municipal Council had been

considering the possibility of electric lighting for

some years but the first proposal by Barton,

While and Co. to light Queen St was made to

the Council in April 1S88 or shortly before.

This was about the time that the Company
contracted to provide electric lighting for

Skinner's skating rink at the Exhibition

building. Their offer was lo light Queen St

between Creek and Edward Streets for a month
free of charge, as an exhibition of the

Fig. 27. A Marshall Sons and Co. Ltd locomotive

type boiler. Two of these were installed m
the ground floor of Barton. White and

Co.'s power siation in Edison Lane to

supply steam to the engines in the

basement. This type o\ boiler would have

he-en chosen for its narrow widih and

simple flue. The boiler', are assumed to

have been installed side by side and fired

from the area inside the doorway to Edison

I ane. The principal fuel was wood as die

use of coal, while cheaper, led to

complaints about smoke nuisance.
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\\ i 28. Barton, While and Co.'s third rigor workshop in Edison Lane. This view shows ihe shafting, pulleys

and belts used to drive the workshop machinery from an electric motor. Drive to a particular device

was com rolled by overhead Fast and loose pulleys selected by moving the belling with long wooden
leveis.

Brisbane ended in rejection in the luce of

opposition by the gas lighting industry which

had been firmly established for over 20 years.

By 1889 Barton. White and Co. were gaining

recognition for their activities as is shown by
the following (84) —

Lighting by electricity is extending rapidly in

Brisbane. The latest application of the system is at

the Royal Hotel, Queen Si. The bars, passages and
ground floor rooms are now lighted by electricity

to the exclusion of gas and while the illuminating

power has greatly increased, the temperature hi

been lowered to an appreciable extent.

K.R. L'Estrange recalled a visitor attempting

to turn on the light by applying a lighted match
to the lamp base. A notice warning against this

was found in New Zealand (Fig. 30).

At this time Ihe electric motor was still a
novelty and it was not taken for granted that

the same mains could supply both light and
power. So we find in the Queenslander of 20

July 1889 —
During the lasl fortnight an interesting and

successful application has been made of the

electric motor for practical work by Messrs

Barton, White and Co. The erection (sic] of their

new premises necessitated the removal of their

electric light plant from their yard and with it the

steam engine which drove their shop machinery.

The dynamo, which is now situated in a

neighbouring yard and is kept running all day to

supply electric light, furnishes current also by

wires to an electric motor in Messrs Barton, White

and Co. workshops. The generating dynamo i* a

Victoria [Gramme] ring machine running ai 700

revolutions while the motor is by Elwell Parker

and runs al about 1000 revolutions. The matter

has aroused considerable interest and a number of

gentlemen, desirous of seeing an electric motor in

actual service, has visited the Works.

U]



Fig. 29. Early forms of overhead line construction

sketched by Barton c.1895 or earlier. The

distribution system was initially 2 wire, 110

V.,d.c. but later was changed to 3 wire, 220

V. for economic reasons. The mains were

supported on the rooftops of buildings in

the small area of supply adjacent to the

power station. After the passing of the

Electric Light and Power Act in 1896, all

distribution mains were required to be

underground.

In the same year the firm's name was coupled

with a second installation of an electric plant —
at the premises of the Brisbane Newspaper Co.

Ltd. The plant was fitted with what was

described as the only automatic electric steam

controller at work in Australia.

It is the invention and work of Barton, White and

Co. and is a piece of mechanism which by a

system of ratchets and pawls opens and shuts the

expansion gear ... according to the variations in

load or pressure of steam, ... (85)

In August 1889 the opening of Central

Railway Station, Brisbane was reported with

special reference to the lighting arrangements.

(42) Roma St Station and vicinity were lit in

1884 and the following account (42) described

how the system was extended —
The plant is now used to run five arc lights in the

new railway station, and for this purpose cables

for the conveyance of the current had to be

continued through the new tunnel and under the

two bridges . The work has been successfully

carried out by Messrs Barton, White and Co. (Fig.

31) In the tunnel and under the bridges the cables

are carried on substantial brackets provided with

shackle insulators, with iron guards to prevent

accidents from breakage. For the remainder of the

distance the cables are carried on hardwood poles

8 in. square and 25 ft long. The cables are made
of seven strands of No. 16 gauge copper wire,

insulated first with a covering of cotton, then

prepared rubber, and finally covered with a stout

braiding of tarred yarn. The length added to the

electrical circuit is nearly a mile and the electrical

resistance is equal to one and a half ohms, or

about half that of an arc lamp. The lamps are all

of the usual 'Brush' type and uniform with the

original lamps in use at Roma Street station. The
total number of lamps in connection with both

stations is fourteen, so that the dynamo has to run

at an electrical pressure of 700 volts, instead of

500 volts as heretofore. In order to obtain this

increased pressure, the pulleys on the countershaft

have been altered so as to increase the speed of the

dynamo.

Barton had the dual role of adviser to the

Government and contractor. When repairs to

This Room Is Equipped With

tdison Electric $i$hU

Do not attempt to Il^ht with
I

*

match. Simply turn key

on wall by the door.

Tlir use uf rlfcliiclry f»r llijlillny Is In n.i way hnrinFu

In h*nllh. not dm* il .iflf-cl Ih* UMHtdlWXl ol (IrM

Fig. 30. Notice to hotel guests about turning on the

electric lights.
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Fig. 31. A, Roma St Railway Station, Brisbane.

e.1890. Electricity generated in an 'Electric

Light Machinery Shed' locaied between the

Station and the Normanby Tunnel supplied

arc lighting in the area in 1884. In 1889 the

lighting was extended to Central Railway

Station, the overhead mains being erected

by Barton. White and Co. One of the

supporting structures is shown on the let! of

the illustration. B, details of the pole-top

construction. The mains were insulated for

700 V.d.c. and were probably the first of

this type in Queensland.

the dynamo armatures were needed in 1896, he

carried out these as Manager of the Brisbane

Electric Supply Co. Ltd, the successor to Barton

and White. (86) By 1900 the Railways

Department arranged to take electricity supply

from the newly-built Brisbane Tramways Co.
Ltd power station in Countess St. (87)

Brisbane Area. 1890 to 1895

The Brisbane Gas Co. and Elec truth
Supply: Although the Brisbane Municipal

Council had taken up neither the offer by

Barton, White and Co. nor any other offer to

undertake street Lighting of the city by electricity

in 1888, they called tenders in 1890 for lighting

parts of the city. However action was deferred

because they were advised that parliamentary

authority was first required. (88) At the same
time the Bribane Gas Co. Ltd was seeking to

have the Brisbane Gas Co. Act under which

they operated amended so as to enable them to

provide electricity supply as well. A Select

Committee of the Legislative Assembly was set

up and evidence taken . (89) However the

Council objected to the amendment of the Act

because they wished eventually to obtain

municipal control of electricity supply, and

Barton, on behalf of his firm, also gave a series

of reasons why it should be refused. Extracts

from Barton's evidence given in October 1890

are set out below —
I am a member of the firm of Barton, White and

Company. Wehave been engaged in the supply of

electric light for the last two years. Beginning with

a ^mall plant of 100 lights, we have gradually

increased it to 600 lights, and are in a position to

;.;



supply street lights according to our tender to the

Municipal Council as soon as we can get the poles

erected. I believe it to be detrimental to the

interests of the electrical industry that rights such

as are included in this Bill should be given to any

company, especially a gas company. Although

nominally it creates no monopoly of light and

power, experience proves that it will do so, as no

city will tolerate competing lines of pipes, gas,

electric, and hydraulic, or competing lines of

poles. If the Gas Company acquires these rights,

the Municipal Council, although hostile to this

Bill, would be still more hostile to a Bill for

granting similar powers to another company, and

a firm like ours could not hope to obtain such

powers against the powerful Gas Company and

their unwilling allies, the Municipal Council.

This Bill, if enacted, would prove a great

hardship to our firm, destroying our business, just

as it is becoming remunerative. We have put our

time and money into this business and

demonstrated its advantages through two years of

unremunerative hard work, and that the fruits of

our labour should be handed over to the Gas

Company would be a great injustice to us. It

would also hinder the progress of electric lighting.

... It has been truly said that the Gas Company,
with its wealth and organisation, could supply the

city with electricity as well as any other parties;

but I contend that it will not be in their interests

to do so, and, as business men, they will not do

so. If a time limit is inserted in the Act it will still

not be in their interests to put down a plant until

the five or ten years are nearly run out, provided

that others can be deterred from doing so by

occasional calling for tenders and similar

inexpensive methods of showing activity. Thus the

city will have to wait for five or ten years for the

benefits of electric lighting.- When the plant is put

down it will not be to the Company's interest to

push the new light, and high price or inefficient

service would prevent the general adoption of the

light. This would cause the Company no anxiety,

as the gas consumption would be correspondingly

undiminished. An Electric Light Company, on the

contrary, would not delay a moment in obtaining

the largest plant they could afford, and would

push their wares, introducing motors, and all the

latest improvements. The competition would be

healthy, not cut-throat.

In continuing his evidence Barton admitted

that a lot of his case was conjecture but asserted

that the natural instinct of the Gas Company
would be to soft-pedal the electrical part of

their undertaking. He claimed that his company

had resources sufficient to supply electricity

within the city. They could within, say, four

years extend the area of supply to a 10 mile

radius. There was reference to the

undergrounding of mains as required in New

York and London. Barton commented that in

Brisbane the city and suburbs could be supplied

at a voltage of 100 or 200 but that it might be

necessary to go a little higher. He stated that

this voltage was not dangerous to human life

but the firm was willing to lay its wires

underground if required to do so.

The Select Committee summed up the

position with a strong recommendation in

favour of the Gas Company but the Bill was

rejected by the Legislative Assembly on its

second reading. (89)

In August 1890, Barton, White and Co.

suggested that the Municipality of South

Brisbane be lit by electric light and offered to

submit an estimate of the cost. (90) The South

Brisbane Council adopted a report on the offer

which had been prepared by their General

Purposes Committee and which had

recommended that tenders be called for two
alternative schemes, namely:

1. To supply the Council with plant to run 300,

400, 500 or 600 lamps of 16 candle power and

to guarantee the working thereof 'for a period

of years.' or 2. To light the Municipality with

electricity for a period of 5 to 7 years, the

tenderer to supply plant etc and lamps as above,

giving the annual cost per lamp.

Neither scheme was adopted at that stage but

in early 1893 a tender by Trackson Bros was
accepted. The contract lapsed a few months

later and the idea of lighting South Brisbane

was temporarily abandoned.

Publicity for Electricity: Contemporary
press reports refer to Barton, White and Co.'s

success with the introduction of electric fans

and electric motors in manufacturing

establishments. A one h.p. motor located a

third of a mile from the generating station was
hailed as an achievement — 'one of the first

applications of electricity for motive power used

industrially in Australia.' (91) Earlier in the

year, the Electric Motive Power Agency
Association Ltd had requested Messrs Barton,

White and Co. to prepare a report on ihc

'dangers of electricity'. This was mostly relevant

to the proposed 500 V. d.c. tramways system

then under consideration; the conclusion was

that a 600 V. circuit would be safe if it were put

up efficiently and provided with guard wires,

feeders, cut-outs etc. (92)

George Barton, Edward's father, continued

to show great interest in his son's affairs and to

express distrust of C.F. White. In a letter dated

5 April 1890, George offered to invest £500 in

LI



Littte over three years after the dis;f
I

fire at Ihe Exhibition Building in Brisbane.

Barton, White and Co. were entrusted with the

lighting of the main building and concert hall

sections Of the premises. This required 10 are

lamps equal to 30,00(1 c.p. and some 200

incandescent lamps. The arc lighting was
provided from a Cromplon dynamo (500 V., 15

A ) and the incandescent lighting from a more
powerful dynamo of the same make (110 V., 90

A. |. The following description (96) of the

:.iy which was arranged after completion of

the lighting gives some idea of the versatility of

the firm as well as the progress made in their

early efforts to popularise the use of electricity.

I ... 32, Sewing machine driven b mall be

operated electric motor. Barton, Whit;

Co. exhibited a similar device tn 1891,

the firm and this ceptexJ to MAy. At the

same nine, th, White, bfl ih t C.F. White.

led out to George Barton that he and
others had lent or guaranteed over £2000
that Barton senior's investment, though
accepted, was not welcome. (93)

In August 1890, the Annual Show ol the

National Agricultural and tndustriaJ Association

of Queensland included an exhibit by B;n

White and Co. The electrical apparatus included

a dynamo and. as an example of the application

of electricity lo industrial uses, a small motor-
driven printing machine. (94)

During 1891, the firm continued to extend

the electricity supply side of their business and
it was reported (95) that *they now have power
for 600 lights".

This was the development claimed by Barton

in his evidence regarding the Brisbane Gas
Company Amendment Bill. The above report

stated that the firm had manufactured for the

Queensland Turf Club an electrical signalling

apparatus for recording at the Eagic F

racecourse. —
The power is obtained trom LeClanehe celts and
carried into two coil-, with a check armature. On
the butum being pressed, the armature is drawn to

the magnets and releases a ratchet wheel i

M g ilk... i large ^ong and on the placard

the race starting, the dividend from the

lotalisaiors and winners as (tie Case may be. flic

Ingenuity and workmanship reflect great eredi

ihe firm.

... They have a small dynamo used foi driving

motors fa various parts ol the bujkhtie and i>

show a motor developing 2'. : h.p. ... In the main
ball they have art extensive show of electric

up Stances including bells, fire alarms, Hflephai si

. Other examples of ihe application r>l electricity

la motive power are illustrated hy aii automatic
electric mining hoisi working in connection with a

. cage, a Ialtied I n by an electric mon i

<
i sighing machine which delivers a printed

slip n placing a coin in a slot and many other

OSeful machines SWCh afi sewing- machines (Kic. 32).

punting presses etc. A great attraction was

Edi ii in.-' 1

i h (Fig. 33) ... by means

of this instrument \t\ il n were enabled to hear

reproductions of the voices of eminent statesmen

and musicians ...

v* BdbOil Wilrj his phonograph in 1SSS. A
Aimil."

|

-in inograpjl was imported by Barton

in 1891. When displayed at the Brisbane

Exhibition, it was fitted with 12 pairs ot

H, lb im iQ BS to enable 12 listeners to be

o [i rained at once.
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403 . TELEPHONE.

BARTON& WHITE*
ELECTRIC LIGHT, p^U ELECTRIC MOTORS,

Electric Bells, iS^Bl Li^htnrng Condnctors,

TELEPHONES
** «Yt» frr Vnx*.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES-

tJT WriW lw fX*

Edlion-Un« ofT Cr*ek-«tre»t, Brisbane
'LnWiriC* reit fo«l Office. Br librae )

B

KtfJ. 3*i A» lelterhcail

n! the newly-named

flVm Oi Ballon ami

While, probably drawn
i» Bfttton b, advet-

livemeni for Barton

and Whiu-, 1992.

I n "liter details of the phonograph are given in

an account by A.G. Jackson, (97) ai that time

an employee of Barton, White and Co., the

firm having brought the first Edison machine to

Brisbane. —
li wjs ran by elpctricit] }uppfc£d IjJ ivtiieiics and

•-.>me!hing like OOO. In one weeJfj

i ton during Exhibition Week, 1891.

Barton, While sad ( D. ©01 their money bad —
and something to spare. They ft led a dozen

[each |
K'senibhng a doctor's

stethoscope [with] twij metallic terminal-, tilting

right into the ears ot the customer. When business

WAS brisk the customers heard only half a record

bi foi - being bustfed onji ol ihe way co make room
-her patrons —and at 1/ a lime.

The playing time of a record was 2VS minutes,

Jackson also mentioned (97) a tour of the State

with the phonograph —

the tidbit of i he evening [was] the recording on a

was cylinder of the speech of the presiding Mayor
M Olbfif <Jtiini!ar\ r II was then m

|

.nrJiulely played

back to hire to the obvious delight of the

audience.

Barton himself was very interested in the

equipment and gave a paper and demonstration

to the Queensland Institute of Mechanical

Engineers at this time. (98)

In July 1891 there came ihe first sign of

intended regulation of the electricity supply

industry in Queensland when the Post and

.
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Fig. 35. Proposal by Barton for the lighting of the

dining room in the Parliamentary buildings,

1892. Gas fittings, as on the left, were to be

retained and the electric light fittings were

to be arranged separately. The earlier

installations in these buildings were carried

out by attaching the electric lights to the gas

fittings.

Telegraph Bill was passed. This gave the

Government power to establish safeguards in

connection with electric lighting and the

transmission of electric power. (99) In the

following year a Bill 'to prevent Electric Lines

being constructed or used in such manner as to

injuriously affect Telegraph Lines' was drafted

but by 1895 it had still not been introduced to

Parliament. It is safe to assume that the current

practices remained more or less unchanged until

the implementation of the Electric Light and
Power Act of 1896, of which more shortly.

In 1892, presumably for commercial reasons,

the name of the firm was changed from Barton,

White and Co. to Barton and White without

any evident alteration in activities. (Fig. 34)

They continued to develop the distribution

system in the central part of Brisbane and in

November of that year it was reported that the

firm had 'some eighty consumers on their list.'

(100) This development was still without

authority other than permission by the Mayor

to make minor extensions from time to time.

(89)

Not surprisingly many members of the

Brisbane Municipal Council were against this

piecemeal growth of the supply system and felt

that electricity should be the responsibility of

the Municipality. This was particularly the case

because they considered that they had prevented

a monopoly for electricity supply being given to

the Brisbane Gas Co. Ltd by their opposition to

the Amendment Bill in 1890. In their opinion an

Electric Light and Power Act should be

introduced by the Government, the intention

being to control the supply of electricity by

means of Orders in Council with the possibility

that the Brisbane Council itself might wish to

obtain such an Order. The Chief Secretary (Sir

Samuel Griffith) promised that he would

endeavour to find time to prepare a Bill

embodying the necessary regulations which he

would submit to Parliament. Apparently Sir

Samuel did not find time, for no Bill was

forthcoming. In 1893, the Mayor summed up

the position (88) in these words —
And thus we stand, the Chief Municipal Council

in the Colony, unable to move forward one step in

this direction until it pleases the powers that be to

graciously accord us permission, while private

firms wire the principal streets from end to end

and supply electric light and power without let or

hindrance.

So Barton and White continued to provide

unauthorised electricity supply for Brisbane for

the next few years.

In 1892, Barton, White and Co. undertook

the underground cabling and inside wiring for

the new wing of the Parliamentary buildings,

the lighting fittings being manufactured by
Trackson Bros, Brisbane. Fortunately a

description of the trial of the new work was

given in a contemporary newspaper. (62) —
The dining, smoking and Ministers' rooms were lit

up, but the light in some of the rooms was not

quiie up to expectation, as the lamps were of the

old pattern 16-candle power, which it is intended

to replace with 32-candle power now on the way
out from home. The lights in the dining and
smoking rooms were very brilliant, as were also

those in the Assembly Chamber. The trial was
considered satisfactory, as the only defect

noticeable was in the lamps. The current is

supplied by two 400-Iight dynamos of the Edison

pattern, which are placed in the electric room of

the Government Printing Office. These are run at

1000 revolutions per minute, and require about 60-
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horse power to supply the 400 lights at the

Parliament House. ... The current is distributed by

cables placed in the roof of the new wing, which

are connected with similar cables in the main

building, Suitable fuse boards with safety 'cutouts*

are connected with the cables. All the wires in the

building, alter branching from the cables, run

under the Floors of the passage,, and distribute

thence to the chandeliers. Each room is provided

with a switch attached to the wall, and close to the

door, so that a person entering the room can at

once turn on the light as he enters The dining

room is lit by twelve double brackets, and four

pendants. The brackets have switches to each ligfit,

and the whole of the pendants are controlled by

one switch. In all there are 130 lights in the new

wing ot the House. ...(Fig. 35)

Other work carried out in the same year was the

lighting of the new works o( the Queensland

Meat Export and Engineering Co. in Brisbane.

The Crompton dynamos were supplied by

Barton and White and the switchboards

manufactured in their workshops. (101)

Mort Interest but Serious Financial

pRomf-MS: Finance had become an increasing

problem for the firm and there were many
exchanges of letters between those giving

financial support in Brisbane and Barton's

father —now .Fudge Barton —in New Zealand,

In June 1892 T,E. White wrote to Judge Barton

indicating that still more money had been lent

to Barton and White but added that 'they were

doing well just now. 1 However it seems clear

that the Judge wanted repayment of the £500

lent in 1890. In mid-October C.F. White

protested about this pointing out that to repay

the loan meant increasing the firm's

indebtedness to T.E. White. The letter

mentioned an electric shearing machine which

had proved a failure commercially. (102) This

had been patented bv T.E. White and the

partners in 1891. (103) C.F. White summed up

the position by saying that Barton and White

owed currently 14700 made up of 1500 to their

bank, 1500 to Judge Barton and 13700 to

Alfred Shaw and Co. All of these sums were

guaranteed by T.F. White 'so o\' our liabilities

he is responsible for roughly £5000.'

In August 1892 Barton and White again

exhibited al the annual show of the National

Agricultural and Industrial Association of

Queensland and a report (104) stated that —

on no previous occasion has the display of

electrical appliances ... been so large and so varied

as it has this year

Referring to Barton and White the report

Fig. 36. Medal awarded lo Banon and White by the

National Agricultural and Industrial

i.Liiion in August 1892. The exhibit

was a water level indicator for a pumping

station.

noted the number of locally made articles as the

most striking feature -—

including a dozen electric motors and fans for

cooling rooms in summer.

Further items were listed as follows —

a water level indicator for showing (in the engine

room of pumping works) the water level of a

rose' voir ai a distance; a prismatic compass

indicator for taking bearings of stars and

lighthouse^ al sea; an electrical pressure gauge,
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Fig. 37. Electric butter making plant at the Pine River Dairy Factory, Brisbane in 1894. This comprised a

concussion churn on the left and a circular power butter worker, in the centre. The plant was stated

to be the first in Australia and was installed by Barton and White.

called a voltmeter, for indicating the electrical

pressure on the mains for electric lighting. In the

grounds the firm had erected a complete plant for

electric lighting having a capacity of 300 lights and
consisting of a steam-engine, boiler, two dynamos
and the necessary belting to connect them. The
current from these dynamos was utilised in the

building for running the ten motors and for

lighting a number of other exhibitors' stands ...

adding materially to the brilliant effect. The firm

also illuminated their own stall with electric lamps

among which we noticed several large incandescent

lamps of 200 candle power. The [Edison]

phonograph formed an important feature of this

firm's exhibit and was the centre of much interest,

the latest songs and instrumental music proving

very interesting. The firm exhibited the usual

assortment of electrical goods in the way of bells,

batteries, wires etc and, of their own manufacture,

they had a large handsome [room) indicator which

they had made for the Leichardt Hotel at

Rockhampton. A watchman's tell-tale clock was
shown made for recording the progress of a

watchman on his rounds during the night, there

being electric punches at various points on his

track which he has to punch, sending thereby a

current to the clock where it registers by a mark
on a paper dial divided into hours by radial lines.

Some medical batteries of an improved type were

also shown. In electric lighting the firm had a

display of ornamental shades and fittings ...

When the awards were announced, Barton

and White received a first order of merit and

were recommended for a medal for their water

level indicator for use at the Mt Crosby

pumping station; also a first order of merit for

their exhibit of an Edison phonograph and

electric motors. (Fig. 36)

The 1893 Floods - A Year of Change: The
financial difficulties were greatly exacerbated by

the two disastrous floods that occurred in

Brisbane in February 1893. The effect on
Barton and White was catastrophic because the

Hood water rose just above ground floor level

of the Edison Lane building. Hence the engine

room in the basement was flooded. The only

relief was that, as the gas works were also out

of action —and remained so for five days, the

Colonial Secretary allowed the firm to take

supply temporarily from the Government
Printing Office plant in William St which was

above flood level. (105) When the second flood

occurred in the same month, Barton and White

set up a portable engine and dynamo at a site

above flood level at the top of Edward St and

continued to give supply until the plant at

Edison Lane could be repaired. W.M.E.
L'Estrange remarked (55) in 1934 that 'the

demand for electricity became definite from this

time.'

In fact in March the firm reported that

'electrical business seems to promise
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Fig. 38, Daily load distribution diagrams showing the

variation in electrical loading of the Barton

and White, Edison Lane power station for a

winter day in 1893 and a summer day in

1894. The plant operated from 8 a.m. to 12

midnight but could not be used

economically for lack of demand during

daylight hours. Assuming a service voltage

of HO, the peak loads were 39 kW and 51

kW respectively.

improvement' although the only new work

mentioned was the fitting of the dredge 'Hydra'

with electric light to enable it to work by night

as well as by day. (105)

An interesting sidelight on the operation of

the power station at Edison Lane was recorded

in 1938 by A.B. Corbett who had been

employed for a few months assisting with the

repair of flood damaged equipment —

... The G.P.O. Mail Branch was the first customer

of Barton and White whose power station now is

portion of G.P.O. property. It was a primitive

affair judged by today's standards. The horizontal

boiler was fired with logs of wood and I can

remember assisting 'Bill' Young when he as

fireman had a green log in the fuel box, the fire

was going out, steam dropped to 20 lbs, and Bill

could not get the log out . The Mail Room
employees by knocking on the wall drew attention

to the fact that the lamps were practically out and

what steam there was was probably maintained by

the remarks of Bill Young and myself on the

ancestors of the contractor who supplied green

logs for fuel. I remember the fuel contractor's

name was Burns. (1,97)

Street lighting by electricity was still under

active discussion and in the midst of the flood

problems Barton and White submitted a tender

to the South Brisbane Municipal Council. This

was for 50 lamps between Victoria Bridge and

The Fiveways at Wooloongabba. The rate per

lamp was to be £6 p. a. for a term of three

months reducing to £5 for 24 months. After

exchanges about variations to the proposal, the

tender was rejected and a contract with

Trackson Bros approved. However work started

without the contract being signed and after

several lamps had been erected Trackson Bros

sought an extension to the time specified and
this seems to have been an excuse for not

proceeding further with electric street lighting.

(105,106)

C.F. White remained a partner until 1893

but what little is recorded about him suggests

that he did not take a fair share of

responsibility. This can also be inferred from

the following extract from a letter written on 22

November 1897 by Barton to W.M.E.
L'Estrange —

1 shall give you a history ... from the time that I

got rid of White i.e. from June 1893. As you

know, up till then I had charge of the work and
White managed the finances with the result that

after 6 years of work the firm owned a plant that

cost £4000 and owed about £8000 of which the

greater part was bearing interest at the rate of 9

per cent per annum. (107)

In July 1893, Barton acquired from A.G.
Jackson — an ex-employee — the right to

manufacture Coin Fed Automatic Galvanic

Machines. These were penny in the slot electric

shock machines which were set up in various

hotels. According to G.G. L'Estrange —
these were very remunerative until they were

declared a public hazard and forfeited to the

Crown. The loss of these machines led to Barton

and White's first failure to meet their creditors.

(71)

In spite of the additional financial difficulties

caused by the floods, Barton married in 1893 at

the age of 34. At a ceremony held on 13

September at the Registry Office, Brisbane he

married Mary Allan Sutton, second daughter of

Joseph William Sutton, coppersmith, and Mary
Sutton (nee Hurley). Sutton was head of a large

mechanical engineering firm (Sutton's Foundry)

and had a wide variety of activities. Barton had
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a close link with him through their common
interest in the Technical College which was part

of the School of Arts at that time (see later).

It is interesting to note that from July 1893

—the post-White period —Barton and White's

weekly advertisement in the Queenslander

changed from one advertising electrical services

to an announcement that they were now sole

agents for Smith Premier typewriters, at £22

each. (108) In December of the same year the

firm changed its advertising to a more subtle

form. A short paragraph —a hundred or so

words — in the news section of the paper

described a particular service offered to the

public, e.g. electric lighting of sugar mills which

allowed them to run night and day during the

season. In this case the advertisment read as

follows —

The electric light was adopted some twelve years

ago in Queensland by some enterprising planters

for lighting their sugar mills but defects in the

apparatus and want of experience caused the new
light to fall into disfavour. Since that time great

progress has been made in the design of the

dynamo and in the manufacture of lamps, holders,

cutouts, switches etc, while the lapse of patents

has reduced the price of all that apparatus by half.

Hence the electric light has now come into favour

again, especially among sugar mill owners. In the

Isis Scrub the credit belongs to Messrs Robert

Cran and Co. of being the first to introduce the

new light, and they appear well pleased with the

results at their Doolbi mill. Messrs Barton and

White of this city, who supplied and erected the

plant, have received a letter from them expressing

their satisfaction in no measured terms. (Advt)

(109)

The subject of this type of advertisement was

changed weekly to cover six topics, the other

five being: Lightning Rods, The Electric Fan,

The Telephone for Stations, Fire Alarms,

Electricity Supply for Towns. The series

continued for about a year after which the firm

appears to have ceased advertising in the

Queenslander.

1894 —The Need to Expand: An interesting

record of the enterprise of Barton and White

appeared in the Queenslander of 3 February

1894. This was the use of an electric motor to

drive butter-making machinery (Fig. 37)

described as
(

the first electric butter-making

plant in Australia.' The Pine River Dairy

Factory was in Edward St, Brisbane and the

cream was sent by rail from the Pine River

district. The article explained that it is

impossible to use mechanical power except in

factories of very large dimensions. In small

factories 'the heat given off by both steam and
gas engines would militate considerably against

successful working, and everyone ... is aware
that it is inadvisable to allow the fumes of burnt

gas or heated oil to enter the building ...' There

are a few other records of the activities of

Barton and White for 1894. In May they

reported that the full power of their plant was
required to supply the increasing demands of
the city for electric light. (110)

During 1894, and possibly earlier, Barton
considered diversifying his firm's activities by
providing cold storage in the vicinity of the

Roma St Markets. This plan was to include

moving the Edison Lane generating plant to the

same site. There is a reference to the cold

storage proposal in July when it was reported

that the firm was establishing this near the

railway gates for the convenience of farmers

and other dealers in perishable products. (Ill)

This report was premature as Barton was still

negotiating with the Brisbane Municipal Council

regarding renovation of a building for the

proposed development. (112) The negotiations

evidently failed although in August 1895 Barton

was still calculating the economics of a 2000
light station and a refrigeration and ice-making

plant. (68) The announcement in the same
month that Mephan, Ferguson of Victoria had
had their tender for cold storage at Roma St

accepted by the Railways Department concluded

the matter. (113)

In August 1894, at the Queensland National

Association Annual Show, Barton and White
exhibited an electric hot water heater, a 2000
c.p. arc searchlight, a combination ventilating

fan with motor and an igniting system for firing

explosive mines. (114)

Behind these plans and the display of power
consuming devices was the continuing concern

that the generating plant and distribution mains
were not being used efficiently. It is a basic

problem in providing electricity supply that the

demand is not spread evenly over the period

during which supply is available —at this time

in Brisbane, from 8 am to 12 midnight. This

uneven demand is shown in the load

distribution diagrams (Fig. 38) which were
typical of a winter's day in 1893 and a

summer's day in 1894. (68) The peak loading

occurred in the evenings when domestic lighting

would have been a main factor. One objective

of the firm would have been to increase the use

of electric motors in industry and thus help to
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use the surplus generating capacity available

during daylight. In technical terms this would

mean increasing the 'load factor', the ratio of

the average load to the peak load over a period;

but of course the cost of electrical energy was

the major obstacle to rapid development.

A record of the charges for lighting in

Australia was given by Anderson in a survey of

the Eastern States in 1893 —
The price charged in Victoria for an incandescent

lighi varies from 6d. in some of the country towns

to 1/6 per week in Melbourne. In Sydney the price

is 1/- per week, and in Brisbane, where there is no

competition, the price is 1/9 per week. You can

reckon that the average price (except [in] Brisbane)

is 1/- per week or 4/- per month. (115)

The lamp size in Anderson's survey is not

known but was probably 16 c.p. It should be

noted that later the charge in Brisbane was

reduced to 4/- per month for a 16 c.p. lamp.

A Year of Uncertainty: There was still no

action by the Government towards legalising

electricity supply although the Brisbane

Municipal Council continued its efforts to have

legislation provided so that it could engage in

the electricity supply business in 'a substantial

and satisfactory manner.' (88) In spite of this

situation the year 1895 proved to be one of

considerable development by Barton and White
although as will be seen shortly it concluded

with a decision to offer to sell the plant to the

Council. There were evidently more consumers

than in previous years since in February it was

reported that the firm —
have recently extended their cables to supply

electric light at a greater distance than hitherto.

The farthest tights they supply are half a mile

away from their premises and are worked on a

three-wire system. (1 16)

In March, Mr G.D. Hamilton, whose

previous connection with developments in

Queensland were mentioned earlier, gave a

newspaper interview and subsequently was
asked to comment on progress since 1882 in

which year he was in charge of the December
electrical illuminations. From his inspections he

estimated the number of premises lit by

electricity as eighty-six excluding Government
buildings. The Courier building had 300 lights

supplied by their own plant and there were

about 700 elsewhere supplied presumably by

Barton and White. Hamilton advocated electric

arc lamp lighting of the main streets with the

lamps 150 yards apart and about 22 ft high. As

a comparison he stated that an ordinary street

gas lamp is 12 c.p., an arc lamp, 1500 c.p. He
favoured incandescent lamps in smaller streets.

Questioned about fire risk from electricity

installations he considered this almost nil.

However, he hoped to see electricians licensed

so as to prevent incompetent men trading on the

public. He considered that the most serious

obstacle to greater use of electricity in

Queensland was the duty charged on patent

goods and articles which could not be made in

the colony for some years to come. The current

rate was about 25 per cent. (1 17)

One of the obvious successes of Barton and
White was the manufacture and sale of cooling

fans. They had already sold 30 or 40 and were

making 40 more in preparation for next

summer. A contemporary description said that

they have been known to run for 6000 hours

without attention beyond oiling once a week. They

are shaped like a ship's propellor and revolve at

2000 revolutions per minute producing a steady

breeze. (118)

The firm undertook armature winding of

dynamos and motors and it was noted in

August 1895 that they were just finishing the

winding of three armatures for the British India

and Queensland Agency Co. This involved

laying down 'a special plant in the way of wire-

covering machines to utilise the wire removed

from the machines.' (119) Barton and White

again exhibited at the National Association

Annual Exhibition showing a dynamo of 150

lights capacity — presumably of their own
manufacture —for use in a mine. In November
1895 it was reported that they had just finished

a magnetic separator for wet separation of ores

for a gold mine 'in the north*. Separation of

magnetic material from ore bodies was at that

time usually carried out in the dry state after

concentration. The wet process enabled the

magnetic material to be removed as it came
from the mills or stampers. The separator was

evidently a success as a second one was ordered

by the same customer the next month. (120)

Concurrently with these activities there had

been a great deal of correspondence between

Judge Barton and Edward about the financial

problems of the Company. (121) The Judge

made many proposals intended to deal with the

difficulties, often shown in balance sheet form.

One of the more remarkable was that he and his

son should become partners, the Judge having

offered to sacrifice almost all his assets to meet
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Fla. 39. Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd distribution system showing the position of the eight miles of

overhead lines in 1896- The system voltage was 220/110 volt, 3-wire, d.c. The lines were insulated and

described as 'attached to and crossing buildings/ The fcdison Lane power station, with a stated

generating eapaeily of 60 UV, in identified by a circle.

part of the firm's indebtedness to creditors.

This situation assumed insolvency and a

probable payment of 10 shillings in the pound.
An alternative with much the same result was to

have a company formed with the two mentioned
above and five Barton relatives. The Judge and
Edward were suggested as perpetual Directors

and Managers, in spite pf the apparent

generosity of these proposals, neither was
accepted by Edward.

In late 1895, the firm offered to sell their

electric lighting plant to the Brisbane Municipal

Council for £4000. (122) The supporting

argument was that they had built up a business

worth £3000 p. a. in the face of many difficulties

and now had 92 consumers. The return could be

'greatly augmented by increasing the generating

energy.' Il was also pointed out that the

Council was paying the Brisbane Gas Co. 1*3000

p. a. for street lighting. The City Engineer was
instructed to prepare a report with relative costs

of lighting the city with gas and electricity. In

the event the Council decided to do nothing

pending the long-promised Government
legislation defining their powers in this matter.

(88)

Brisbane Area, 1S96to 1905

Barton and White becomes THE Brisbane

EiLriRtc Supply Co. Ltd - The Electric
Light and Power Act: The events of 1896

changed the future of electricity supply in

Brisbane in two ways. Firstly, it had become
clear in 1895 that Barton and White were in a

hopeless position financially and that insolvency

was imminent. The solution was the formation

of a new company. Secondly, under the

provisions of the Queensland Electric Light and

Power Act, passed in December 1896, electricity

could be provided legally.

A meeting of creditors of Barton and White

held on 3 January 1896 to discuss the crisis

agreed to liquidation by arrangement. (123) The

unsecured liabilities were quoted as 17666 —
largely owing to banks —and the assets as

C3783 —mainly the Edison Lane power plant,

and stocks. The reason for insolvency was said

to be insufficient capital and depression of

business. It was stated that the electricity supply

part of the business 'could just hold its own'

but the appliance side involved a weekly loss;

this in spite of the firm's versatility. (124)
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Mr G.S. Murphy, an accountant, was

appointed as the Trustee for the estate of

Edward Barton and Frank White and on 10

February the Supreme Court of Queensland

issued a Certificate of Discharge. Barton then

purchased the business for £1500 although

immediate payment of this was not required. He
was given full control as manager during the

ensuing six months and electricity supply was

continued without interruption. In fact, as

Barton explained 'the plant earned over 6 per

cent of its capital outlay' for this period. He
sought to raise capital in Brisbane and Sydney

without success but finally 'a few intimates who
knew and had confidence in the concern'

purchased it for £400 cash and about £1100 in

promissory notes. These supporters were mainly

members of the original firm and, as further

evidence of loyalty, two contributors were wives

(Mrs Young and Mrs Ward). (125) The
promissory notes were to be met over the

ensuing 18 months, as indeed they were. (107)

Thus the Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd

was registered on 2 September 1896. The

Directors were: Messrs E.J. Holmes, E.G.C.

Barton, W.J. Young and A. Ward, all but Mr
Holmes (an accountant) having transferred from

Barton and White. The initial capital was £5000

although in March 1897 this was increased to

£100,000 by the creation of 95,000 new shares.

(126) It had been decided in June 1896 that the

name Barton and White would be retained for

the manufacturing and repair work carried out

by the firm and this was to be the responsibility

of W.M.E. L'Estrange. He was required to pay

£1 per week for the use of the upper floors at

Edison Lane and £1 as a single payment for the

use of the name. At the same time Barton

raised a long-standing objection to the rental of

the property, leased in 1889, and succeeded in

having it reduced from £4 6s 6d to £2 15s. At

last Barton was paid a reasonable salary —£350

p.a. —in contrast with the situation a few years

before when, as he commented to T.E. White,

(127) for five years he had lived on £150 p.a.

(from the Queensland Government) and an

average income of 15 shillings per week from

the firm.

There was still the matter of settlement of

accounts with creditors at the time of

insolvency. By 1898 four distributions totalling

just under 4 shillings in the pound were

concluded.

The Queensland Government decided early in

1896 to invite applications for the position of

Queensland Government Electrical Engineer as

there had been no replacement for Barton since

his part-time appointment was terminated in

1894. John Hesketh, whose previous experience

had been as electrical engineer to the Borough

of Blackpool, England was selected from 75

applicants and appointed in May 1896. His

responsibilities were to advise the Government
on all matters connected with the telegraph and
telephone systems as well as to deal with

questions of electric lighting whether undertaken

by the Government, Municipality or private

parties. His salary was £600 p.a., over twice

that offered to Barton ten years earlier. (128)

He also had the right of private practice, as

approved. Soon after commencing duty in July

he would have found that legislation regulating

electricity supply was urgent and it is very likely

that he sought Barton's advice in the discussions

that followed.

There had been a great deal of controversy

in Great Britain following the passing of the

Electric Light Act in 1882, a measure brought in

by the Government to regulate the previously

uncontrolled growth of electricity supply.

Hesketh no doubt took full account of the

British problems of the past fifteen or so years

and of the Amending Act of 1888 in advising

the Queensland Government both in the

drafting stage and in regard to the amendments

proposed before the Queensland Act became

law. After a series of alterations recommended
by a Select Committee of the Legislative

Council, the Electric Light and Power Act was

passed in December 1896. The Postmaster-

General in bringing down the legislation stated

that —
under this measure the public interest will be fairly

well protected and the people who invest their

capital in electric lighting will have more assurance

that their works will be protected on safe and

sound lines. (129)

The Act provided that any local authority,

person or company might by Order in Council

be authorised to supply electricity in a specified

area. It set out their powers, duties and

obligations, provided for the protection of other

public utility equipment e.g. telegraph lines,

dealt with conditions for the supply of

electricity, the recovery of charges, the purchase

of undertakings by local authorities and made
provision for regulations and by-laws governing

electricity supply. Each Order under the

legislation had to prescribe the limits within

which, and the conditions under which, a

supply of electricity was to be compulsory or

permissive. The Act also allowed local
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FlG. 40. Cartoon in 'The Worker' newspaper of 9

January 1897. It illustrates the hostility of

some members of the Brisbane Municipal

Council to the overhead lines erected in

Brisbane by the Brisbane Electric Supply

Co. Ltd. The Electric Light and Power Act

of 1 896 required future mains to be

underground. The comments read: Mr
Clarke —'If I were in the Municipal Chair

the post would come down within six

hours.' 'The City Council was rapidly

losing its powers and bye and bye th>3

company would get its octopus claws on so

much that the Council would simply be a

collector of rents and a levier of taxes'

(Courier)

authorities the right to acquire an undertaking

in its area by compulsory purchase within six

months after the expiration of 42 years or such

shorter period as might be prescribed by the

relevant Order, or at the expiration of every

subsequent ten year period.

The First Order in Council: The first Order

in Council was issued to the Brisbane Electric

Supply Co. Ltd, effective from 12 May 1897

and the area over which they had a monopoly
of supply was a small part of North Brisbane

adjacent to the Post Office, an area much less

than a tenth of a square mile. The Order

extended for a minimum of 42 years and under

it the Company incurred heavy responsibilities

for laying down plant and mains including the

requirement to replace overhead mains by

underground cables within a year. The
undergrounding of mains was a legacy from

English legislation. A further requirement of the

Order was to observe a maximum energy

charge. This was set at 10 shillings for the first

ten units (kWhs) and then one shilling per unit.

Prior to the issue of the Order, Hesketh had

sought information from the Company
regarding their plant, present and proposed, and

area of supply. The following is from Barton's

reply (130) showing the Company's position on

1 September 1896 —
Steam Plant; 3 Boilers, 3 Engines, indicated

capacity 120 horse power.

Electrical Plant; 4 Dynamos, total capacity 60 kW.
Distributing Plant; 8 miles of overhead conductor,

distributing capacity 300 kW.

Barton also included a diagram (Fig. 39)

showing the extent of the distribution system at

the same date. Further a list of 'Works
Commenced' was given which suggested an

increase in capacity of the electrical plant of

more than four times was envisaged. In the

event, it proved to be a long term forecast since

it was six years before it was achieved, at a new
site. Details of the plant have been difficult to

discover but a letter by Barton dated 6 August
1896, (81) gave the details of each item thus —

Dynamos; 1-Crompton, 1 10V., 250A.;

1-Crompton, 115 V., 100 A. 1-Brush 'Victoria',

1 10 V., 100 A.; 1 -locally made, 1 10 V., 70 A.

Boilers, locomotive type: 1 -Marshall; 1-Dubo;
1 -Shanks

Engines; 1 -Marshall, twin cylinder; 1 -Marshal I,

single cylinder; 1-Shanks, twin cylinder.

A recently found inventory of the Edison

Lane equipment includes two horizontal steam
engines of 8 and 14 nominal h.p. respectively.

Underground Cables to Replace Overhead
Wires: Cables for the undergrounding of the

distribution system were ordered by the

Company and in November 1 897 were

'underway from England'. Barton recorded that

in the small ?:ea granted to the firm —
they will cost less than £2000 to supply a total

connected load of 125 kW (equivalent to 5000
lamps of 8 c.p. [sic]) whereas in a suburban area

the cost would have been about 17000. (107)

The type of cable which had become available

at this time was lead-sheathed, three core, paper

insulated and laid as a complete entity, the

earlier Edison 'street tubes', laid in short
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Fig. 41. Examples of electrical devices designed by

Barton and manufactured by his firm. A, a

fractional horse power motor and B, a

small fan. (Queensland Museum Collection)

lengths, now being obsolete. An account by G.

Mackenzie, a Company apprentice at the time,

stated that the first of the new underground

cables were installed under the pavements along

George St and Queen St. They were laid in

hardwood troughs and covered with bitumen.

Service to consumers was given by lead sheathed

connecting cables soldered to the mains, the

lead sheaths being bonded together. An ironclad

fuse box was fitted at the other end of the

service cables. (80)

Apart from complying with the provisions of

the Act, the undergrounding met one of the

objections of the Brisbane Council who earlier

had, according to W.M.E. L'Estrange 'very

nearly harassed the new company out of

existence.' He recalled that —
in 1895 the Council advertised that the Company's
[overhead] cables were illegal, and the financial

position of the Company was made almost

impossible because of this. The following year the

Council threatened to cut down one section of the

cables, and the Company was therefore forced to

remove it. (55)

G.G. L'Estrange, son

L'Estrange, stated that —
of W.M.E

as an indication of the feeling at the time, the

Worker newspaper of 9 January 1897 published a

cartoon depicting an octopus, with electric light

bulbs as eyes, to represent the Brisbane Electric

Supply Company climbing an electric light pole

with the local town councillors, including the

Mayor, in attendance with axes, prepared to

destroy the octopus (Fig. 40). This led to the

Company being branded 'The Octopus', a name
which unjustifiably remained until quite recent

times. (71)

The antipathy should have ceased when the

Order in Council was granted to the Company
since there was a requirement that overhead

wires be removed by May 1898. Because of

delays in installing the new underground cables,

the Company sought an extension of time to 1

January 1 899 and this was granted by the

Government. However further problems arose

and an extension to 31 July was requested.

Finally 14 April was agreed to by both parties.

Installation and Maintenance Work on a
Tight Budget: The Company continued with

installation and maintenance work, general

contracting and the manufacture of all kinds of

electrical apparatus. Nearly all the installations

were wired with 'V.I.R.' (vulcanised india

rubber covered copper wire) enclosed in wooden
casing or supported on insulators; others used

twin lead covered 'Henley' wire. According to

Mackenzie —
the Company could never have existed on current

sold to the consumer, the main source of revenue

coming from installations in the country —
meatworks, Government work, sugar mills ...

He mentioned that the firm had practically

the monopoly of repairs to ships' installations

for which the generators, switchboards and

appliances were made in the Company's
workshop. Mackenzie's remarks must have
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Fig. 42. A, type of apparatus used by J.W. Sutton of Brisbane to give the first demonstration of X-rays in

1896. The basic items were a primary-battery operated induction coil and a Crookes vacuum tube. B,

X-ray of a hand taken by Mr Sutton in 1896. The radiograph was recorded on a photographic plate

placed under the hand. Exposure was for 9 minutes.

applied to the period prior to insolvency since at

the time of the insolvency the main source of

revenue was said to be from the sale of energy.

Referring to general maintenance work,

Mackenzie also recalled that there were

persistent problems with the lamps, starting

with the early days at Edison Lane. All lamps

were of the carbon filament type and a thin

deposit of carbon gradually built up inside the

glass. To compensate for the resulting loss of

illumination the voltage was raised with

consequent increase in fuel cost. In view of this

it was found to be economical to replace free all

the lamps every six months.

On lamp change day, as it was called, everyone

who could be spared was put on the job as all

lamps had to be changed on the one day because

the voltage had to be dropped. Any lamp not done

would be dull and cause complaint. (80)

Barton would have been responsible for the

detailed design of items developed and
manufactured by the firm and there is evidence
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of this in a Work Register of the period. (68)

This contains his sketches and calculations for a

variety of apparatus as well as the results of

tests made on the premises. A list extracted

mainly from the Register is given in Appendix B

and some items are held by the Queensland

Museum. (Fig. 41)

As an example of the firm's versatility it is

known that they carried out X-ray work for a

Brisbane doctor, Dr John Thompson, probably

in 1896 or a little later. The first demonstration

of X-rays in Brisbane was given by J.W.

Sutton, Barton's father-in-law, so it is very

likely that Barton himself was involved in this

and subsequent developments. Mr Sutton's

demonstration was held in July 1896 before a

small group of leading doctors and repeated in

August at a public meeting of the Royal Society

of Queensland. (131) (Fig. 42). An early

example of the use of X-rays in medicine in

Brisbane is given in the Australasian Medical

Gazette of 1897 when Dr Wilton Love took X-

rays for Dr Thompson so as to locate a pea-rifle

pellet imbedded in a child's foot. (132,133)

In spite of the many activities of the

Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd and the

possession of a long-term franchise, the last

years of the century presented financial

problems. W.M.E. L'Estrange, who had first

hand experience of them, wrote as follows —
The early days of the Brisbane Electric Supply Co.

Ltd were ones of continual worry, particularly in

regard to finance. Times were strenuous and

money scarce. Electric light was an innovation and

the investor shy, more especially as the unceasing

opposition of the Government and the Council

made security of tenure an unknown quantity. The

wages paid to the staff were nominally so much
per week but on many a pay day the employees

held an informal meeting of [staff] shareholders to

decide on how little each one would need to carry

on until the next week when it was hoped times

would be better. More often than not the pay

cheque was drawn and cashed at the Belfast Hotel

or Royal Hotel (who were consumers of electricity)

last thing on Saturday, after banking hours, so

that the wages could be paid, then first thing on

Monday morning the Manager and the Secretary

started on a hurried tour of the Company's

debtors to get enough money into the bank to

meet the cheque when it was presented. There are

many tales which could be told of wives who
fearfully saw their small houses mortgaged to find

capital to carry on the Company; of money raised

on insurance policies for the same end, and such

like. (55)

MUNIC1PALISATION OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY—A

Lost Cause: Because of pressing financial

problems, the Company continued in its efforts

to sell their undertaking to the Brisbane

Council. However the Council did not wish to

acquire old plant and showed no interest in the

proposal, including an offer in September 1897

to sell works, mains and goodwill etc for

£14,000, mains and underground cables then in

shipment being included. (134) Early in 1897 the

Council sought the guidance of Hesketh as

Government Electrical Engineer and in July he

presented a lengthy report entitled 'Report on

the Electric Lighting of the City of Brisbane,

Queensland'. (135) Apart from its relevance to

the immediate position the Report gives an

excellent picture of the 'state of the art' of

electricity supply. His plans for the future were

far superior to Barton's — which will be

referred to shortly —in terms of prospective

station and system efficiency but the capital

investment was many times greater than would

have been possible for the Brisbane Electric

Supply Co. Ltd.

After citing the advantages of electricity over

gas, Hesketh gave his reasons why the Council

was better fitted to undertake electricity supply

than a private company. These were that the

Council could borrow money more cheaply and

that there were no dividends to pay and on the

repayment of the loan the Council had a

valuable asset. In brief, 'Electric Lighting is a

proper and remunerative undertaking for the

Corporation to engage in.'

The suggested procedure was —
First: That your Council decide whether to

undertake an Electricity supply for Municipal and

general Electric Lighting and for power purposes,

and to what extent. Second: That in the event of a

decision in the affirmative, the necessary powers

be forthwith obtained, both under the Electric

Light and Power Act, and for borrowing the

necessary money. Third: That close specifications

and plans be prepared and tenders obtained for

the scheme as decided on by your Council.

The plant was to be of 400 kW capacity

(with an alternative scheme with a capacity of

300 kW), the capital costs being estimated at

£44,860 and £32,250 respectively. Details of the

equipment for the 400 kW plant are given in

Appendix C, showing the system voltage as

440/220 three wire d.c. There were to be four

1 00 kW high-speed steam-engine driven

dynamos and a 440 volt station battery of about

1000 ampere-hours. The battery would 'provide

for the proper control and regulation of the

supply and also a reserve and enable the steam
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plant to be shut down after midnight/

Hesketh's proposals for a tariff structure are

too detailed to be given here but basically he

considered that this should be on a sliding scale

basis so that a consumer using energy for one
hour per day should pay as much as 12 pence

per kWh and for 12 hours per day 4.6 pence.

Apart from the need to raise finance, an

Order in Council was required and by March
1898 this was in hand. However there were

many difficulties which delayed gazettal of the

Order until July 1899. The Order was

designated the 'Brisbane Municipality Electric

Light and Power Order, 1899'. The area was

the whole of the Municipality, thus including

that already covered by the Order granted to the

Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd. The Council

found the Order unworkable because of the

large area to be supplied and sought to have the

Order amended.

On 12 June 1900, without having had a reply

from the Government, the Works Committee at

the Council recommended three steps based on

the purchase of energy from the Brisbane

Tramways Co. Ltd which had been formed in

1895 and commenced generating electricity in

1897 at a power station in Countess St.
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Fig. 43.

SO feet

Brisbane Electric Supply Co. t id power

station site at 69 Ann St, Brisbane, 1899.

The new stiuctures were A, a IwostQrej

brick building, 65 fl by 33 ft housing the

generating plant etc. and B, the boiler shed

and chtmney. In 1906, a two-storey brick

building with full frontage lo Ann St Wft$

built in front of A, and in place of the

earlier residence,

Fig; 44. Letterhead showing the Brisbane Electric

Supplv CO. Ltd Ann St power Malum
c.1900. The temporary boiler house ts on

the left and stocks of underground cable are

shown in the foreground. The sketch is

probably by Barton.

Firstly that the Council should forthwith give the

necessary instructions to borrow the sum of

130,000 in order thai the necessary plant be

obtained to provide the city with electric power

and energy, and 10 receive and distribute the same
to a capacity of 400 k\V from the Tramways
Company within the area set out in the Order in

Council as proposed to be amended; secondly that

close specifications and plans be at once prepared

and tenders obtained for this scheme and a<

indicated in Mr Hesketh's report; thirdly that an

agreement be entered into wiih the Electric

Tramways Company to supply the Corporation

with the necessary power, and at a rate of 2! id.

per unit delivered at the boundary of the

company's works, the agreement lo be for five

>ears certain and subject after that time to two

years' notice on either side. (97)

At this stage Banon submitted a further

proposal to the Council in his own name, as

follows —
Sir, — I have the honour to send you enclosed my
lender for the lighting of the city streets, and
conditions o\ taking over the Order in Council

from the Municipal Council, in its modified form,

reduced area.

I, Edward C. Bar! on hereby make the

following offer with regard to the electric lighting

in Ihe City ^i Brisbane. In consideration of yout

COUliCil transferring to me the modified Order in

Council, with reduced compulsory area, for a

period of forty-two years, I am prepared lo erect

in ihe main thoroughfare, at my expense twelve
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FlCS. 45. Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Lid Ann Si power station showing ihe new building in the middle

distance. The ground floor housed the generating plant. The workshops, office and More were on the

first floor. The boilers were to the right of the chimney to which iron bands were being fitted at the

time because of damage by excessive heat. The premises of Mr Heeschens. a walking tticfc

manufacturer, are in the foreground. Date of photograph, about December 1899.

arc lamps, and to supply current to them ai niy

own expense. Furthermore, I am prepared to

supply current to the Council at the foot of ttaeil

lamp-posts on an all-night and every-nighl

schedule ai 2' ad. per unit. Being a local resident,

and well-known in this community, I feel thai it is

unnecessary to produce my credentials lor

submission to the Council; but as il might affect

their consideration of the above offer, I may
mention that I have been engaged in the electric

lighting industry nineteen years, and was in charge

Of Ihe lighting Of Godalming, the firfcl electrical!}

illuminated town in England. — E.C. Barton, J6

June 1900. (97)

This generous offer was not accepted by the

Council and obviously nothing could be

finalised without an amended Order. Hesketh's

views on the situation are expressed in a letter

to the Council extracts from which appeared in

the Press on 5 July 1900. The Company
referred to is the Brisbane Electric Supply Co.

Ltd.

The reason why the Company can quote a price al

which the Council cannot supply their public

lighting iv -.impls thai I hey [the Company] rely on

the loss on public lighting being made up from

their pro! its on private lighting. The Council

cannot supply public lighting at the figure quoted

by the Company unless they charge less than cost

price, taking the risk oJ obtaining the balance

from the private lighting revenue, as ^ evidently

the intention of the Company. In this connection

the bearing which ihe area of supply has on the

cost o( generation becomes a very important

factor. This is really the point, in my opinion, in

which rttC Company has an advantage over the

Corporation. It is still my opinion that electric

lighting is a business which should be undertaken

by the Council, if u is prepared 10 give it ihe same

capital, push and business spirit, and it was the

impression, conveyed during the last three years oi

negotiations with the Council on (his matter, ihal

such would not be given, which influenced me in

thinking that the Council did not intend

proceeding with ihis work, and under such
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1 ig, 46. Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Lid Ann St powei station site in the early I9(KK This view Irom Ann St

shows the interest taken in the arrival of a Lancashire boiler for installation near the left hand

boundary of the site. The boiler was brought in through the premises of Penhatigon Bros,

hersebieakera. Mr Heeschens' premises have been moved towards the lefl hand boundary. Judging

from the steam rising from the tanks in the middle distance, the nation was already operating.

L.-iiunn . m e [be alternative oi some such transfer

[of the Order] as is now under consideration is

thai to which the least objection could be offered.

(136)

It is not proposed to give an account of the

many subsequent exchanges between the

Government, the Council and companies

interested in supplying the Municipality.

However it should be recorded that about this

time the Council took a poll of ratepayers on

the question as to whether they should

undertake electricity supply. The majority

decision was that the Council should get others

to do the work on their behalf (88) This had

followed a clear indication that the request for

an amendment to reduce the area of supply

would be refused by the Government unless the

Council carried out the work themselves.

Months of argument with proposals and counter

proposals followed as each scheme lapsed. This

was to be the pattern for the Council's attempt

at municipalisation of electricity supply in

Brisbane for many years after Barton's

retirement from an active part in the industry.

THE Ann St Power Station: While increasing

the area of supply through additional Orders in

Council was important to Barton and his

associates in the late 1890s, the provision of

adequate generating capacity to meet the growth

in demand would also have been of continuing

concern. Not surprisingly the small area

allocated to generating plant in the building at

Edison Lane —estimated at a total of 1000 sq.

ft at ground floor and basement levels —had

proved inadequate after ten years.

lew chronological records of the installation

of plant have been found for the first decade of

electricity supply by the Company apart from

the installation o^ the first dynamo used to

supply the G.P.O. in 1888. As already stated

this was almost certainly added to in the same
year with a 24 kW unit. Thereafter the timing

of the additions is not known although Barton's

notes refer to an addition in 1891. (137)

In reporting to the Government, Barton gave

the plant capacity as 60 kW on 1 September

1896 and noted that an addition of 18 kW was

made in October of that year. So the higher

value of 90 kW given by Hesketh in an address

delivered in May 1898 was seemingly fairly

correct having in mind Barton's proposed

expansion. (138) It is interesting to note
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Hesketh's further comment that 'Brisbane has a

plant that has bravely struggled through bad

times, and hopes with reason, to reap a lair

benefit under now existing legislation*.

A prediction of the next steps in the

development of the electricity supply system has

been found in a lelter by Barton dated 22

November 1897. He gave the estimated costs lor

an increase ol capaeitv from v

our present plant

of 45 k\V" to 125 kW and later to 300 k\V

together with i he net annual revenue in the

three cases as C721, 12250 and 16050

respectively. The value of 45 k\V is difficult to

reconcile with his own earlier statements; tie

may have had some reservations about the

reliability oi' some of the plant. (130) He
explained his plans for a move to a new site

that would accommodate plant of much
increased capacity as follows —

I have laid out the plans 10 include a smoke-Mack

fit tor a 300 kW plant and the underground cables

in the main streets for di i
\

Silch ail output

but the other plant in the Central Station will he in

the first instance tWD 50 kW units (boiler 8, engines

and dynamos) and feedei cables from the Central

Station to the street mains will be capable of

distributing current from the two generators- -\s

the requirements grow, the plant and feeders can

be enlarged without interfering with the

continuous Operation <^l the plant and without

waste in alterations, the chimney stack and the

street mains will remain unaltered.

After further referenee to the expected gains

in economy of operation he points out thai a

further benefit will arise from the fact that —
wr e shall be able tO burn coal alone as a fuel with

the new plant, whereas now", owing to the low

chimneys |at Hdison Lane] and the feaj Or an

injunction tor a smoke nuisance, we have lo use 3

[Ons of wood to one i
,i — :md the wood fuel

oal, (107)

feu

Tk.. 47. Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd Ann Si powei station. The first installation in 1899 was a slow speed

horizontal steam engine driving two dynamos probably 110 V. d.e. and rated at about 24 k\V. The
Crompton type dynamo Of] the right was probably manufactured by the Company. Shortly afterwards

there was added a Robey high-speed steam engine direct coupled to an Ehvell-Parker dynamo of 50

k\V capacity, shown on the right.
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TABLE 1. Generating Plant at the Ann St Power Station, 1899 to 1911.

(all direct current)

Estimated Year

of

Installation

Item

1899 1 —single cylinder horizontal steam engine, 2 ft 6 in. bore, make unknown, belt

driving two Crompton type dynamos each about 24 kW, probably 110 V.

1900 1 —Robey vertical steam engine direct coupled to an Elwell-Parker 220V., 250 A.

dynamo.
1901 1 —Brush (Raworth) vertical steam engine (F size, Universal) direct coupled to an

Elwell-Parker dynamo, as above.

1901 1—Parsons steam turbine, 50 kW, direct coupled to a 240 V. dynamo. (£955)

1902 1—Parsons steam turbine, 75 kW, direct coupled to a 220 V. dynamo. (£1223)

1902 1—Parsons steam turbine, 150 kW, direct coupled to two 110 V. dynamos in

tandem.

1906 1—Parsons steam turbine, 200 kW, direct coupled to a dynamo. (£1646)

1907 1—Parsons steam turbine, 200 kW, direct coupled to a dynamo. (£2000)

1909 1—Parsons steam turbine, 700 kW, direct coupled to two 400 kW, 240 V.

dynamos in tandem. (£4405)

rmm

Fig. 48. Longitudinal and transverse sections of a Brush (Raworth) 'Universal' high-speed steam engine. This
was installed in the Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd Ann St power station in 1901 and was one of
the two high-speed steam engines later displaced by steam turbines. The Brush engine was direct-

coupled to an Elwell-Parker 50 kW dynamo. It was approximately 5 ft high and the engine-dynamo
combination required far less floor space than the earlier slow-speed installations.
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Fig. 49. Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Lid Ann St power station. Parsons sleam turbo-dynamos are shown in

the foreground and background and are believed to be the first and second sets installed in 1901 and

1902 respectively. The first was rated 50 kW and the second, 75 kW but were not identified in the

original photograph. A Brush (Raworth) high speed steam engine driving an Elwell-Parker dynamo

o\' 50 kW is on the extreme left.

The firm had been warned in January 1897

by the Department of Post and Telegraph about

the smoke and soot nuisance.

The newly-leased site was at the rear of

existing buildings at 69 Ann St, Brisbane and

Barton planned the two storey building in

detail. Surprisingly there were no features, apart

from the tall chimney, which distinguished it

from a general purpose factory building. In

particular there appeared to be no provision for

an overhead crane, no doubt because of the

cost. However, compared with the conditions

under which employees worked at Edison Lane,

the building which was erected in 1899 was a

vast improvement. From Barton's estimates the

ground and first floors each had an area of

about 65 ft by 33 ft and he showed the chimney

height as 105 ft, which must have made it quite

a landmark. A contemporary site plan (Fig. 43)

shows the general arrangement and this is

further clarified by Barton's sketch, apparently

intended to be printed on the firm's notepaper.

(Fig. 44) At this stage the boilers appear to have

been housed in an open shed. An overall view

of the site is shown in Fig. 45.

Plant was installed during 1 899 and the

arrival of one of the boilers is shown in Fig. 46.

According to G. Mackenzie the first boiler was

made by Sutton and Co., Kangaroo Point,

Brisbane, later Evans, Anderson and Phelan.

(80) F.R. L'Estrange gave the working steam

pressure as 1 10 lb. per sq. in.; a later

photograph shows at least four boilers of the

Lancashire type and that they were hand fired

with coal. He also remarked that the 'steam

from the [non-condensing] power plant

exhausted into a huge array of galvanised iron

tanks from which visitors to the firm's offices

received a steam bath on their way upstairs.'

(18) This must have been before 1906 when the
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Fig. 50. City Electric Light Co. Ltd Ann St power station. One of the two Parsons 200 kW steam turbo-

dynamo sets installed in 1906 and 1907. The earlier arrangement of external magnetic poles and field

windings was now replaced by a cylindrical stator and internal field windings. Photograph published

in May 1909.

next new building was erected.

By now the Company was supplying

electricity for 122 hours per week and, with the

increasing demand, plans for installing

additional plant were in hand. The generators

installed in the first year or two were driven by

reciprocating steam engines (Figs 47,48) but

even in 1899 Barton was considering a 50 kW
steam turbo-dynamo set. This was ordered from
Messrs C.A. Parsons and Co. Ltd, England in

1901 and installed in the same year. Barton may
well have been influenced by the experience of

the Victorian Railways Department. According

to an account published in 1909, the

Department installed 200 kW Parsons steam

turbines in 1899 'then in their early struggling

period.' The account stated that —
this was the first instance of the use of steam

turbines in the Southern Hemisphere. It was

predicted on every side that turbines would be a

complete failure but the step taken is fully justified

by time and results. The turbines were a thorough

success. (43)

This was evidently Barton's experience too as

five more Parsons turbine sets followed over the

next several years (Table 1). Unfortunately there

are inconsistencies in the early records and those

of the manufacturer are incomplete. In

particular, in some cases the rated d.c. voltage

can only be guessed. Small differences such as

between 110 V. and 115 V. and between 220 V.

and 240 V. are not of practical significance.

Capacity of the station increased rapidly over

the decade (Table 1, Appendix D). By 1909 the

installation of turbine driven plant was complete

and totalled about 1400 kW compared with the

300 kW capacity envisaged by Barton. Some, if

not all, of the reciprocating steam engine driven

plant had been retired at this stage.

Illustrations of some items of plant at the

Ann St site have been preserved (Figs 49-52).

No general plan is available although two or
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Fig. 51. City Electric Light Co. Ltd Ann St power station. In 1909 a 700k Wsteam turbo-dynamo set with

tandem dynamos each of 400 kW capacity (on the right) was the largest set installed at the station.

The main electrical switchboard is in the background. The central figure, seated, is Alfred Ward, a

Director and Power Station Engineer.

three generating units can be seen in some of

the photographs showing that space was

restricted. To show the construction of the first

turbine installed at the site, one of similar

capacity, although differing in having a

condenser, is shown in Fig. 53. The main

electrical switchboard is shown in Fig. 51 and
Fig. 52. Mackenzie recalled that this was

constructed in the Edison Lane workshops. The
panels were of marble and had brass busbars

bolted to the front and back. His explanation of

the busbar arrangements is not clear but

TABLE 2. Orders in Council issued to the Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd and the City Electric

Light Co. Ltd —1897 to 1917.

Name of Original Electric Authority Date Order Gazetted Remarks

Brisbane Electric Supply Co., Ltd

Ditto

9-6-1897

13-5-1903

30-12-1903

28-4-1904

3-4-1908

10-8-1916

5-7-1917

City

George street East . .

Ditto , George street West . .

Ditto Balance City Area . .

City Electric Light Co., Ltd

Ditto

Valley

South Brisbane . . . .

Ditto Balance North Brisbane
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FlG, 52. City Electric Light Co. Ltd Ann Si power nation A 7D0 kW steam turbo-dynamo is on the left and

the main electrical switchboard with the underground distribution cables on the right. An earlier

steam turbo-dynamo is on Hie extreme Iefl.

evidently the front ones were the station busbars

and the back ones were for Individual dynamo
or distribution feeder circuits. To select one of

the latter for connection to the station busbars,

i\vo threaded copper rods were passed through

clearance holes in the front busbars and

engaged with corresponding threaded holes in

the back busbars. A shoulder on each rod

completed the contact between I he busbars.

Switching was by means of double pole knire

switches with fuse protection. (80)

The Ihree-wire system giving supply at 110

V. for lamps and 220 V. for motors was

continued at the Ann St station, one

requirement being a balancer set oi 7.5 k\V.

MX, 139)

General electrical contract work continued in

addition to the maintenance of power station

and distribution equipment The layout of the

workshops has not been found but a corner is

shown in Fig. 54 where an armature is being

rewound and some of the workshop machinery

is seen in the background. A storeroom believed

to have been at the Ann Si site is shown in Fig.

55.
Staff numbers increased from about 30 in

1S99 to over 60 by 19] 1. The group photograph

. 56) was taken in the new boiler house at

Ann St in 1906 or later From the early days

there were annual picnics and a photograph of

the Directors and the Picnic Committee taken

c.1908 is shown in Fig. 57. The Committee was

no doubt chaired by Barton as Managing

Director with the support of his fellow Directors

and senior staff.

Once the initial generating plant and the

Company*? workshops were established ai Ann
Si there would have been no need to continue

the lease of the Edison Lane building, lite year

1900, suggested In a plan by F R. L'Estrange,

seems likely to be correct as that in which the

old generating plant was retired. (18)

ihl-r Orders in COUNCH: W.M.E.
L'Estrange continued the story of ihe Orders in



Fig. 53. A 60 k\V Parsons steam turbo-dynamo supplied to the National Physical Laboratory, England in 1901.

The Brisbane Electric Supplv Co. Ltd installed a 50 kW Parsons sei in 190! ai Ann Si. and this is

likely to have been generally similar to the 6U k\V set. Both turbines operated at a steam pressure ol"

lit) lb. per sq. in. but the 50 k\V sci was non-condensing. The upper part of the turbine casing has

been raised to show ihe blading, the maximum diameter being 9W in. The overall length ol the set is

c.18 fl.

Fk.. 54. City F.lcvtric Light Co. Lid Ann St power station building. The upper floor housed the workshops

which contained at least three lathes and a drilling machine. Overhead shafting and bell drives to each

machine were normal. Two apprentices in the foreground are winding a 'Gramme Ring' armature.
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-. Part of a storeroom believed to have been on the upper floor of the Ann St power station building of
the Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd or its successor, the City Electric Light Co. Ltd. On the top

shelves are LeClanche batteries; on the lower shelves to the right, carbon rods for axe tights.

Immediately above bench level are small motors of ;t type made by Barton and White and at bench
level are electric fans and other smalt motors. A variety of porcelain insulators is stored in the lower
bins and an arc light is standing on (he floor on the left.
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Fig. 56. Staff of the City Electric Light Co. Ltd. c.1906. The central figure (standing) is Edward Barton,

General Manager. The staff numbered about 30. Standing, Back (left lo right): J. Pointon, J.

Adamson, G. Lockyer, G. Pointon, W.G. Hamilton Snr., W. Davis, C. Switzer, —Robinson,

Standing, Forward (left to right): Mr. A. Ward, A. Thompson, V. McLeod, J. Connolly, J.

Whiteford, E. Cripps, E. Waddington, J. Sanker, Mr. E.C. Barton, E. Carpenter, Mr. W.J. Young,

Mr. J. Ryan, H. Carpenter, D. Morris, F. L'Estrange, W. Dyne, H. Hedger. Sitting (left to right): G.

Mackenzie, S. Hughes, H. Moles, H. Turk, G. Lightbody, V. McNiven, A. McCall, N. Loftus, F.

Bagley, W. Wright. Sitting (in front): G. Milne, F. Roberts. G. Brian, W. Hamilton, Jnr.

Council thus —
In 1902 the City Council [again] opened

negotiations with the Brisbane Electric Supply

Company for the purchase of its assets. During the

same year the Council tried to 'farm out' the dead

Order [of 1899] to the Tramways Company,

Messrs Wright and Reason, and the Brisbane

Electric Supply Co. Ltd in turn, while an attempt

was also made to take up a small area of supply.

In 1903, the Company obtained two additional

Orders in Council; one for the Public Library area

[George St East] and the second for the area

known as George St West, both Orders being for a

minimum period of 42 years but the Council

forced the Company into an agreement giving the

Council an option to purchase under certain terms.

The Council notified the Company of its intention

to exercise the option of purchase but did not do

so. In this year also, the Company applied for an

Order in Council for the Valley area but at the

same time a Company not then registered, but

later to be known as the Fortitude Valley Electric

Light and Power Company, applied for an Order

also for the Valley area which application was

opposed by both the Brisbane City Council and

the Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd. In 1904 the

latter's application for an Order for the Valley was

refused but an Order for the area was granted for

a minimum period of 42 years to the Fortitude

Valley Electric Light and Power Co. Ltd. (55)

Also in 1 904 the Company applied

successfully For an Order which consolidated the

three earlier Orders for parts of the City area

(Table 2). In spite of the continuing

obstructions to the extension of the area of

supply the revenue of the Company showed a

steady increase from its inception. (Fig. 58)

Power station operating hours had been 8 am to

midnight then 5.30 am to 11.30 pm and about

1904 They were extended to provide a

continuous service.

A New Name—The Citv Electric Light Co.

Ltd: As part of a plan to attract more capital,

the Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd decided to

reform with the new name — City Electric

Light Co. Ltd. Although the name sounds
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FlO. Si. City Electric Light Co. Ltd Directors and Annual Picnic Committee, c.1908. Seated (I. to r.): J.Ryan

(in charge of Office); W.M.E.L'Est range (Secretary and Director); F.G.C. Barton (Genera) Manager
and Director, also Patron of ihe Committee); W.J.Young (Works Manager and Director); A.Ward
(Chief Engineer and Director); R.A.L'Estrange (Publicity Officer). Standing (I. to r.): .l.Hornsby

(Storekeeper); W. Burnett (Shin Electrical Engineer); V.A.Mel axl (Chief Clerk).

restrictive the Memorandum of Association sei-

out the 25 objects of the Company which

provide for every possible development and for

operating in any locality. Even the right to erect

telephone systems is included. (J 40) Edward
Barton and W.J. Young were the liquidators of

the old Company and the new Company was
formed of these two together with six other

members of the old Company, and three new
members. The newr Company paid £20,000 to

the old Company and. according to G.G.
1 Estrange this was distributed to the rid

Company's shareholders as shares or cash (71)

The City Electric Light Co. Ltd was
registered in Brisbane on 2 December 1904 with

a capital of 1100,000 divided into 100,000

shares of fl each; of these 60,000 were to be

taken as fully paid and issued to the liquidators

or their nominees. The first statutory meeting of

the new Company was held on 31 March 1905

and the Chairman (E.J. Holmes) reported thus

the Company has no hisioiy [#Cj and tl

a literal sense there is nothing to report to the

shareholders beyond the fact thai 'he Orders in

Council, plant and goodwill of the Brisbane

Electric Supply Company have been successfully

transferred to this Company. The Directors are

well pleased to give this information as the

transfer of Orders in Council are rare and are apt

to lead to protracted negotiations owing to lack of

precedent ... (141)

On completion of the transfer. Barton and
his wife Mary had a total of 12.444 preference

res and 6222 ordinary shares. Appropriately

Barton was given six months' leave of absence

on full pay and in April he and his wife left For

a European visit — his first since his early

experiences there in the 1870's and 1880's. On
his return in October, his salary was increased

to £420 p.a.

In 1905, the Order in Council for Fortitude

Valley was forfeited by the Fortitude Valley

Electric Light and Power Co. Ltd and the City

Electric Light Co. Ltd applied for the same
area. The Government offered an Order for a

period of 14 years only and the Company
tefused to accept this. After further negotiation

the Government increased its offer to 21 years

and, when this was refused by the Company, to

32 years which the Company finally accepted

(Table 2).
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Telegraphic Address: "Herculeah" At Code.
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Fig. 58. Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd. Graphs of monthly revenue from February 1901 to May 1903, drawn

by Barton. (68) There was a rapid rise in electricity sales over this period compared with a few years

earlier.

Brisbane Area, 1906 to the Early 1920'S for the Ann St power station was increased and

a new building was erected in front of the

Improvements at Ann St and Plans for the existing building. (Fig. 59) This provided

Next Power Station: In 1906, the area leased offices, store area and workshops which were



Fig. 59. City Electric Light Co. Ltd building in Ann
St f c.1906 or later. The boilers, coal stocks

and underground cable drums occupied the

ground floor. The pairs of windows of the

Ann St facade, reading from left to right,

were those of the main store, the Board

Room and the Office. Under the painted

sign on the right, reading from left to right,

were the windows of the Office, second

store and workshops.

previously on the upper floor —above the

engine room. The effective headroom of this

room was raised from 16 to 28 ft apparently by

removing the flooring 'giving thereby ventilation

and comfort to the staff as well as increasing

the output of the dynamos/ (142) The

dimensions of the new two storey building are

given as 115 ft by 22 ft; the latter figure is

evidently an error for 62 ft —the frontage to

Ann St. It is clear that the boilers were

accommodated on the ground floor of this

building adjacent to the existing chimney (Fig.

60). No additional floor space was provided for

the generating plant; eventually six turbo-

dynamos and ancillary equipment were housed

in approximately 2000 sq. ft.

This was a period of rapid growth in demand
for electricity supply, attributable to the

realisation that electric motors had advantages

over steam and internal combustion engines,

coupled with a reducing charge for energy. As

an example of the increase in demand the

connected motor load increased from 79 h.p. in

1904 to 254 h.p. in 1905; the corresponding

total system loads were 361 kW and 601 kW.
(68) A few years later the drawn-wire filament

lamp was produced commercially and the

efficiency was much higher than that of the

carbon filament type; consequently the demand
for electric light increased markedly.

Barton was anxious to attract capital to

enable the Company to develop and meet these

expected demands. Among other approaches he

was in touch with Messrs Crompton and Co.

Ltd, London and, in a letter dated 8 March
1907, he summarised the position in Brisbane

thus —
Our present station is situated in a central position

300 yards from the centre of the town and we run

non-condensing. The expenditure for cartage of

coal and removal of ashes amounts to a

considerable sum during the year. Removal to a

waterside station, with condensation and water

carriage of coal and ashes, would effect a saving

of over £1000 per annum. Weare laying our plan

for a station of 3000 kW. We would then install

about 500 kW of boilers and electrical generating

plant to carry the load until the present 750 kW
plant was removed to the new site. We recognise

that we will have to push vigorously for business

in order to justify the proposed ultimate 3000 kW
plant but we believe that the outlet exists and can

be obtained easily enough . . . [We] will

communicate again when our plans mature. (143)

No one could have foreseen the tremendous

increase in demand for electricity in the

following years. Indeed by 1923 the installed

capacity exceeded several times Barton's

'ultimate
1

capacity for the station.

In 1908 a site at the corner of William and
Margaret Streets, earlier occupied by Pettigrew's

Saw Mills, was selected for development as a

power station. It had the advantages of

proximity to the Brisbane River as envisaged by

Barton and thus the first of the Directors'

Reports for 1909 described the proposed

development as the 'Waterside Power Station.'

W.M.E. L'Estrange recalled that after the City

Electric Light Co. Ltd purchased the site in

1908 it was —
served with a notice of land resumption by the

Government but the resumption was not proceeded

with in view of the strong representations made by

the Company on its own behalf. (55)

Before describing the development of the

site, the vital matter of acquiring further Orders

in Council to ensure increasing demand should
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FiC 60. City Electric Light ^o. Ltd Ann 51 powei station. There were at least lour i anva3tiirt type boiletj

working at a steam pressure Of 110 lb. per SQ. in. They were hand fired with coal which was delivered

in single horse drays From Roma Si Railway Stuiion and clumped alongside ihe boilers. In trv.

background, part o( the flooring of the upper storey was omitted to irrfprove \euhladon of the boiler

house. Photograph published in May 1909,

be appreciated. This was reviewed by

L'Est range as follows —

In the following year [1909] application tor V\

in Council was made for the balance of the North

and South Brisbane areas. The Company ai thai

time held franchises covering an area of half a

square mile, and the Brisbane Gas Company had
obtained an area of eighty square miles. The

Orders applied for would have brought the

Company's area up to five square miles but it is

interesting to nole that Ihe Melbourne Electric

Supply had 78 square miles, and the A<1

Electric Suppl\ Co. Ltd, 155 square miles within

their respective areas. In respect to the application

for the North Brisbane Order, the Governrneni

offered the Company an Order with a minimum
period of ten years, and the Company asked, m
very strong terms, the reason for ^uch unjust and

differential treatment.

in 191 1 the Municipality of South Brisbane

applied for an Order, which application was

opposed by ihe Company, but no finality was
reached in respect io the Orders applied for until

in 1916 an Order in Council for die South

Brisbane area was granted for a period of 10

years, and in the following year an Ordct in

i;:il for the balance of the North Brisbatb

for 10 years was granted to the Company. (55)

Detailed planning of the new power statirui

would certainly have involved Barton and this

may have been a factor in his resigning as

Managing Director in June 1909 and taking up

the position ol Consultaiii to the Company a: a

salary of T300 p. a. — U"5 less than his

previous salary. This did not exclude private

practice as an advertisement in the Press

showed. The announcement read —
Fie [S now at liberty to engage in private practice

as a Cunsnliant and invites correspondence on :i!i

mailers connected v. iih electric lighting, power etc.

(144)
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Fig. hi City Electric Light Co. Ltd William St power

station. This general layout plan shows the

intended development of the siie acquired jfl

1908. It had the great advantage of close

proximity to the Brisbane River; in

addition, capital was available to erect an

adequate building. The site was earlier

occupied by Pettigrew's Queensland Steam

Sawmills.

In June 1910 he described himself as

'Electrical Adviser to the City Electric Light Co.

Ltd and the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,'

(145) Shortly afterwards the Company increased

his fee to 1425 p. a. in addition to his fee of 150

p. a. as a Director. There was no top level

appointment as an obvious replacement for

Barton so it has been concluded that he and his

close associates, L'Estrange, Ward and Young

—all being paid annual fees of about £500 —
made the major technical decisions until March
1913 when W.H. Vincent, MIEE was appointed

Chief Electrical Engineer at a salary of 1600

p.a.

The new station presented a challenge and an

opportunity to include features that would

greatly improve the efficiency of operation —in

particular, to take full advantage of the

proximity of a large river. No plans have been

found for the structure or initial layout of plant

in the power station but it has been possible to

sketch a general plan of the site (Fig. 61) based

mainly on drawings dated September 1913

which were prepared to show final

developments of the engine room and boiler

house. For convenience these will be referred to

as Vincent's plans. (Figs 62,63) (146)

Erection of the building commenced in 1910.

The only contemporary photographs show a

fire -tube type boiler in transit from South

Brisbane (Fig. 64) and the building o( Flues and

other features of the boiler house (Fig. 65). The
finished appearance of the elevation fronting

William St is shown in Fig. 66.

Operation and Development of t m
William St Powbk Station: The first

operation of the station was expected 'during

the next few months' from the end of January

1911, the first steam turbo-dynamo set having

been ordered from Parsons through Messrs

William Adams and Co., Brisbane in 1910, The
rating was 700 kW and it was operating in July

1911. A 500 kW turbo-dynamo set with two

dynamos in tandem was ordered from the

Electric Construction Co., England in August

1910. (147) This was also operating in 1911, and
the 700 kW Parsons turbo-dynamo installed in

Ann St in 1909 was probably transferred in the

same year bringing the total capacity at William

St to 1900 kW, and the combined capacity of

the dynamos at the two stations to over 2500

kW. During the period 1912 to 1913. most if

Fit.. 62. City Electric Light Co. Ltd William St power station. The only record oi the layout of the boiler house

and engine room is a proposed rearrangement dated September 1913. The upper part shows an

intended provision of ten two-drum water-tube boilers fired by chain grate stokers, in place of the

original fire-tube boilers. The lower part shows the intended layout of the generating plant and
switchboards in the engine room. The turbo-alternator sets installed in 1913 and 1914 (A and L) and
the intended future 2000 kW, sets (C) are shown but the turbo-dynamos, including those transferred

from the Ann St power station were omitted. None of the 2000 k\V sets was ordered, the first

additional plant being a 5000 k\V, 5000 V. turbo-alternator installed in 1919. \, 500 kW turbo-

alternator. B, 500 kW rotary convenor. C. 2000 kW turbo-alternator. D, 1000 kW motor convenor.

E, 1000 kW turbo-alternator. F, 1000 k\V rotary convenor. G,H,l t electrical switchboards for d.c,

distribution, station supplies, high tension a.c. respectively.
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TABLE 3. Generating Plant at the William St Power Station

(direct and alternating current)

1911 to 1923

Estimated Year

of

Installation

Item

1911 2—Parsons steam turbines, 700 kW, direct coupled to two 400 kW, 240 V.

dynamos in tandem. One set ex Ann St station. (Second set, £4295)

1911 1 —Willans and Robinson steam turbine, 500 kW, direct coupled to two E.C.C.

250 kW, 240 V. dynamos in tandem. The dynamos were replaced in 1913 by

a Siemens six phase, 500kW, 50 Hz alternator connected to a 500 kW rotary

convertor.

1912—13 1—50 kW, 1—75 kW, 2—200 kW turbine sets (Table 1) transferred from Ann St

station to the William St station.

1914 1 —Willans and Robinson steam turbine, 1000 kW, direct coupled to a Siemens

six phase, 50 Hz alternator connected to a 1000 kW rotary convertor.

1917 1 —Ferranti high speed reciprocating steam engine, 600 kW, cross compounded,
direct coupled to a Dick, Kerr three phase, 50 Hz alternator.*

1919 1 —British Thomson Houston steam turbine-alternator set, 5000 kW, three

phase, 50 Hz, 5000 V.

1920 1 —General Electric (USA) steam turbine-alternator set, 5000 kW, three phase,

50 Hz, 5000 V.

1923 1 —Metropolitan Vickers steam turbine-alternator set, 12,500 kW, three phase,

50 Hz, 5000 V.

installed and tested but said to be never used

Note: Turbines installed at Ann St were supplied 'non-condensing' and converted to 'condensing' when installed

at William St.

20 feet

Fig. 63. City Electric Light Co. Ltd William St power station. The boiler house was rearranged in 1913 to

accommodate water-tube boilers in place of the fire-tube boilers originally installed. The greater

headroom needed required the boiler house roof to be raised by seven ft. In addition new flues, coal
bunkers, conveyors and, later, extra chimneys were provided.
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( i' I, 64. City Electric Light Co. Ud William St power nation. A boiler manufactured by Danicll, Adamson and

Co. DunkinfieM, England is shown in transit from the South Brisbane wharves to the station, seen in

the background. The 22 h.p. traction engine took 12 hours for the journey. The Queenslundei

described the eyort in September 1910 as 'an adventurous business and the task was only

accomplished alter many trials and troubles involving considerable traffic delay and no hule anviety.'

Fig. 65. City Electric Light Co. L'd William St power station. Brickwork in progress in the boiler house. A
i ncashire boiler is on the left and space for an economise? on the right. A few years later the

Lancashire boilers were replaced with flabcock and Wilcox water-tube boilers
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Fig. 66. City Electric Light Co. Ltd William St power station William St frontage. Margaret St is to the left.

The Brisbane River is in the dislance al the end of Margaret St.

not all of the turbo-dynamos at Ann St as well

as some of the boiler plant were moved to

William St.

In October 1912, the first turbo-alternator

was ordered from Messrs Willans and Robinson

Ltd, England and was in operation at the

beginning of 1914. This was a 1000 kW, six

phase, 50 Hz set connected to a 1000 kW rotary

convertor to provide d.c. for the new 440/220

V., 3 wire system which would later replace the

220/110 V., 3 wire system. The alternator was

also to supply a.c. for the future a.c.

distribution system directly and, after

conversion to 5000 V., supply the future motor-

convertors at substation No. 1 —to be referred

to shortly. Presumably because the 1000 kW set

was the largest installed at this time, it was

known as No. 1 set.

The 500 kW turbo-dynamo set ordered in

1910 was converted to a turbo-alternator in

1913 and was in operation in October of the

same year. It ran in parallel with the larger set

and was also connected directly to a rotary

convertor of the same rating. The date of

providing the first a.c. supply to consumers is

not known but it was probably first available on

a metered basis in 1917 or 1918 as the purchase

of service meters was discussed at this time.

Certainly a.c. was available for general supply

in 1918 and fortunately the voltage and

frequency selected were those which later

became the Australian standard, 415/240 V., 50

Hz.

In the period 1914-5 staff at Ann St were

transferred to a new building at Boundary St,

Petrie Bight, and the Ann St power station was

shut down about the same time; the decision to

demolish the chimney was made in January

1915.

Vincent's plan for developing William St

provided for three more turbo-alternators to be

installed over the years 1917 to 1919 (Fig. 62).

Each was to be of 2000 kW capacity. However
the Company did not adopt this plan but chose

to meet the expected rapid growth in demand
for electricity supply by ordering a 5000 kW set

in April 1916 at a cost of £25,815. (148) The
delivery date was presumably to be about a year

(.s



I ic. 67 City Electric Light Co. Lid William St power station. This general view of the engine room, looking

towards Margaret St, shows the final installation. Initially the station had only turbo-dynamos but by

19M two turbo-alternators <?f total capacity 1500 kW and two rotary convenors of the same total

capacity were operating. Three further additions to the generating plant were made up to 1923 when

the 12,500 k\V set in the middle distance was installed. A rotary convenor, to provide direct current,

Ls seen Ui the left foreground. The building was about J 30 ft long and 50 I'l wide. The travelling

crane, spanning the full width of the building relieved the problem o\ handling heavy engine room

machinery.

hence but six months after ordering, the

supplier advised the Company that because of

wartime conditions, no delivery date could be

given. In fact it was April 1919 before the new
plant arrived and was in operation. Meanwhile

there were failures of generating plant including

the largest set and in February 1917 the

Directors noted that —

it was unfortunate that the 1000 kW set should

have given judications of final failure at this time

because the spare 700 k\V set is also «»i prssCTll

unavailable.

To relieve the situation, a 600 kW set was

purchased secondhand from the Sydney City

Council in 1917 (149) but it is believed that the

plant did not run successfully with the other

units. Inevitably the station was overloaded at

peak periods-

Later there were further additions to the

generating plant (Table 3). The only general

photograph known of the interior of the station

was taken about 1926 and shows the large m
—12, 500 kW —in the toreground and also the

related condensing equipment (Fig. 67), As no

cross section drawing of the engine room has

been found, that of a very similar station is

reproduced in Fig. 68.

A contemporary account dated July 1914

(150) gave the picture of the early stages nf

development at William St and of tlu-

difficulties encountered —
M
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Fig. 68. Cross section of an engine room generally

similar to thai of the City Electric Light

Co. Ltd William St. station.

The extensive additions and improvements which

have recently been made to the power-house plant

of" this company are now m running order, and the

unsatisfactory condition of affairs obtaining in the

early part of last year has been remedied by a

thorough overhaul, very satisfactory in its results.

Mr W.H. Vincent, to whom was entrusted the

task, joined the company in March 1913, as chief

engineer, and at the time of his appoinlmenl, was

authorised by the directors to obtain any second-

hand plant which might be available in Australia

to meet the emergency of the breakdown which

seemed probable. No such plant at the time was

available, and the chief engineer accordingly

decided to use every effort to put the existing

machinery into such order as would preclude the

possibility of serious trouble. His efforts in this

direction have been entirely successful, for the

plant is now working efficiently and with a much
greater degree of economy than was previously the

case. The steam consumption, which stood at 7.2

lbs per kWh generated, has been reduced to 5 lbs

—a saving of 30 per cent, and a further reduction

may be looked for when his scheme of alterations

and improvements is completed. The new [sic) 500

kW, 3000 r.p.m. steam turbine, which was

formerly direct coupled to two d.c, generators,

had now been altered, and drives a Siemens 500

kW alternator. A modern design switchboard is

Switchboard

380 VM50Hz,

6 phase

Transformer
Switchboard

6,600 V.,50 Hz,

3 phase (5,000 V. adopted)

Switchboard

J - wire d.c

(440/220V.)

Feeders

1 000 k\V 500 kW

0=oO=or oo Gr-0 O C^ O
taxi kw 500 kW
6 phase ft phase
alternator alternator

2-700 kW
tandem

dynamos

Balancer

sei

1000 kW
motor
convenor

2000 kW*
:

- phu^e

alternator

Two three-core cables

to substation I.

Installation at substation I

for supply to 44t 1/220 V d.c.

system

2-1000 kWmotor converters

1 -storage battery, 266 cells

with end switching

1 -balancer set

1 -booster generator

to be in use

in 1917

Fig, 69. City Electric Light Co. Ltd William St power station and substation No. 1. The simplified electrical

connection diagram shows the proposal, dated 1913. for ihe development of the power plant at

William St and at the substation, to be located at Petrie Bight. The purpose of the substation was to

maintain full system voltage over an increasing area of supply. The diagram shows an earlier stage of
development than is indicated in Fig. 62. The 2000 kW set was not ordered; instead a 5000 kW, 5000
V. turbo-alternator was installed in 1919. Those familiar with modern power systems will note the
considerable variety of rotating plant used to provide a.c. for transmission (and, later, distribution)

and d.c. for distribution.
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Fig. 70. City Electric Light Co. Lid William St power station. This switchboard was probably the first for

alternating current in the station and would have been for the 500 kW and 1000 kW alternators and

rotary convenors. The circuit breakers at the lop of the switchboard now replaced the earlier knife

switches and fuses. From 1917 or 1918 the distribution system was gradually changed from d.c. to

a.c. except for supply to electric motors for which d.c. supply was retained for many years.

being installed, and other additions comprise a

1000 kW turbo-alternator, a 500 kW and 1000 kW
roiarv converter,

The new 500 kW, 3000 r.p.ni. steam turbine

referred to in this account was presumably the

500 kW Willans and Robinson turbine which

initially drove a tandem pair of dynamos, these

being later replaced by a Siemens alternator as

stated. The account continued thus —
The system of current supply is also undergoing a

change, being rapidly converted from a three wire,

220 volt system to a 220-440 volt three wire

system. As a preliminary to this ihe balancing of

areas throughout the dty has been effected by the

erection of feeder pillars and the laying of feeder

neutrals. This work again has been carried out

concurrently with the power house alterations, and

has had to be considered in conjunction with

them, and no authentic plans of mains having

been previously kept, the whole of these and their

connections had to be mapped in advance. Good
results from these changes have been obtained,

and losses in transmission considerably reduced.

The Chief Engineer's arrangements for tfu

future include plans for I he probable extension of

mains during the next five years, and a converter

and battery sub-station situated at Petric's Bight.

This is now in course of construction, and the

company's adminisirative and general offices will

be moved into this building on completion.

The whole of the work carried out and the

smooth running and economies attained under the

present regime reflect great credit upon the skill

and forethought manifested, and show what can

be effected under unpromising conditions bj

technical and business ability. Mr Vincent is to be

congratulated on the excellent results he has

obtained during ihe comparatively short period of

his administration.
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Fig. 71. Daily load distribution diagram for the .City

Electric Light Co. Ltd as predicted for a

week day in June 1915. The installation of

a substation storage battery is assumed and
the shaded areas denote 'charge' and
'discharge' periods. The consequent

evening-out of the power required from the

power station generating plant would reduce

the cost of operating the system.

The congratulatory last sentence omits the

fact that Vincent resigned from the Company
on 31 July 1914 —the date that appears at the

head of the published article. This was a few

weeks after Barton's return from more than

twelve months overseas and it is safe to assume
that the reported shortcomings of the past were

not well received.

Barton resumed his earlier position as

Managing Director of the Company from
August 1914 at a salary of £650 p. a. In the

following month he gave a lecture to the

Queensland Institute of Engineers on
Condensation Economics in Steam Plant which

was followed by a visit to the power station.

(151) The paper has not been traced —it would

have been interesting to compare his views with

those of Vincent.

The plans for the future extension of the

mains outlined in the article quoted above

included an important new concept aimed at

meeting economically the increasing demand.

Two options existed: firstly to use larger

conductors from the power station so as to

ensure that all consumers received supply at

about the same voltage, or secondly, to provide

substations at convenient points in the area of

supply which received power as alternating

current from turbo-alternators at the power

station. The advantage of the latter was

economic since it was more expensive to use

larger conductors than to transmit alternating

current at a high voltage and then convert this

to direct current at the substation. This

conversion required the use of motor-convertors

which comprised an alternating current motor
driving a d.c. dynamo thus transforming the

high voltage a.c. to the d.c. system voltage. The
a.c. voltage was chosen as 5000, three phase, 50

Hz and was transmitted by underground cables.

The first installation was from William St to

substation No. 1 in Boundary St, Brisbane.

The one electrical connection diagram

relevant to the above development that has been

found to date is a proposal only. It shows the

equipment at the William St power station, at

the substation No. 1 and the connecting cables.

A 2000 kW alternator was evidently the first

proposed extension of the power station plant.

A simplified form of this circuit is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 69 and the first a.c.

switchboard is shown in Fig. 70.

The Substation Battery and Daily Load
Distribution: The battery referred to in the

same article was to be installed at substation

No. 1 and was to provide power during periods

when the system load was in excess of the

generating capacity at the power station. The
requirement was that the battery be charged

from the mains supply during times when there

was excess capacity at the power station and

discharged as required to make up for shortage

of capacity. The cost of the battery and

ancillary equipment would be offset by the

savings resulting from deferment of purchasing

additional generating plant. However, these

were the days of World War I so it is not

surprising that there were delays in obtaining

equipment. In particular, the order for the

battery had to be changed from a make
normally supplied from what had become an

enemy country. J.E. Morwood gives the rating

of the battery as 3000 ampere-hours; the cost

was £9400. (152) The substation was finally put

into operation in April 1917. (149)
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1. City Electric Light Co. Ltd William St powei station showing part of the installation of RabcotA and

WuVo>. waier-iubc boilers with chain grate stokers. The completed installation comprised three two

drum and five three-drum units. The specified Bieam conditions tor the larger unrta ivere 210 lb. pe

sq, in. and 600 decrees pRnT.

Considering the important role of the

battery, it seemed possible that there were

earlier — no doubt smaller — installations

elsewhere in the Company's area of supply.

Barton had considered a battery installation to

the 1890*5. because bis 'Work Register' (68) and

"Goods Received' book (153) give diagrams and

calculations i elating to this. Probably about

IS95 he sketched load distribution diagrams (in

which the electrical load on the system is plotted

against time of day) ( F ig . 38)* On a page

headed 'Uptown Accumulator Plant* he

included diagrams for a few days in 1893 and

1895 and showed the effect o\' a 2000 ampere-

hour battery in taking peak and night loading.

His calculations were based on increasing the

peak load capacity of the Edison Lane station

by 450 lights (c.27 k\V), charging the battery for

about 8 hours at times of light load and

obtaining from it about 250 A. for 5 hours at

Hmea oi heavy load. He concluded that with a

capital investment of some £800 his sales of

energy would increase by about 1300 p. a. There

is no mention of a battery in lists of the

Company's assets so it is very likely that

Barton's ideas were purely speculative.

He next referred to a battery when writing lo

W.M.E. L'Estrange in 1897 in these terms —
One piece of apparatus however will CaUie a

regular annual expenditure for renewals, namely

the accumulator battery. (107)

This may have been a prediction relating to

operation at the Ann St station or be based on
present experience with an installation at a site

unknown.
In October 1899, Barton made more

calculations based on relieving the expected

peak loading of the Ann St station. He
considered a 250 V. battery of under 400

ampere-hours which would provide 160 A. for

an hour of peak loading and much smaller



currents in tbe pari) ' flj I hi bouw, and Fqi

ttOUFJ ;u night As far as is known, no such

plani was installed Again in [903 Barton was

considering the Installation oT a batter} fa the

Fortitude Valley area to supplement the 220/ 1 10

V. system. This was one of capacity 1000

ampere-hours at a cost of about 11500 but

evidently no such plant was installed. It is

significant that F.R. I F.sUangc's many articles

and other records mention only the substation

No 1 battery which leads one to the view that

. lite pi eaiiici references Mis may have been

the firsi actually Installed by the Company or i(s

predecessors as part of the power system.

No records of the day to day performance of

the William Si power station or ol (he

combined performance of the station and
substation 1 have been found. However
predictions tor rhe combined performance were

made for the month of June for each of the

years 1914 to 1920. (14b) This information is in

the form o^i stereotyped load distribution

diagrams (Fig . 71). In each diagram —
including that for 1914 — the important

intended role of the battery is shown with a

number of periods each day and night of charge

and discharge Another feature of the projected

Operation was thai eeuerutors or different

capacity were to be utilised in turn each to run

at 100 pen- cent load factor It can only be
surmised as to whether or not this ideal

situation would have proved practicable.

Some Design Errors: To conclude the story of

the early stages of development of the William

St station there should be some reference to fru-

boilers, the coal handling plant and the

circulating water system. The 1914 account

already referred to discusses the problems

relating to these and the steps Taken to deal with

i hem up io August of* that year. The first stage

of the replacement of the initial installation of

Lancashire (fire lube) boilers with the more
modern Babcock and Wilcox (water tube) type

with mechanical chain grate stokers (150) is

described thus —

The wort c '' flWtalltafi thifi ptailt lias been attended

viih considerable difficulty, a:, it has involved the

erection ot" new plant simullOJlQOMSrj with the

repnir of old, while (lie otdinaiy requirements ot"

current had to be dailv satisfied, further, tfie

housing of new plant not having been considered

In connection with the dimensions of the power-

house, it has been no to '
- 1

: the tool "l

the boiler house seven feet and new flues

CQflStrUCtetf, Auolhei economise! consisting Of 576

tubes, a ten-inch steam main and a system of feed

Pi,,--, providing n hoi Oftd cold teed are I'unher

additions in this caitnpcil* a

(iuMi Rouble has been experienced with the

circulating pumps owing to the sinking ol I ho

i

i;,i| hoUSC inundations, situated on a mud bank,

causing inefficient working. Hhiti pump bouse,

now collapsed, has been replaced by one o!

modern design, the foundations for which csiend

in depth to the rock foundation on the river

Foreshore, The well is ot sufficient capacity to deal

with a load o\' 6000 KW, and (lie circulating water

lystertl has also been revised and improved, SO ihat

tin nuisance of the intake pipes becoming clogged

with mud nn<i water hyacinth has been abolished.

As part of the Chief Engineer's scheme, a

-system of coal hunters ol 500-ton capacity, with

conveyors, has been designed, the material I'ot

*"h|< b k now arriving. The conveyors will feed the

coal direct to the bunkers, from Whence n will

descend by gravity io the furnaces; this will effect

a considerable tavftug ova the method formerly in

use- {Fig. 72). (150)

It is difficult to understand why in about

1909 fire-lube boilers were initially selected for

the new power station when water-tube boilers

with mechanical stokers had alicady been

installed in many Australian power stations.

These included the Brisbane Tramways Co.. the

Railways Workshops at Ipswich and Mt Morgan
mine. In the light of experience the low

headroom in the boiler house, which required

costly structural alterations before the newer

boilers could be installed, appears to show lack

Forcsigrri The records of Messrs Babcock

Australia Ltd show that the first water-tube

boiler was ordered in April 1912, (he ne\t two

In February 1913 and two more in March 1919

bringing the capacity to met 100,000 lbs of

water evaporated per hour, the highest steam

pressure being 210 lb. pet sq. in. There were

later additions following orders in 1921 and

1924. (154)

Bar i on and ihl Company Manv. ,i mi n i ;

Apparently there was no immediate replacement

for Vincent as the next reference to staff in the

Minutes of the Directors' meetings is in May
1913 when it was noted that Barton was in

Sydney in connection with the appointments of

E 1 Cochrane and IS. lust. The result was

thiit shortly afterwards Cochianc became

Engineer and Manager of the Company and

Just the Assistant Engineer, Edward Barton

continued as a Director aftei relinquishing the

top position and was retained as a Consultant

with a sui.'i i over £500 p. a When at the end

of 1915 he decided to travel 10 England to

engage in war work, the Directorate gave him
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six months leave of absence. This was evidently

extended as he was still a Director and a

Consultant in February 1917. At the time B.J.

Cochrane ceased to be Engineer and Manager
because of ill health and accepted the position

of Advisory Engineer to the Company. (J 49) He
advised Barton that he was vacating the

Engineer and Manager position saying that (he)

Barton 'might return to look after his interests.'

Barton replied that 'he shall return if offered

passage via America and salary of £1000 per

annum.' The reply from the Directors was very

explicit and read —
your cablegram stop Directors have no intention

of asking you to take over management

require to know it yon wish re-election as a

Director at General meeting to be held 06X1 mouth

reply immediately.

BarlOfl aopaa-nth did not reply promptly

but a fortnight or so later appointed W.J.

Young, a fellow Director, as his proxy to vote

at all meetings. At the same time the

Directorate extended Barton's leave of absence

to June 1917 Cochrane died in April 1917.

In November 1917 this leave was further

extended to 31 March 1918; however, shortly

before the latter dale the Directorate cabled

Barton pointing out that the Board intends to

elect W.M.E. L'Estrangc in fits place. In due

course Barton cabled his reply — 'quite

content'. In May 1918, white Still in England,

he was involved m assisting with the

procurement of the long awaited 5000 k\V

turbo-alteruator or rather the replacement tor

the one originally ordered which had been
* commandeered' by a body wtih a higher

priority. In the same month there is a reference

in the Minutes of a meeting of the Directorate,

to the renewal for another live years of

arrangements between Barton and the Company
— presumably retaining his services as a

Consultant.

In 1920 Barton was appointed a Director of

the Ipswich Electric Supply Co. Ltd which had

been formed in 1917 and was initially an

Offshoot ot the City Electric Light Co. Ltd. He
held this position until 1925, at lending meetings

in 1920 and 1921.

As has been seen Barton kepL in touch with

developments in Brisbane and Ipswich

notwithstanding his preference for living

abroad. After 1925 his direct interest would

have been as a shareholder in both Companies.

He kept up a correspondence with W.M.E.
1

|
rrange and in a 1926 post card from Paris

remarked that —

ii would appear from press cutting!) thai you will

all he civil servants bi dac oul loo&ittg for

employment with cash in your poCkctS ftOffl Ifr

I the CHI Co business

This referred to the then current possibility

oi purchase oC the Company's assets by tl;.-

Brisbane City Council. This did not eventual?

as the Council and the Company could not

reach agreement on the value of the Company 1

-.

assets. The consequences Of this disagreen,

were very fat reaching but a discussion of thern

is outside the scope of this biography. Thr

background and the sequence of the subsequent

events arc briefly explained by Morwood. (152)

Ihi OV| *i mi ad MajNS PROBLEM: Concurrently

with the developments jua described and in fact

ever since the introduction tit the Electric Light

and Power \a of 1896 there had been concern

that restrictions on the use of overhead wires

for the distribution of electricity had been too

drastic. A deputation representing the

Queensland Electrical Association, including

Barton, met the Minister for Public Works ill

October 1909 and it was explained that ihi

.

restriction had seriously limited the growth of

the electricity supply industry and only four

country towns m Queensland had electric light.

Barton explained that the Act provided that no
overhead wires could be used except in the

manner prescribed and then only with the

permission o\' the Minister and the Local

Authority. This meant that when wiics woe
placed above ground in accordance with the

regulations ihey could be ordered by a local

authority to be removed if it was considered

that 'such line is or is likely lo become
dangerous to public safety.' In this connection

Barton commented thai —
underground wires were practically prohibitive 1(1

cost and ii mcjnt thai outside the 'wood block'

[central city] tl I ICCtHCtfj l»M not be applied

remuneratively in Brilbffit*.

The Minister undertook to refer the matter

to experts and stated that he would suhmn then

report to Cabinet. (155) The outcome was an

Amendment Bill introduced in September 1911

to remove the restrictions on Overhead lines but

this was defeated after ;i lengthy debate.

Evidently there was no change in the

situation over the next lew yeais because at the

Annual Dinner of the Queensland Institute of

Engineers in April 1914, the Vice I'tcsidcru

(N.M. Bell) was reported as saying that —
I n| I

'i
1
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with regard to the electric lighting of the city and

desired the removal of the present harassing

restrictions with regard to the overhead and

underground mains.

The same report quoted the Acting Premier,

who represented the Government at the Dinner,

as replying that —
there might be a chance of the re-introduction o\~

the Bill which was so badly beaten in the Upper
House. (156)

In the event, the matter was not brought before

either House.

However, in July 1917 the City Electric Light

Co. Ltd made an application to the Minister for

Works and the Brisbane City Council for

permission to run overhead mains in North and

South Brisbane and in October formal approval

was given. This was the year in which the

Company was asked by the Brisbane Town
Clerk to submit proposals for electric lighting of

the city streets. The Company's plan was

accepted — obviously anticipating formal

approval by the Government —and on 17 July

1917 the first lights were switched on by the

Mayor of Brisbane, almost thirty years after

Barton's original proposal.

A major local step in the technology of high

voltage a.c. transmission was taken about this

time despite the fact that the wording of the

Electric Light and Power Act imposed serious

restrictions on overhead lines. The City Electric

Light Co. Ltd and the then recently formed
Ipswich Electric Supply Co. Ltd agreed on a

plan by which the former supplied energy from
their William St power station and transmitted

this some 20 miles by overhead line at 33,000

volts to the latter for sub-transmission at 5000

volts and distribution at the standard voltage of

415/240, as in Brisbane. The major equipment

was ordered in June 1918 and the system

switched on in August 1919.

With the very recently gained experience of a

transmission voltage of 5000 it was indeed a

courageous decision although it can be assumed

that the design of the 33,000 V. line was based

on overseas practices because such voltages had

been in use since about the turn of the century.

The success of the plan in terms of demand
is evident from a report that the full capacity of

the line was reached within a year and

duplication was under consideration. At a

meeting of shareholders of the Ipswich Electric

Supply Co. Ltd in August 1920, Barton

expressed his 'emphatic opinion that the

Company had done marvellously well.' (157)

Records of Growth in Electricity Supply

Given by Barton, White and Co. and their

Successors (Appendix D): This account would

not be complete without an attempt at collating

at least part of the scattered information

showing the growth in demand for electricity

supply from the Company and its predecessors

during the period in which Barton had a major
influence on the development of the industry

i.e. 1888 to 1915. Because of the phenomenal
growth between 1916 and 1920, data for these

years have been included although Barton's role

was as a Director and Consultant up to March
1918 and as a Consultant only thereafter.

Annual statistics for the first decade are

almost negligible and even for the remaining

period are incomplete with the exception of the

period 1898 to 1911 inclusive during which

electrical quantities were included in the returns

published in the Queensland Government
Gazette. However the trends in growth of the

demand for electricity supply are evident,

particularly the steady improvement after the

first decade. Comparing the figures for annual

energy generated, it is clear that after about a

decade at Edison Lane the number of kilowatt-

hours used was 0.18 million; after the

subsequent 12 years of operation at Ann St this

rose to 2.1 million and a decade later —in 1920

—the third of the series of three power stations

produced over 18 million in one year. Growth
was restricted by generating capacity during

World War 1 in spite of the increase in

maximum demand during that period. The
effect of adding two 5000 kW sets immediately

after the war was remarkable by any standards.

It is not intended to attempt to review the

financial operations of the City Electric Light

Co. Ltd or its predecessors beyond saying that

shareholders denied themselves a dividend for

many years as they were anxious to husband
their reserves. The first dividend was paid in

1905 and then only to preference shareholders

who received 6 per cent. In 1907, ordinary

shareholders received a dividend and thereafter

there were annual dividends to both groups. It

would have been particularly gratifying for

Barton to watch the progress of the Company
after the early very difficult years. In 1915, the

year that he left Queensland to undertake

munitions work in England, the Company
records for the twelve months ending 3

1

January 1915 showed a profit of £31,013,

dividend payments of £20,589 and accrued

reserves of £24,217. Barton himself held 14,341

£1 shares out of 81,036, the total registered.
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Fig. 73. Dynamo used at Teddington, near

Maryborough, Queensland to provide

lighting at the pumping station. It was
designed and constructed locally in c. 1888

and was possibly the first to be made in

Queensland. Power was supplied by an 8

h.p. steam engine. The dynamo generated a

voltage of c.60 but the capacity is not

known. It is preserved in. the Queensland

Museum.

Country Areas, 1889 to 1900

Townsville to the Tweed River: During the

first decade of Barton's pioneer work in

Queensland he prepared quotations for

numerous electric lighting installations. ( 1 53)

There are occasional references to these in

contemporary periodicals and, in the absence of

Company records for this period showing which

quotations were accepted, such references have

provided some idea of the firm's activities. The
localities ranged along the coast from

Townsville to the Tweed River and as far inland

as Thargomindah. The Thargomindah
installation is recorded in some detail since it is

believed to have been the first artesian bore

operated station in Queensland.

Chronologically, the first record shows that

in mid-1889 Barton, White and Co. supplied

and erected an electric lighting plant for a large

butchering and freezing establishment in

Rockhampton. (85) In April 1890, they

provided electric lighting in Ipswich in the

Building Society's Hall. (91) This was the first

introduction of electric light in the district and

as such created great interest; it was not until

six years later that the Government Electrical

Engineer suggested to the Ipswich Council that

they should introduce electric lighting.

Rockhampton was cautious about lighting

the town and the firm's work there in August

1890 was limited to an extensive electric bell

installation. (158) They were more successful in

Maryborough as in 1891 they supplied the

Maryborough Exhibition with electric lighting

apparatus. (159) Shortly afterwards the firm

provided arc lighting in the foundry of Messrs

Walkers Ltd of Maryborough and there were

discussions about lighting the town. (95) Barton

would have taken the greatest interest in a small

60 V. dynamo designed and constructed in

Maryborough by local engineers for lighting the

local pumping station (Fig. 73). (97)

}y&- g^ly ('too

FlG. 74. Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd installed

electric light in Gatton Agricultural College

in 1900. Barton prepared the estimates for

the electrical part of the installation,

summarised in this facsimile copy.
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FlG. 75. Development of the artesian bore power station at Thargomindah, Western Queensland. Barton

designed and was responsible for the construction of the overhead mains connecting the power station

to the town and for the electrical side of the power plant. The 440/220 V. three wire distribution

system was in advance of the conventional 220/110 V. three wire system in use in Brisbane. The

diagram and calculations are from Barton's notebook, probably c.1897.

The firm was active in fitting up sugar mills

at this time. Examples were extensions to arc

and incandescent lighting for Robb and Co. at

Tweed Heads, NSWand exterior and interior

lighting at A.H. Young's Fairymead plantation

at Bundaberg. Floods in the Gympie area in the

winter of 1891 prevented the Company carrying

out more electrical installations at gold mines
there. (160)

About August 1892 Barton and White
provided electrical generating plant and
switchboards for the new works of the

Queensland Meat Export and Engineering Co.
in Townsville. This was a 110 V. d.c. system

and the switchboards were manufactured in the

firm's Brisbane workshops. (101)

No records of country work in 1893 have

been found; no doubt projects were held up as

a consequence of the wide-spread floods.

However during this year, Barton was
developing a wet separator to remove magnetic
material from gold bearing ores. Sketches and
estimates have been found in one of his note

books showing that the work was being carried

out for the Biggenden Gold Mining Co. (153)
In 1894 the firm extended the lighting at

Mon Repos sugar mill (near Bundaberg) and
also provided lighting at Doolbi station (near

Childers) for Robert Cran and Co. (Ill)

No records of country work in 1895 have
been found other than the supply of magnetic

separators to gold mines 'in the north', as

mentioned earlier. With the firm's major

financial problems during 1896 it is not

surprising that regular reports on their work

were curtailed. However during the months of

May and June 1897, Barton wrote to the

provincial towns of Townsville, Bundaberg,

Mackay and Maryborough on behalf of an

unidentified Company — the Queensland

Pioneer Electric Light Syndicate, Edison Lane,

Brisbane —seeking consent of the local Council

for Barton to organise electricity supply in their

immediate area. Presumably this would have

involved applying for an Order in Council on

behalf of the Town Council and then seeking to

raise finance for the plan. No details have been

found and evidently nothing came of these

approaches; further, no later reference to the

Syndicate has come to light. However, in June

1897 there is a reference to the lighting of the

town of Toowoomba by the Brisbane Electric

Supply Co. Ltd, and this was the year that the

Toowoomba Electric Supply Co. was formed.

(161) For some reason the Order in Council was

revoked in 1900 to be later transferred to

Thomas Tonks, a Brisbane electrician. The new

Company was described as the Thomas Tonks

Electric Light and Power Co. Ltd but in the

following year, 1906, became the Toowoomba
Electric Light and Power Co. Ltd. In November
1900 it was reported that the Brisbane Electric
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Fig. 76. The artesian bore power plant at Thargomindah was housed in a simple corrugated iron building at the

bore site. A section of the overhead mains, carried on insulators, wooden crossarms and poles is in

the foreground. The discharge from Hie water-wheel driving the dynamos is seen La the right.

Mo 77 The artesian bore power plant at Thargomindah was driven by a locally designed and manufactured

water-wheel (similar to a Pellon wheel) housed in a casing made from a ship's water tank. The wheel

had 16 buckets arranged radially with an overall diameter of 24 in. The bore pressure was initially 24s

lb. per sq. in. The nozzle and supporting structure were probably moved temporarily Irom the

working position for this photograph.
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I iO. ?8; I he artesian bore power plain at Thargomindah. The water-wheel shafting was directly coupled to two
:

i ire on either side. These were designed by Barton and rated at 220 \ ..c.5.6 kW each. They
were manufactured in Brisbane by Barioffs firm and were commissioned in March 1898,

Supply Co. Ltd was carrying out an electric

lighting installation of some 160 16 c.p. lamps

at Gatton under the su&crvision o( the

Government Electrician. (162) This would have

been at the Gatton Agricultural College and.

from Barton's estimates prepared in January

1900, a dynamo of about 10 kW, 110 V., a

switchboard, overhead distribution mains and
interior wiring were provided for about £540.

(Fig. 74) (153) There was presumably no

objection here to the use of overhead mains.

Phargomindah - a Uwiqu* Development
The name Thargomindah, a town located 700

miles west oi Brisbane, and that of Barton and
White were associated in various addresses and
publications of some fifty years ago and the

tOWTl (S of unique interest on account of the

setting up of the first artesian bore operated

electric power plan! in Queensland. It is

recorded that the town had a small steam-engine

driven electrical generating plant in early 1892

which was described thus —

To Track-son of Brisbane tails the honour of

carrying out the firsi ulectrk streei lighting of ^i

permanent characlei in the Colony. The town of

thargomindah has been fitted out by them with an

incandescent system, the lamps varying in power

from 16 to 500 candles. The dynamos are of the

1 ir'h type and it is proposed to use the power for

various purposes during the day ... (163)

The next report was in January 1 893 when
the Queensiander stated that —

ihc lown was hi b> electricity for the Rrsi lime last

night, [23 January] the innovation proving a great

success. The machinery which was erected by a

local man named Simpson worked smoothly. The
plant belong:, 10 Mr Paferson, a storekeeper. It is

underwood 'hat a great number rjf houses will use

;.. light. (164)

The reports are clearly inconsistent; possibly

there was considerable delay in completing the

InWal Installation or for some reason this plant

was replaced. There is no evidence that Barton

was involved at this stage.



"'». The artesian bore power plant ai T h;i

1904 or earlier. Evidently only one dynamo

An artesian bore had been put down under a

contract lei by ihe Government, and from

which water was first available in September

1893. The local authority — the Builoo

Divisional Board — leased the bore from the

Government for the reticulation of water in the

town and for the generation of electricity for

ll 00 per year for ten years from I July 1895.

(165)

About this time it was reported that, owing

to the expense, electric lighting of the town had

been 'abandoned for kerosene.' (166) 1

information appeared annually until 1900 when

the corresponding entry read —
The town is mm lit hv electricity, the flow from

the artesian bore driving a water-wheel connected

to two dyoamos.

This summary of the sitUatTOo was a little

belated as the date of inauguration oJ electricity

supply using the bore is given in the

Queenslanck't as 30 March 1 898 wit 1

1

preliminary trial held at least as far back as

May 1897. The trial installation was described

as an experimental stage dynamo capable of

supplying 75 16 c.p. incandescent lamps, the

si

An improved water-wheel replaced ihe original one in

hi rervii e ai 11 1 time ot the photograph-

bore providing the power through a water-

wheel. (167-169) Wires were to be run from the

generating plant to the township 'within a

fortnight and the work will then be complete/

This prediction was not realised and it is

doubtful whether the equipment ordered from

the Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd was yet

available, The following extracts from an article

in the Quevnsiander described the inauguration

Of the lighting and gave a lull report of the

installation —
... A successful concert in aid of the hospital was

held last rrighl [30 March 1898], Electric wires

from the artesian bore a mile beyond the town
I, titached to the town wires yesterday and the

hall in which the concert was held was brilli

1 by electricity. The light was beautifully

clear and uniform and everyone present

pronounced the light Lo tie a greal success ... Inr

eieuiric lighting ol Thargomindah will he Finished

in about three weeks ... We are Informed that this

is the first municipality -owned electric plant in

Queensland and begt rtnje by the

Divisional Board o\' the small plant which the late

Mr Paterson, an enterprising saw-mill owner,

started there. Having gone so far, the council went

into the mailer carefult> and with ihe err:



PlG. 80. The artesian bore power plant at

Thurgomindah. The marble switchboards

for the control Of i he electrical plant and
1 hj indicating instruments for the

measurement of the output were

manufactured c.1898 by Barton's firm, the

Brisbane Electric Supply Co. Ltd.

and advice of Mr Hesketh [the internment
Electrical Engineer] decided to adopt the three-

wire, 440 volt system of distribution as this

enabled them ro make use of the water power of

the artesian bore which is situated ax a distance of
one mile from the town. The current is carried to

rlie town by cables weighing 1". tons and by the

ordinary 110 volt system of distribution the weight

of the cables would have been J 6 tons, which is

quite prohibitive in capital outlay. The plant is

particularly interesting in that the water-wheel

(Helton type) was made in Thargomindyh under

the designs pf Mr Holmes, the engineer to the

Board, while the dyttfttnofi and Switchboard were

made by Messrs Barton and White of this cit>

from Brisbane castings and forgings. The two

dynamos are placed on either side of the water-

whcel and connected to the shaft so they had to be

designed for a specially low speed- The speed of

the water-wheel is regulated by an electrically

controlled governor which opens the water valve as

the number of lights in the town is increased and

Cttlj Off ,hL ' water as the toad decreases. The
current from the dynamos is led to the cables on

the poles through a switchboard made of white

marble on which are mounted iwo V0l| meters and

two ammeters to indicate the pressure and quantity

of the current being consumed in the town. The
voltmeters are fed by return pressure wires so thai

they constitute a telltale informing the engineer at

all times of the pressure and therefore of the

brilliance of the lights in the town over a mile

away. ( J69>

The foregoing account is supplemented by a

paper by Hesketh and by a quotation from
Barton, on behalf o( his firm, for the electrical

equipment and distribution system. Hesketh

gave details of the hydraulic side of the

installation thus —
The bore is 2650 ft in depth, the surface of the

ground being 495 ft above the sea level. The
pressure when the bore was first opened was 245

lb per sci- in. and the daily flow estimated at

670,000 gallons with a temperature of 166° K Kor

the purpose o( electric lighting, a jet drives a

locally made water-wheel (a photograph of which

was shown). The wheel was on the Pelton principle

but its details were not strictly orthodox. There

were sixteen buckets on the ^heel which h.id a

diameter of 24 in. on the outside of the buckets.

The nozzle had a diameter of 1 14 in.

More details of the electrical side- were given

thus —
The distribution from the central station was by
means of overhead wires on the three-wire system.

In the author's opinion electric lighting

undertakings would be considerably handicapped

if permission was not given for the use of

overhead conductors in such cases. Owing to the

fact t hat timber is very scarce . t he poles and
general outside construction could not be said to

be ver\ artistic. The wiring inside the houses was
of the usual pioneer style. There were sixty lamps

already connected, and forty more to be connected

shortly. With a view of ascertaining what power
couid be obtained from the bore, tests were made,
and the results tabulated, from which it appears

that, although the total (electrical horse power)

available with the present plant is (en electrical

horse power, it would be possible to obtain fifteen

electrical horse power with a more efficient water

wheel, (170)

Barton gave further information in his

quotation for the installation and also left on

record his calculations in connection with the

design of the distribution system (Fig. 75). The
station equipment was shown thus —
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The distribution conductors and insulators were

shown as costing 1I6X, making a total Qi £436 and

nccompanying thi.% were calculations of the

estimated currents, voltage drop etc. < |5j)

The dynamos would have to be used as a

pair to supply the 440/220 V- J wire system and

it is ol' interest that the use of such a

distribution voltage was a development some

fifteen years ahead of Brisbane practice.

The power station building is shown in Fig

76, the original locally made water-wheel in Fig.

77 and the general arrangement of the plant in

Fig. 78. The next development with a more

efficient water-wheel is shown in Fig. 79 and the

switchboard details in Fig. 80.

There is evidence that the water-wheel was

replaced by a conventional Pelton wheel during

or before 1904 (Fig. 79) with a more usual form

o( casing in place of the original one said to

have been made locally from a ship's water

tank. Whether the dynamos were also replaced

is not known but it may be significant that the

rating of the installation in 1935 was given as 24

Y.W The plant was finally closed down in 1951

and replaced with a diesel engine tin.

generator.

There was a problem over the Order in

Council which was necessary to legalise the 1898

Installation and distribution system although

this did not prevent the scheme going ahead, It

was Hcskcth's responsibility to advise the

Government on technical aspects of the Electric

Light and Power Act and here was a cleat

breach of it in icgatd to the overhead main

He had inspected the area in September 1898

and noted —

that he did not see how (lie F.lecmc Light scheme

would be commercially practical if overhead

conductors were not Hppmved (Hi)

This argument was accepted by Cabinet but

for some reason the Order was not gazetted

until September 1899,

As a gencrai comment on this pioneer

development, m is surprising tti discover how
few Queensland country towns were prepared i.

go ahead with electricity supply schemes about

this period. Even in 1918 when the demand in

Brisbane was increasing rapidly, and twenty

years aftci the Thargomindah artesian bore

plaat was commissioned, only five country

N I
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Pui. X2. In early lectures on electricity, electrical discharges in partial vacua were demonstrated by rneins Of

Geisster tubes which were available in great variety. The Jhin-walled, glass lubes had platinum

electrodes and contained gases Willi various degrees of vacuum. A. had a narrow portion which

facilitated spectrum analysis. B, contained carbon dioxide and the glow appeared as a series oi

cupped discs, development Of these tubes led lo the modern fluorescent light which was introduced

commercially in the mid 1930's.

towns had electric lighting

This Chapter spans the period from 1888,

when the first commercial electricity supply was

given to Brisbane, to ihc early twenties. For

most of this time Barton provided leadership

despite many disappointments and financial

setbacks. His name is now forgotten by the

community and few artefacts relating to his

work remain; however, records of the period

show the extent ot his contribution.

CONTRIBUTIONTO EDUCATION
ANDPROFESSIONALENGINEERING
SOCIETIES —1889 TO THE EARLY

1920'j5

Education

The Brisbane Tic knicai Col 1

1

q

Related Interests: The credit for the

development of courses providing technical

training in Brisbane must be given to the

Brisbane School o\' Arts which was founded in

1S49 and in 1878 moved from the corner of

Queen and Creek Streets to Ann Street (Fig-

Si)

In 18X2 the Committee of Management of

the School gained Government support for the

setting up of a Technical College which was to

be pari of the School. (172) A Government

grant iii 1883 or \BS4 enabled a building for the

College to be erected at the back of the existing

building. This comprised a large hall, a

mechanical drawing room and a general class

room. In addition, u brick outhouse for a

chemical laboratory and a wooden shed for

carpentry were provided. The College also had

the use of three rooms in the School of Arts

building.

Facilities were organised for the teaching of

a variety of subjects many of which, though

rudimentary, were basic to engineering and ihe

forerunners of organised technical education

courses. As an example, in 1884, the subjects

taught in evening classes included Mechanical

Drawing, Freehand Drawing, Mathematics,

Chemistry, Geology and, just offered. Applied

Mechanics. The last subject was advertised with

the lecturer's name, Thomas TomLinson. (173)

In the early days, in addition to the standard

courses, occasional single lectures were given on

specific subjects e.g. a lecture by Professor

Pepper on electrical discharges in gases using

Geissler tubes (Fig. 82) was reported in the

Brisbane Courier. (174)

In July 1889, a year after the first

commercial supply of electricity in Brisbane, we
find Barton undertaking lo give a series of ten

lectures on electricity. These were held on

Monday evenings in the Technical College

building, the admittance charge for each lecture

being one shilling, (175) The subjects may be

summarised thus: sialic and dynamic electricity,

dynamos, static induction, transmission of

!
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College in the late 1890's.
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electricity, electrodeposition of metals,

telegraphy and telephony. Incidentally, the

series was suddenly curtailed when Barton was
required to attend to the lighting at Parliament

House on Monday nights as well as continuing

his normal attendance on other week nights;

later an alternative arrangement at the House
enabled him to proceed with the series which

was followed in October by a similar but more
practical course. (176,177) At the end of the

year there was an examination and one of those

who passed was W. Young — possibly the

employee of Barton, White and Co. who later

became a Director of the Brisbane Electric

Supply Co. Ltd. Thus began the slow

development of technical education in electrical

engineering in Queensland.

In 1890 the ninth session of the technical

classes began and in January Barton

commenced a series of Physics lectures. The
opening lecture was free and the series cost 10/6

with the classes running from 7 to 8.30 pm.
(178) Many lectures were reported in some
detail in the Press and it is probable that there

were twenty in the series.

Barton continued his lectures in 1891 and in

1892 about twenty were given between June and
November. Most were reported in the

Queenslander. (179) It is clear that he arranged

practical demonstrations and it may well be that

these lectures were attended by the first

apprentices from Barton, White and Co. After

1892 the newspaper reports of Barton's lectures

were irregular. As examples, the opening lecture

in 1 894 and the 22nd lecture in 1 895 were

mentioned. Occasionally a detailed report was
given, for instance a lecture on Duplex
Telegraphy attracted attention in 1900 as did

one in the Heat section of the Physics course

about the same time. This resulted in the

Stirling boiler being fully described with

diagrams in the daily Press. (180)

Earlier than this there were indications of

reorganisation of technical classes, for example

mention is made of Departments within the

Technical College and in 1894/5 the subject

Electricity was included among courses listed by

the Department of Science and Construction.

(181) Later this was changed to the Department
of Science, Engineering and Trades.

Thus the courses developed over the next

decade by which time Barton was lecturing,

giving tutorials and supervising laboratory

classes for two to three evenings per week. In

addition he took day (including Saturday)

classes in Practical Physics. The electrical

subjects expanded and in 1898 there were three

stages listed, presumably corresponding to three

years. (182) A list prepared by Barton in about

1896 (Fig. 83) shows the programme for two
electrical subjects taken by him and lists a range

of topics included in the courses. (183) At least

by 1898 there was an ordered course of study

leading to a Diploma in Electrical Engineering

and as far as is known this was a pioneer step

which was followed by the introduction of a

University of Queensland Diploma in

Engineering (Mechanical and Electrical) course

in 1910.

Barton concluded his Technical College

teaching work at the end of 1904 and in 1905

W. Arundell took over the electrical subjects.

Barton's lecture programme demonstrated

his versatility and ability to keep up to date

with new developments. As an example, he

interested himself in wireless telegraphy at an

early stage in its commercial development. In

May 1901 his first lecture to his Brisbane

Technical College class was entitled 'The Newest

Developments of Marconi's Wireless

Telegraphy'. The demonstration apparatus was
operated by W.M.E. L'Estrange.

A similar lecture with the title 'Marconi

versus the Cables' was given in March 1902 and

the following press report leaves little doubt

that Barton had unusual gifts in presenting new
ideas in a form that could be readily understood

by his audience.

The lecture was intensely interesting from start 'to

finish, and this was in no small degree due to the

lecturer's carefulness in eschewing

incomprehensible technical terms, his liberal use of

diagrams, and his extremely helpful experiments.

At the outset, Mr Barton successfully

demonstrated the reality of Marconi's discoveries,

and the discoveries of those experimentalists who
went before him, by showing an apparatus, built

by himself on the Marconi system, in full working

order. The concise explanation of the apparatus

that followed was easily understood by all. Mr
Barton then explained the developments in the

researches of other men that made it possible for

Marconi to build up his system of wireless

telegraphy, concluding by discussing the

commercial possibilities of the new system as

against the present development of the [submarine]

cable. For one thing, the Marconi system was too

slow —thirty-two letters per minute was its limit,

while a cable 3000 miles long could carry 600

letters per minute. Beside this, Marconi had also

to face the difficulty that an enemy could set up
an apparatus which would make his messages

unintelligible. ... (184)

It is interesting to find that Mr J. Hesketh,

K6



Chic! Electrical Engineer, Post and Telegraph

Department, Queensland, when giving a

University Extension lecture on 'wireless

telegraphy' and 'telephony* in Brisbane some

eighteen months later, clearly did not believe

that wireless telegraphy would replace expensive

cables and land lines although he added that

'anything was possible nowadays.' (185) Neithei

Barton nor Heskcth could have foreseen the

rapid improvements in wireless telegraphy

systems or, within the decade, the first use of

wireless telephony (or radio as it became
known).

The Brisbane Technical College Incorporation

Act: While Barton was continuing with his

lectutes the firsi measure of Government
control was introduced with the passing of the

Brisbane Technical College Incorporation Act

of IS98. (186) Under this Act a Council was

formed comprising six Government
representatives, three representatives elected by-

subscribers (presumably donors) and three by

certificate students. .I.W. Sutton, who had been

Chan man of the School of Aits, Technical

College sub-Committee for several years, was

elected President in 1900. (187) Barton was a

member of the Council in 1904 and was elected

President in August 1 v>04, continuing as- a

Council member until 1907.

As a further development a Board of

Technical Education was formed in 1902 bur

disagieemcnts brought about its abolition by the

Government in 1905 and the responsibilities

passed to the Department of Puhlic Instruction

under an Inspector (186,188) In 1907 the

Technical Instruction Act led to the formation

of the Central Technical College and the

Council was dissolved.

Accommodation for the large number of

technical College students was an increasing

problem as new courses developed and in 1899 a

new building was provided opposite the School

of Arts building. It was noted at the time that

there were new ciassiooms loi teaching Physics

and thai students could carry out their e>.perimeniy

from the simplest to The most complicated

electrical construction. (1K9)

This was no doubt due to Barton's influence

and was a most important educational

development The fact that It had to be

pioneered is only too easily forgotten.

In 1914 the Ccntial Technical College classes

E moved from the Ann St bwldrog to ptu

George St adjacent to the then University ol

Queensland site where it was rc-cquipped and
reorganised. The engineering Diploma work jus

referred to was carried out in co-ordination with

the Faculty of Engineering pi the Universii>.

University staff were appointed as College

examiners and the tour year course was give-'

Universitv recognition. Thus Barton —now a

member of the University Senate —had the

well deserved satisfaction of seeing the result of

his long sustained contribution to technical

education.

Apprenticeship: implicit in the new mechanical

and electrical diploma course and indeed in the

earliest courses under the School of Arts wu-

the corresponding apprenticeship training and
Barton had definite views about this. F,R,

L'Esfrange, himself an apprentice to Barton'^

firm from 1904, made the following comments

(33) in his recollections of the times —
Mr Barton adopted a polks oi Indenturing

apprentices; he was throughout the years to be u.

strong advocate oi technical and practical training

in the Technical College in addition to what was
picked up from the men with whom the lads

worked. Up to October 1898, apprentices were

appointed on the payment of £200 and wages were

just pocket money After this lime no premium
was taken and the pocket money was halved —fen

a week ot 4'^ hour,, Saturday morning included

|\Vith no premium, the weekly wages were a*

follow: fitii yeai. 1/3; second yoaji 1/9; thud

year, J/B; fourth year, 5/-; fifth year, 7/6.] Mi
Rerton firmly believed that when a lad had

completed his five years apprenticeship, he shouM
be discharged within six months to gain additional

experience riU COlleagUCS in the Board Room,
knowing that competition in the contracting fi I

was becoming stfongei , conceived the idea of"

countering Mr Barton's beliefs WltfiOUl exhibiting

their disapproval for the reason that the BESCo,
ami later tin; Oiy Electric Light Co., made a

worthwhile profit out of contacting and fepftll

work. In order to encourage employees to remain.

shares were offered to all employees, old and

MMing Tin- shores were firsi offered in September

1907 and the terms of interest w?»e ftoal

attractive

hisewhere L'Estrange explained the

arrangement. One pound shares wcte ollercd oi;

the basis of J 00 for each pound received as

wages per week, the conditions being lhat the

employee pay monthly calls amounting over five

years to 13/4 per share. The City Electric Light

Co. Ltd made up the remaining 6/8 at the ervi

of the five year period. (190)

Barton's Views on Secondary itnd Technics

Education: Barion tocrt a bfoad Interest in the

f)



Queensland education system although

understandably he was particularly concerned

svitli technical education. The following

newspaper articles, the first published in 1X94

relating to secondary school work and the

second —a report of an ANZAASpaper —in

1909 referring Id apprenticeship training give his

assessments ar these limes.

In the 1894 article, he raised
k

the question of

uselul versus useless subjects hi our schools'

thus —
f"»i

| he Ihult (useless subjects) i »ltall only Its u

Lnglish gratntnai and music, i pui the grammar
first because music is not so object loiuhtc a -.

grammar, with its allied subjects of parsing and

composition. English grammar is as unfortunate**

Greet* gi;inim;ir. The one was created by our Pr

Iphnsan and the other by Erasmus. How many of

lia have diligently learnt our myriad of lenses,

moods created b> the Fertile brain of Erasmus for

tl\C purpose of symmetry, and when we Ctfl P I

Homer and Xcnophon, we were coolly informed
!' QUI readier that we were »n the Doric or Attic

dialect, and that ;t!I the verbs wen: [Regular

English grammar is equally useless. It never

taught a boj to speak > tly, hceausc

correctness of speech can only be acquired by

practice and association with educated persons, i.e.

person^ who have become familiar with the

language as (net) by ilte Pricings el our best

author 1
;. A man who really spoke grammatically

would, be called a prig. It would be a valuable

swtiesslon to qui knowledge to have a complete Ifsi

Of subjects and Ihe hours devoted to each" m pill

principal schools. The public could then judge

whether any time or money could be devoted to

the acquirement of manual dexterity, by curtailing

Ihe K6€)e8l ' "H. i \l

What \vc want is to make our boys bright and

eager to learn. Dinning lessons into a sullen boy

Tor i week |s Q<M &6 cHeetual as awakenuu hli

interest in tlie same subject for an hour 7 and (he

[ftOSl B Hishtng result of the 'Slojd' (pronounced

Slovd) system in Scandinavia has been the

Increased appCtltC' foj Itt^nVY knowledge among
Ihe bays

The Mojd system is apt to run wild like the

literary Sysleiri but in its proper elementary stage

as suited to elementary school.-, it consists in

training the eye arid the hand by the shaping oi

soft materials into geometrical and common useful

fOrrhS For This purpose wood i> generally chosen

because it is cheap and clean in working. Clay is

superior in some respects, but is objectionably

duty. In the smallest and poorest schools every

a has to provide himself with a sharp pocket

knife and during one or two hours every day he is

taught io produce little square riders, cubes,

tands, pcnhandlcs, round rulersi

teelotems lor spinning and other articles the

material being * olt (Ie; »' or beech. In the larger

schools the highest classes have a workshop and

benches. (He cost f>| which Ls inuemiicam; In fst<ti

the material is frequently given by a timber

merchant and the boys Eu&bti the btru aes the tools

being supplied by the school authorities, ... All we

wain is DO glVC ihe boy. the VuniMn^ t<t the hand'

and then let them apply thai miming to fl ti

when they go to their apprenticeship. ... I look to

the introduction of drawing as being the most

im| ortani m well as the least expensivi tcj) When
Drawing is introduced (say at tfae expense of that

iu»it 'pftT&lns'J let it be with chalks on cheap

paper instead Of line pencils on drawing paper or

drawing books, where the boy is afraid 01 cveiy

li|W and rul
i

II
"ii 1 with the ever present eraser as

soon as he has drawn il. Let him stand Up and

have hit paper tacked on a vertical board and

draw large. When drawing is firmly established the

,1 oi Stojcl will lollow. (»yi>

Some fifteen years later Barton, now an

Ml A, addressed an ANZAASConference held

in Btisbane, on 'Aspects of Technical Education

from a Queensland Point ol View*. In

introducing the subject he referred to his

* lengthy experience in connection with the

(Brisbane] Technical College both a.s a teacher

and as a member of the Council.' The paper

ssed the view chat the established form of

apprenticeship training had broken down under

machine shop methods and offered advice on
the pattern of training that should be followed

in these circumstances.

The newspaper report (192) summarised the

presentation thus —

After explaining that his paper would necessarily

reflect the opinions of an engineer. Mr Barton

enl on to give an historical sketch of the

industrial conditions of the last two centuries in so

far as they affected the teaching ol skill and
handicraft showing how the Apprenticeship System

had graduallv fallen to a very low state of

efficiency owing to the advent of special machine

COOlS theieby lessening the opportunities 01

acquiring and lowering the value of skill. In

Europfl and America this change \i\ Industrial

conditions had brought into existence the

'machinist , who with a special machine could

execute such work as a 'key seat' in less time than

the skilled fitter of a former generation would

need lo *mark out' the work. Many aKempi . h<

said, had been made in England by employers ...

to re-establish the apprenticeship system, but as

the special machine gained ground, it became a

more hopeless undertaking. Even in Ocirns

where trade schools were such a success in the

seventies, the complaint now arose that young men
would not attend classes, owing to the Want of

market for special skill. Unsuccessful attempts had

also been made to re-establish the supremacy of

;,,



skill over llit machine, notably ihe great strike 01

the Amalgamated Society a\ Engineers in 1897. In

Queensland, where fax more work was to be done

in erecting and using machinery lhan in making it,

there was Utile demand for special skill, but,

owing to the scattered nature o! settlement, there

was more demand for general skill and intelligent

understanding of machinery, and Ihe author

contended thai, in addition to the present

provision tor special training in the theory of

] branches of industrial work, our technical

schools should provide lor leaching general skill,

using woodwork us the chief means lot giving a

command over the muscles of the hand, and

training the judge accurately of dimension:;.

plane surfaces and angles, while training the mind

LO understand and interpret drawings. <\ certain

amount of work with metals would follow, as

BVCry studem training for industrial pursuits

should no! only acquire skill in woodwork, but

should be familiar with such prqo

soldering, rough filing, pipe screwing LVc. He
should learn rough mechanical orawing, and have

a clear understanding of the drawings put before

him. Such a training would, on his entrance into a

work&hop, go fai tO make a studc, allege

more acceptable to foremen and more valuable 10

employers, .,r ing uitn from much o\' the menial

work usual! i en to novices, Tlie preparation of

the lad in the primary school was also dealt with,

and ii was pointed out that the teaching of

netic, which was al presem specially suitable

for the tad with d mercantile lurure, could with

advantage be modified. The practice ol aiming at

absolute figure accuracy should be abandoned in

Fa \ on i of a pereen I age accuracy , rough

approximations, with an error below 2 per cent

being much preferable to long, tedious

calculations, which are apt to obscure the process

ot reasoning and produce absurd results.

Eighty years later, the views expressed in the

last sentence remain valid and all Too familiar to

those encaged in reaching.

T\u Umversitv or Queensland: Barton was

closely involved with establishment of the

University of Queensland. In 1901. as Vice-

President of the Queensland Institute of

engineers, he gave an Inaugural Address with

the title 'Theory and Practice'. This referred to

the need for improving present methods of

educating the younger generation o\^ engineers

and he reminded the audience that a Bill for the

incorporation of a University of Queensland

had been prepared, as foHoxvs —
While M was apparent that the Government

contemplated the institution of a modern
Univer^.ii> and wished to make it more Scientific

than Classical, yet the Bill was Unfortunate^

drafted on the lines of ihe old charters of such

Fi:,. S4. Edward Barron was appointed by the

ensiand Government as a member of
the first Senate of the University of

Queensland in 1910. He served on vati li

committees o\' the Senate until November
1915.

Universities as Sydney. Under the older system-.

the management is vested in .* body of men who
are continuously recumed from within the

University, whereby an intense conservatism i>

engendered. It is therefore highly desirable that the

more modem meihod of Government as adopicu

in the case of London University and Birmingham
University Should obtain here. In These cases the

control of the University is vested in a Senate

recruited parity from the alliance I

'' from
recognised scientific, industrial and commercial
associations.

Ai a University Conference held in Bn-

in November 1906, Barton represented the

Brisbane Technical College and gave a paper
entitled 'The Influence of the University on the

Standards of Primary and Secondary
Education'. He expressed the need for the new
University to be a modern organisation which
'would render it free from the narrowing
influences of the too rigorous adhesion to the

traditions of the past while at. the same time

K'J



maintaining the scholarly influence of a true

University.' (I9t)

On 10 December 1909 the Governor of

Queensland gave assent to the University of

Queensland Bill and E.G.C. Baiton, MIEE
(Fig, S4) was one of the twenty men appointed

on 14 April 1910 as Senate members. As far eu

b known he was the only practising engineer

appointed.

The University of Queensland Senate records

show that in 1911 Barton was appointed

Chairman of the Building and Site Committee
which was mainly concerned with the

conversion of Government House (at the end of

George St) to University purposes and the

procurement of equipment immediately needed.

Among other matters the Committee considered

the co-ordination of the requirements of the

University and the Central Technical College to

prevent duplication of laboratory facilities.

Later in the same year Barton was given

leave to visit Europe and America and was

appointed to represent the Senate at the 500lh

anniversary celebrations of St Andrew's,

Scotland. The first Professor of Engineering —
Professor A.J. Gibson —had also been given

leave about the same time to travel overseas to

acquire laboratory equipment tot he

Engineering School so it is very likely that

Barton took part in the enquiries since the items

included hydraulic plant, heat engines, material

testing machines and electrical apparatus. (194)

In January 1912 Barton was welcomed back

to Brisbane and in April he was appointed

Chairman of a Senate Committee set up to deal

with Public Music Examinations under a joint

scheme with other Australian Univerities. By
early 1913 Barton had been appointed to the

Education Committee and the Libraiy

Committee of the Senate while continuing to

chair the Buildings and Grounds Committee

(newly named) and the Music Committee,

previously described as the Musical Committee.

Barton's interest in a scheme of music

examination was noted by Percy Briet, a well-

known music tracher in Brisbane who, in

referring to the establishment of the Australian

Music Kxaminalions Board Lit Queensland,

credited this interest thus —
that honour belongs to an amateur — E.dc
Barton - m engfewe who ^

I believe, o

member of the University Senate. Me tried to

i merest ttw Itl the scheme before the outbreak of

World War I bul I w«* not interested until 1922

(195)

Barton again applied for leave ol absence

from May 1913 until the end of the year and on
this account relinquished his chairmanship of

the Buildings and Grounds Committee. The
period of leave seems to have been extended to

July 1914 and he then resumed his other

Committee activities until November 1915 when
be was granted leave to visit England, What his

plans were at this time are not known but it

seems clear that he wished to assist in the war
effort In Great Britain. Possibly this was the

time when he presented books and periodicals

to the Library of the University oI Queensland

Engineering School.

He is listed in the Roll of Service of the

University of Queensland under 'Munitions

Workers'. (194) Another contemporary record

describes his war service thus: 'Inspector of

H.M. Factories, Department ol Munitions;

(later) Assistant to Professor J. A. Fleming/; an

obituary (1943) slated that 'he served m 1915-16

in the Department of Munitions (High

Explosives), and later m the Naval Information

Department.
1

The obituary stated that he spoke

Trench, German and Italian; piobably Ins

fluency in German acquired as a student in

Germany, would be relevant to the

appointment. (7,8) By the time he returned bo

Brisbane in June 1920 the life of the Rrsi

Senate was over

IVuiisMONAl ENGINI BJtMQ S«X ii- 1 us

THE QlJEENSI AND iNSTrTUTF of Mechanw -VI

Engineers: From the earliest days of the

Ausltalian Colonies, membership of one Of ihe

English-based professional institutions of

engineers was not only the mosi

recognition of adequate professional ability but

such membership, giving access to the

publications of the institution concerned,

enabled engineers to keep abreast of

professional practice Long before there was the

possibility ol world wide recognition of an

Australian based engineering institution, the

desire to have a means of sharing professional

experience was evident and thus were formed

specialist associations such as the Mechanical
Engineers Association in Queensland which was
formed in 1886. (196) Nothing has been found

about its activities but evidently it was

succeeded by the Queensland Institute of

Mechanical Engineers shortly before September

1890, with C.A. Beniays as Secretary. (197)

Soon afterwards there was an enrolment of

lorty members, (198) Ihe first Committee being

*l



elected in December, and this included Barton.

The first lecture to [lie Institute was given by

Barton early in 1891 on the subject 'Electrical

Engineering* and his ncxi lecture, given in

October 1891 was on 'The Phonograph'. This

included a demonstration of a newly acquired

<>n cylinder type machine which was battery

operated. The lecture was fully reported, with

many diagrams prepared by Barton, in a trade

publication. (199)

In 1893 he gave a lecture on 'Elementary

Manual Instruction' expressing similar views to

those mentioned earlier- The lecture was

reported at length in the Queenslander of 29

July.

The Institute was most progressive in

offering prizes for the best papers —one to a

member and one to a student This was in IS92

and was Followed in 1893 with the offer of
i Is for mechanical engineering apprentices

based on the results of examinations set by the

in -.mute. (200,201) Barton was elected to the

Institute Council in 1894 and as Vice President

fOJ 1894-5. (202) It is not known when the

Institute concluded its activities but by 1905

funds amounting to about 150 were transferred

lie Queensland Institute of Engineers to be

added to the Sir Thomas Mcllwraith

Scholarship fund for final year engineering

students at the University of Queensland. (203)

The QuriNsi \mj Electrical association
AND THE QUEENSLAND INSTITUTE OF

Engineers: Barton may be assumed lo have

had a major part, with J. Hcskcth, in founding

the Queensland Electrical Association in 1898.

(204) The idea was not a new one in Australia

as an association of electrical engineers was first

proposed in 1891 when a small group formed an

Electrical Club in Sydney, N.S.W. They

organised social evenings and held regular

meetings at which papers were given. The name
was changed to the Electrical Association of

NSWin 1896. (43)

The main object of the Queensland

Association was stated to be —
lomote the general advancement ot ilk'

and Telegraphic Science and its applications, and

to facilitate the exchange of LrTforrnation and ideas

on these subjects amongst the members of the

•v.mv! itjou ad otherwise ..

There arc details about holding meetings.

promoting exhibitions, publications, and the

formation of a library. In the inaugural

Presidential Address, Hcskcth remarked thai —

the Association should farm Hie centre of a

healthy, vigorous and milii: >dy ot engineer*

—engineers in heart and action, if not always in

— iOlCfll I

i" [I '" ^"L'-.-i-ijnd in the

advance guard of (fee Colonics with regard to

electricity in all lu bTBftChCE. p04)

Barton was elected President in 1899 (205]

and between 1898 and 1907 gave at le;.

papers (listed in Appends B) to the Association

on a wide variety of subjects. One of the itiom

interesting, given in 1901, advocated polyphase

supply for electric railways instead of the

conventional direct current. A proposal was

outlined for south east Queensland Electric

railways came some eighty years later bin h

then single phase hjgt] .
, altcnu

current was the obvious choice.

Barton's versatility is illustrated by his

detailed paper in 1901 based on his experiments

with a Morse sounder — a basic piece of

equipment in the electric telegraph system at

That time His reason for the study is explained

in his reply to the discussion following the

lecture —
I am very pleased with the reception recorded u>

my paper, and the opposition shown jfl i.lt»-

discussion has fully rewarded me for venturing out

oJ im own domain into that ot telegraph}. I ma-,

say that I was Induced to make Ike venture

because the gfci ol OUT pa£6ffi have been

ot fhfl rjrptf described by the Germans a-.

ximUltonr (heavy current) and have naturally led

to a lack of interest on the part of the

*s, Inv.u iisiumi' (light current) man. In going to

far out isl my own domain I did not WiSTi

RlttOipi too much, and have therefore selected the

sounder. On reading up the subject i w.-

asioni r.hed to find that the Telegraph people had

not wakened up to the use of the modern electrical

Mints, that the old ideas of ohms and Darnel! .

cells still reigned supreme, and that the mo
i incepts Ol henries, magnetic flux, and ampere

turn.', had not spread among them, even the wor-l-

vol! . operc had not come into general ust

among them. Looking at the matter From ihfl

point of view of one who baa been reared in tfl

:uniiv,piiert' ot electrical measurement, 1 felt that

the most important conception m iclegruphy was

that ot self induction, or, as it is sometime* called

ay current working, back F-.YI.F. ot counter

E.M.F. After coming ro this conclusion I
I

thai Sliidy of the action of the sounder presented

considerable difficulties in spile of its apparent

simplicity.

He began his paper with the following

amusing implied criticism of a tenet of light

current engineers of the period —
hard lO kill; and although



i'
. t there is one saving

winch amounts <<» a belle! wnh many, and which

hfU ivcn rise io much trouble in the past; I rel"er

i" dial well-worn Repression ' I 'be cMcrncil

tance -hall equal the internal resistance',

m i .- usually ni w the resistance of the

i Lrie circuit outside [lie generating app.

should he equal lo ihe resistance encountered by

i h^ [ urrent in passing through the generating

apparatus Itself,

Many years ago ! was running an electric tight

plain, and a kind-hearted old gemteotan, with crw

b«l t>\ atne and explained lo mc thai

\ hole difficulty lay in equalizing (he external

ind ini irnal resistance and when r informed him
that the internal resistance of the dynamo was a

m I- o '! torn, and ihat lowering ine External

Lance to the Same would result in a red-hot

if mat lire, he smiled incredulously and left me.

(206)

In October 1901 the Association formed a

committee to consider the clauses of the Electric

Light and Power Act o( 1896, lo suggest

improvements and report to the next meetin

its members with a view to laving proposals

before the Minis'.. 20 ) Problems which the

Act created have been referred to above and no

doubt these were strongly prevented. The
outcome of the 1901 discussions is not known,

but in 1909 the subject was still alive and a

deputation from the Association waited op

Minister for Works. (I.55»

The Queensland Institute of Engineers was

formed in 1901. This had been discussed in 1900

and at a meeting of interested engineers in

September Barton was voted to the chair

presumably in recognition o( his support for the

proposal. (208) The objects o( the new Institute

were:

(a) to promote the science and practices of

engineering in all its branches and <o give aii

ilse to inventions likely to be Useful to

members of the Institute and to Ihe community
at large.

[fa) to enable Engineers to meet and to

correspond and to facilitate the interchange of

ideas respecting improvements in the various

branches of engineering science, and the

publication and communication of information

on such subjects.

The first formal meeting was held in April 190J

when Barton as Vice President gave the

inaugural address, in the absence oi' the

President. (209) Barton was President for

1901 -2 and 1903-4 and again Vice President for

1915. lie contributed at least nine papers to the

Institute on a wide variety of topics. (Appendix

E)

In 1 905 the Queensland Electrical

Association and the Queensland Institute of

Engineers gave a farewell dinner to Barton and
his wife before they left for overseas. There

were many references to his career and the

following are extracts from a newspaper report

of the occasion —
... Mr Barton had the distfrjctior] of having

introduced the steam turbine i' 1 Queensland ... At

the time he was working up his business he did not

neglect experimental work and his labour-, in

connection with magnetic separators would not be

forgotten, He has really been responsible lor

the resuscitation ot then Engineers' Society [QIE|.

Referring to Bait OP'3 interest in technical

education, one speaker remarked —
Their gu£$t had the happy gift ot expiaun

use of technical subjects and in consequence was a

sery tucecssful teacher 1210)

His address to the Institute in October 1906

entitled 'A Voyage of Discovery in the

Workshops of Europe' would have been

fascinating but unfortunately no copy has been

found and it only rated a few lines in the Press.

(211)

Jn May 1907 Barton addressed the Opening

Session; of the Association on the subject

'Electricity in the Service of Women* —the title

no doubt chosen in conlrast to that of a

standard text book of the time, 'Electricity in

the Service oi Mail*. He recognised that help

with household tasks by the employment o\^

servants would cease and that ihe housewife

would need electrical appliances to compensate
for the loss of such help. He cited the

advantages of the electric stove, the electric iron

and electric lighting over the gas equivalents.

The electric fan, the electric bed warmer and a

refrigerator powered by an electric motor were

also listed as desirable.

fhe leisure resulting from the adoption of

electricity in this way would enable the lady of

the house to visit her friends in an electric car

which would have a range ol about 30 miles at

a speed of 15 miles per hour. His predictions

concluded with a list of applications in the

home and he indicated how long each device

would operate for the cost of two pence, the

expected future price o( an electrical unit ot

energy. (212)

In October 1909, Barton gave a paper

entitled The Status of Engineers and the

Affiliation of Engineering Societies throughout

Australia. ' This is the first reference found in

the minutes of the Queensland Institute a\

Engineers to such a development. The Brisbane



CoUfki Of 1 NoVftmbet 1909 reported that —
Mi Barton rend a shon r o the statu* of

[6CTS in Australia, and the efforts being made

to affiliate |fc< leveral societies to thfi ditTCi
]l

'-.,. SO tliai I heir local knowledge should

command ita attention due to it. The Council had

already taken avium, and now ^waited

cpmn>u i i j -itfties in other

Si a res.

In spite OJ thi &rly initiative, progress was

evidently slew as the nexl reference to <i

'proposed Australian Institution of Engineers'

was in the minutes of a QIE Council meeting

held on 24 June 1914 at which, meidenialh ,

Barton was welcomed alter an overseas visit.

The minutes of the January 1918 Council

meeting show that a national body was undo
discussion; this was instituted in the following

as will be referred to sborti!

To illustrate the breadth ol Barton's

interests. in 1909 he led a deputation

representing the Queensland Institute of

Engineers to the Minister, lot Public Work* with

ence to the provisions of the Metropolitan

Water and Sewerage Act. The Bill was still

before the Legislative Council and QIE
members were concerned that with the likely

ipQSition Of the Water Supply and Sewerage

Hoard, there was the possibility of the technical

men being overruled by non-technical interests.

Barton expressed his concern at references in

the Press to importation of men With the

necessary skill to do the work entailed by the

Act as he considered thai these positions should

be made available to young Quccnslanders.

There were discussions about ventilating shafts

and the basis for charging for the new .-,

Barton argued that ratine on floor space rather

than maximum demand was very unfair. (213)

In June 1910 Barton was appointed to

represent the QIE at a conference of the

Australian Institute of Mining Engineers held at

Mt Morgan, near Rockharnpton.

Tut Institution t# Engineers Australia; in

1911 the Queensland Electrical Associ.

merged with the Queensland Institute of

Engineers; members of both organisations

elected representatives on the Committee of the

Institute at the time.

Several years later the QIE agreed to join

with similar Institutes in other Stales of

Australia to form the Institution of Engine*

Australia. {!%) Barton became one of the 128

>eiate Members from the Brisbane Division

Of the new body although he was living in

England at the lime. (214) He evidently retained

Ins interest in professional society activities and

during a visit to Brisbane in 1922 gave two

lectures to the Brisbane Division memh
(Appendix E)

The International Conference on Large Extra

High Tension Systems met in Paris in June \i

and il iS >ery likeiy lhal Barton attended this

because the Faculty of Engineering, University

of Queensland had recommended to the

Queensland Committee of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, London that he be invited

to represent Queensland. (215)

In 1926 he and Ernest Bate of the State

Electricity Commission of Victoria represented

the Institution of Engineers, Australia at the

Centenary of the Incorporation by Royal

Charter of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

London. The representatives were referred to d^

'one from the older, and one from the younger

generation of distinguished Australian

Engineers/ (196)

Barton's interest in the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, London is evidenced by the

fact that in 1896 he was elected an Associate of

that ' m and in 1899 became a Member.

Up to 1907 the Institution had been represented

in Queensland by engineers employed by the

State Department of Post and Telegraph, or

later by those of the Postmaster General's

Department. Barton received the III-

appointment in 1907 with the designation or

Local Honorary Secretary and Treasurer. He
relinquished this position in 1915 when he left

for England to take up war work there. (216)

Overall Barton's contribution to the

formation and development of professional

engineering societies was exceptional. He held

office in three such Queensland societies and

gave at least 23 papers on a variety of topics,

principally in the fields oi electrical and
mechanical engineering.

COMMUNITYSERVICESAND
SPECIAL INTERESTS —EARLY 1900's

TO 1942

Q\ it nsi am) parliament, i 90s to 1909

In February 1908 Edward Barton was elected

MLA for North Brisbane representing the

Kidson Socialist Party in the capacity of Junior

Member in the Seventeenth Parliament with an

annual salary of t300, (217) Bernays, referring

to his appointment, described him as —
h originated and stuck 10 rip H

prosperous City Electric Light Co. (218)

QJ



His motivation for entry into political life

can only be guessed from the records of

Parliamentary Debates of the time. (219)

Perhaps he was influenced by early recollections

of his father's political experience and an

inherited interest in socialism. There could have

been a conflict in philosophies since he was
Managing Director of a strongly free enterprise

organisation.

The political situation was an unusual one.

On 22 November 1907, the Sixteenth Parliament

had been dissolved after a life of only several

months and, in the Seventeenth Parliament,

Premier Kidson often had an extremely small

majority when legislation was being passed. Yet

Bernays (218) while discussing the times as 'one

of the tensest periods in our Parliamentary

history' added that —
few sessions of [the Seventeenth] Parliament have

produced measures fraught with so much
importance.

So it must be concluded that there was a

challenge for Barton to spread his influence into

politics.

Barton made his first speech in Parliament in

March (219) and later took part in discussions

such as the need for pressing on with the

University Act, developing technical education

by the awarding of scholarships and the setting

up of a Teachers Training College. The Session

ended in late April and Barton was presumably

given leave from his Parliamentary duties for

several months as he was in Europe for the

period May to October 1908. He is recorded as

attending an official dinner in London on 25

June in his capacity as an MLA. (220)

The Second Session began on 17 November
of the same year and Barton spoke at length

against a proposed amendment to the Address-

in-Reply. (221) This amendment was in effect a

vote of no confidence in the Government

.

Bernays has summarised the main features of

the proceedings which included attempts to

abolish, or at least reduce, the powers of the

Legislative Council. By August 1909 the

Government had a working majority of one and
was dissolved; this and the two preceding

Parliaments had lasted a total of five years.

(218)

Barton had taken little part in the Third

Session and did not contest the North Brisbane

seat at the next election, late in 1909, so that his

period of Parliamentary service was from 5

February 1908 to 2 October 1909. As stated

earlier he resigned as Managing Director of the

City Electric Light Co. Ltd in June 1909 to

practise as a Consulting Engineer. He
subsequently became a Justice of the Peace.

Although not directly connected with the

Government it is convenient to note here that

Barton took a prominent part in a benevolent

organisation, the Brisbane Institute of Social

Service and was President from about 1910 to

1915, after which he remained a Vice President

for some years although living overseas. (222)

Scientific Societies

Barton was a member of several learned

societies in addition to those directly concerned

with engineering. There are others to which he

is believed to have belonged but his

memberships have not been confirmed for lack

of local records.

Membership of the Royal Society of

Queensland was recorded in his application for

Fellowship of the Royal Geographical Society,

London. (223) However the RSQ records of the

time do not list members and no relevant

contributions by Barton have been found.

Another society mentioned by him, the Royal

Meteorological Society of Queensland has not

been traced so the basis of his claim to

membership in 1914 cannot be discovered. (223)

A Meteorological Society of Australia was

formed by Clement Wragge in Adelaide in 1886

before he came to Queensland as Government
Meteorologist, so a Queensland branch may
have been formed about this time —without a

Royal Charter! (224)

However, his interest in meteorology is

evident from his election as Fellow of the Royal

Meteorological Society, London in June 1909

although he did not publish in the Society's

Journal.

There is no doubt that Barton was a

foundation member of the Historical Society of

Queensland when it was formed in 1913, and

was a member of the Provisional Committee.

As he was only briefly in Brisbane after this

date it is not surprising that no papers by him
are recorded.

Of the Queensland scientific societies, he
appears to have shown the greatest interest in

the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia

of which a branch was formed in Queensland in

1885. He became a member in 1902 and served

on the Council of the branch in 1908/9 and
1909/10.

In 1906, Barton gave an illustrated talk to

the Queensland Branch entitled 'Central Europe
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Revisited' describing his 1905 visit, the first

since he left Europe to return to New Zealand

23 years earlier. (225) The 1 nternational

Geographical Conference was held in Geneva in

July 1 908 and Barton was appointed to

represent the Queensland Branch of the Royal

Geographical Society of Australasia. His

extensive report is a wide ranging account of his

experiences both at the Conference and during

his travels in other parts of Europe about this

time. He commented that —
The real object of a Congress is to give an

opportunity to the men of science of bringing

before the World an account of the most recent

steps in their special studies. By this means is

secured that frequent interchange of thought which

lies at the root of the rapid progress made by

science during the last twenty years, compared

with the previous century. The reader of a paper

not only gains publicity, but also has the benefit

of so putting his communication on record that no

rival can afterwards claim the credit of his

discovery —glory and renown being apparently

the goal of the enthusiasts who frequent such

congresses. ... I may say at once, that to me,

coming from the other end of the earth the most

atlractive part of the proceedings lay in the

opportunity of coming into contact with men
whose names had been known to me for many
years. To see these men and to have speech with

them was indeed a great joy. To meet at the

breakfast-table such men as Bartholomew, the

map maker of Edinburgh ... and many others was

quite an experience for me ... A striking feature of

the Congress was the use of four languages —
French, German, Italian and English, which were

officially recognised. The first three ... were

necessarily recognised by the Committee, but

English was added because it was well known that

the English speaker seldom learns foreign

languages. (226)

A newspaper report added that each delegate

spoke in his own language except the Russian

delegates who spoke in any of the above four.

(227) Barton is credited with fluency in French,

German and Italian and hence would be able to

participate fully in the proceedings. (7)

Barton had been asked on behalf of the

Queensland Branch, and with the support of the

Queensland Government, to invite the congress

to hold its next meeting in Brisbane but as he

remarked 'this was not seriously entertained but

I had the consolation of seeing the invitations

of twenty other towns meet the same fate.' He
was however elected Vice President of the

'Rules and Nomenclature Section' of the

organisation. A meeting of meteorologists in

Hamburg was held about this time and Barton

attended this and also a meeting of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science in

Dublin.

In April 1911, he read a paper to the

Queensland Branch entitled 'Weather and Its

Causes' —one of the longest of his published

papers. It shows his wide-ranging interest in this

subject and discusses exploration of the upper

atmosphere with balloons. (228) Following his

European visit in 1913-14, he gave an illustrated

talk to the Branch entitled 'Some Cities of

Europe, their Beauty as an Investment, their

Traffic and Housing Problems'. This was
illustrated with lantern slides. (229)

During a visit to Queensland in 1920 Barton

gave an illustrated lecture to the Society on 'Old

Europe in its new Garb' and, while on a second

visit in 1922, he gave a talk on aerial mapping
with the title 'Bird's Eye Mapping'. At about

this time the Society bestowed on Barton the

Diploma of Fellowship in recognition of his

services to geographical science, thus permitting

him to use the initials FRGSAQ.
In June 1914 he was elected a Fellow of the

Royal Geographical Society, London; the

Geographical Journal (the organ of the RGS)
records several contributions to discussions for

the period 1917 to 1939. One of these related to

the inconvenience of using feet and fathoms, as

he had done in his own work on estuaries and

sandbanks; others related to colloids and delta

formation and to tidal prediction. Details of his

work in Australia have not been found but

rough notes by the late F.R. L'Estrange suggest

that as far back as 1904 Barton was studying

the silting up of estuaries and the formation of

sand dunes in the vicinity of Southport,

Queensland. (230)

Barton had a keen interest in tidal

phenomena and in February 1 935 he had
completed a cinematograph film, described as a

'Tides Film', for educational purposes. In his

correspondence with the RGS(from his home in

Watford, near London) he stated that the film

included —
a series of separate representations of tidal

movements across each of the great oceans and a

more detailed representation of the manner in

which successive tides come from the Atlantic and
sweep around Britain.

Much work was involved as he made —
some 1500 maps each of which differs little from

its predecessor so that no contour line shall appear

to move more than half a millimetre ... this was a

necessity imposed by the cinematograph ... after

ten years on this tide film and three changes of
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technique, i thought ii bdl a \a the public with

(m in uu> CaSC a jMOrictr must tj^e ridicule

aid, if he gets a few bit* ofinl ",
i i

til ini. he

< nmence all ov« again (if lit* is young
enough, t am ( i,i -

i uc] yew's old.)

Nothing further is known except a comment Ln

the RGS in recent correspondence with the

author that the 'film was not shown at the

RGS/
Other evidence of Bartons interest in this

field comes from the following boyhood
recollections of meeting Barton in 1915 or

earlier (when the writer of these notes and his

companion were about nine years old). These

not only support the belief that Barton was
studying coastal erosion at Southport.

Queensland and vicinity but also provide an

interesting sidelight on his personality

... We were tp|d mm U ^ \ery brilliant man
and Mi Sin

:

' rtftet of one o\ the boys]

had been very impressed with i
. ienriftc

Knowledge and activity fcn $ciemii'i earch, He
1 Mr Barton if we could come along and meet

him, and see some of trie wonderful things thai he

had to show. We called on him at the Pacific

Hotel fSuuihporl] where he was Staying, and so

far from being overawed at meeting such an

hnponani man, we were pui Instantly at our ease,

and u was obvious that he was delighted lo show
to anvone, young or old, the inters ipment

.iiKi specimens which hi readUj explained hi simple

terms which wc were easily able to understand.

It now [1986] seems a long time ago but I

recall clearly that I, Ltced a Pedometer, an

instrument the size of a pocket watch, which he

carried on his watch chain on the end which

usually _:!!.i
.

.', i
; ase called a sovereign case

in thpse limes-. In this instrument there was a

balanced weight on 3 lever and it moved the lever

up and down with each pace and no doubt he

calculated distances on the formula that one

normal pace equalled 30 inches;, %o 36 paces

equalled 30 yards, after reading the dial whiJi

showed the number of paces from Point A to

Point B. His equipment included a folding tripod

and what must have been a theodolite. His private

research at thai (imc had something in Jo ^uh
fluctuations of the sand dunes, and he usually

covered a distance of several miles pet day

Mr Barton also hjd a QliCrOsCOpG and we were

greaily delighted to set what tish scales, butterfly

WthgS and other things, looked like under
magnification.

(bet him, Mr Barton was a fairly

I man o\' medium height and I think he had a

small dark pointed t>i h was Djufce common
.

'i:
' .

1
1 Was a memorable experience for us

and his genial and friendly nature made a

deep impression Crti us. The man who brought

BlectrtCtty SuppK td Brisbane was naturally a eery

'big' man, especially to youngsters like us. <2?I)

DlCIMAL f\SSO< IATIQN, ENGLAND

I he ads ant ages of the decimal and metric

systems over the Imperial System of currency

and units of measurements would have been

very well appreciated by Barton from his

student days in Germany in the 1870s. Hence it

is not surprising that he wanted English

speaking countries to convert to the metric

system. In 1911 he expressed the hope that the

metric system o( measurement would be

introduced in Australia. (232) This interest*

which had apparency received little

encouragement in Queensland, blossomed in

England and he became an enthusiastic member
of the Decimal Association alter World War i.

The Association had been formed in 1892 in

London and Barton began their publication

*The Decimal Educator' in 1918. (233)

Following a farewell dinner in April 1920 in

London when Barton was leaving for a visit to

Australia, appreciation for his services to the

Association was expressed thus —
All old friends of Mr. E.C. Barton, and the many
new ones That he made during his sojourn in this

country, •
i

;1 regre| thaji he has

returned to Australia, to attend to his private

1 1
us which he had so long left to look after

themselves while he helped lo win the war. None
will feel the loss more keenly ih.m the members 0l

the DECIMAL ASSOCIATION, for he has been

one ot lis staunches? supporters, a most active

member of the Lxecuor e ' ommittee, a fertile

source of new ideas for propaganda purposes, and

a lecturer on decimal coinage and the metric-

system of unexcelled interest and charm. Mr.
Barton, a member of the Institution of Elect

Engineers, and a Fellow of the Royal Geographical

Society, is no mere theorist or visionary; trained in

this country as an electrical engineer, he was in

charge of one of the early electrical undertakings

here in 1KS1, and seven years later he started the

first electricity works in Queensland, after which

he built up a flourishing business in Brisbane. He
filled many posts in ihe public service, being at

one time Member o( Parliament for ihe eit\ ol

Brisbane, President of the Technical i

Council, and a governor of the University. When
war broke out he returned to England and placed

crviees at the disposal of the Government,
being employed on various commissions of

national importance. He rtCVCT missed an

opportunity of advancing the cause of decimal

ruittg, and was the orieinator of the

DECIMAL EDUCATOR. On behalf of the

Decimal Association, he repeatedly toured the

W



country, and delivered some 70 lectures, besides

carrying oui invaluable work in oi^'ur-nu
i

ublic

opinion on (he subject oi counting in tens. (233)

He returned to England by September 1921

and continued his interest in the Association as

a member of its Council and in about 1935 was

appointed President o\' a Committee set up by

the International Chamber of Commerce 'to

enquire into the question of the introduction of

the metric system into all countries'. (22?) He
became Chairman of the Association in 1937 or

earlier and continued in this position until his

death in 1942. (7,234)

Publication of 'The Decimal Educator*

ceased in 1936 and as there are no holdings in

Australia it has not been feasible to compile

details of Barton's contributions. However the

following comment from Cambridge University

Library shows his continuing interest —
even a cursory glance Jut the publication] shows

that from about 1920 Barton contributed regularly

and proiifically. Scarcely an issue was published

without something from his pen; some have as

many as three articles, leiters or reviews by him.

(235)

Overseas Travei

Barton's overseas visits to Europe occurred with

increasing frequency during the early years of

the twentieth century and most have already

been referred to. He was away from Australia

for at least some part of 1905, 1908, 191

K

1913-14, 1915. This information came from

various archives and from a collection of
postcards written by Barton and kindly made
available by family connections living in

Brisbane. The cards came from a variety of

countries including England, France, Germany,
Ireland and Switzerland.

He probably visited New Zealand from

Australia a number of times either

professionally or for family reasons as his

father became a Judge of the Native Lands

Court there and his brother, Elliott, was a

Crown Prosecutor at Hawera (North Island).

However only two references to trips to New
Zealand — in 1906 and 1907 — have been

found.

It seems likely that Barton lived in different

European countries after 1915. The one

photograph of this period shows him on skis in

Switzerland in 1925 (Fig. 85). He attended the

British Association for the Advancement o\

Science Conference in Bournemouth, England

in 1919 and other Science Conferences in

Europe.

gwEB2L
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FiG* 85. Edward Burton made Europe his home from
19th until his death in 1942. He wa.s an

enthusiastic skiej and a frequent visitor to

Switzerland. The photograph is dated 1^25,

Socially he was shown as a member of the

Royal Societies Club, London in 1922-3. (8)

The only definite residential address was in

Watfotd. Hertfordshire where he lived from

1935 to the time of his death in 1942. (234)

An interview in Brisbane after his return in

1914 from a twelve months overseas visit

covered topics as diverse as the advantages of

decimal currency, town planning in European
cities including the means of financing plans for

beaut ifieation, electrical developments in

Belgium and winter .sports in Switzerland. (236)

A personal letter dated January 1928 from
London gave his Views on letter writing and he

made the distinction between a correspondent

and a letter-writer; he prided himself on being a

good, but tardy example of the latter. As an

illustration he enclosed several typed pages of a

fascinating description of a bicycle tour which

he had taken with a friend m the previous year

through the Jura Mountains (on the

French-Swiss border). He found historical and

architectural interest in most towns and villages

that they went through and mentioned many
local legends of the countryside.

The London letter concluded with the

remark 'I have a lathe in one of the hotel rooms

where 1 work many hours without feeling tired.

Barton's activities were extremely wide
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ranging. He took an active part in scientific

societies concerned with engineering both in

Queensland, and overseas, maintaining this

interest for many years together with his major

responsibilities as head of an electricity supply

company.

EPILOGUE

Barton was a man with great vision and
versatility, yet at the same time quite

unpretentious in character. He spent about

thirty years of his life in Queensland and for

most of this period led the quiet revolution

during which community attitude towards

electricity changed from opposition to rapidly

increasing acceptance for both domestic and
industrial use. He and his colleagues achieved

this success with a rare combination of ability,

enterprise and industry that would have

discouraged a less dedicated group.

The hindrance to development was, of

course, the high cost of small scale production

of electrical energy in the 1890's. Electricity for

lighting was far more expensive than gas and
thus there was virtually no demand for ordinary

domestic purposes. By the time there was some
growth in demand for supply to industry and
commerce (the former relating particularly to

the use of electric motors) Australia suffered a

widespread industrial depression greatly

exacerbated in Brisbane by the disastrous floods

in 1893.

The difficulties of the period 1893 to 1896,

the year in which Barton and White became
insolvent, and the steps in the formation of a

new company are set out herein. The major
achievement of obtaining promptly an Order in

Council and thus legalising the giving of

electricity supply paved the way for

development without the threat of effective

objections by the Brisbane Municipal Council.

Nevertheless, financial problems were

paramount owing to the small amount of

industry using electricity. The next several years

saw a gradual improvement in the situation to a

point where proper capital investment was
possible and the electricity supply industry could

be regarded as firmly established.

Today the emphasis is on developments in

new fields that could not have been even

contemplated by the engineers of Barton's time.

However, it is salutary to consider the progress

in power system technology that was made in

the last two decades of the nineteenth century in

comparison with that achieved over the nearly

ninety years of the present century. In the

earlier period, changes in practice were

occurring at a remarkable rate and Barton

coped with these rapid changes as he did with

the strong opposition to the introduction of

electricity supply in Queensland. This objection

was of course primarily for the economic

reasons just mentioned but there were also

powerful vested interests and local government

politics to be contended with.

In 1889, Barton took the initiative in setting

up and himself conducting classes in Electricity

at the Brisbane Technical College which was

part of the Brisbane School of Arts. This

interest he continued with increasing

responsibility until the end of 1904.

He also recognised the importance of

professional engineering societies and took a

leading part in their development. His lectures

to these societies show that he belonged to an

era when it was not unusual for leading

professional engineers to have a range of

knowledge extending to almost every aspect of

the respective fields in which they were

acknowledged experts. Soon afterwards

specialist subdivisions developed so rapidly as to

make this overall understanding virtually

impossible.

Barton was a firm supporter of the idea of

setting up a University of Queensland for at

least ten years before it was founded and he

served on the First Senate —the first engineer

to be elected —in a variety of capacities. In

addition to his technical ability he had an

excellent command of English. If one adds the

belief that he was fluent in three foreign

languages the picture emerges of an unusually

well educated man.
Little has been said about Barton's

personality and his relationship with his

associates and employees. Fortunately we have

the recollections of a contemporary, albeit then

junior, member of staff, Gilbert Mackenzie,

which provide a picture from an employee's

point of view —
Mr Barton was a very active man, with a happy
personality, which combined with his experience

and leadership, were the main factors in the

progress of the Company. The staff were indebted

to him for his all-round knowledge of every

department, which he freely imparted to them. He
gave special lectures to the staff and helped to

illustrate the subjects by lantern slides. He also

gave public lectures which created great interest. I

was called upon several times to operate the

projector and slides for these functions. If any
interruption occurred, Mr Barton was ever-ready

with some funny remark that put the audience in a
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good humour ... He took a keen irueresl in sport,

he being a good athlete, and he rode one of ihc

first free-wheel bicycles in Brisbane ... (SO)

Mackenzie also recalled an occasion when 1 he

Directors of the City Electric Light Co I Id

ided a dinner for the contractor, thell

workmen and the employees o( the company
This was to mark the opening of the Ann St

power station in 1899 or early 1900 —
l! was held in the workshop ... and Mr Dancui van

hi KtS element as Chajrman. He proposed the

(oasts. He congratulated the Contractors, Also \h

itaff on a good job done. Mr Tom Hall, the

builder, being too full 'or words, could not reply

To save him from anv further embarrassment, Mr
Barton replied for blm in a very clever .md

humorous speech.

An overseas reference to his pcrsi n

comes from the Decimal Association of

England. His work with them was gn

appreciated and he was referred to as a lecturer

nn their behalf of 'unexcelled [merest and

charm.' (233)

Throughout the period of his work in

Queensland up to about 1895, Barton received

advice from both his father and mother who
were living in New Zeal si This

correspondence, preserved in SEQE6 Historical

Records, provides a fascinating study in human
relationships; in the early years Barton's parents

apparently considered themselves better

informed or perhaps more realistic about the

financial problems and business associations

related to Barton's Firm that was Barton

himself.

No mention has been made of Barton's

family life in this biography. However, it should

he stated that there was one child of his

marriage with Mary Allan Sutton of Brisbane,

Joseph George Elliott Barton, born in

Melbourne in 1897, (237) Mary Barton

nn deceased her husband in 1935 in trance.

After 1915, Barton's relationship with the

electricity supply industry in Queensland was

probably limited mainly to his interest as a

Director of the City Electric Light Co. Ltd until

March 1918 and of the Ipswich Electric Supply

Co. Ltd until 1925. He continued as a

Consultant to the former Company until 1923,

Alter 1916 his main interests appear to have

been in Europe but none are believed to be

related to the electricity supply industry there.

After some twenty years of living on the

Continent and in England, Barton made bis

home in Watford, Hertfordshire. He
line at 29, The Ridgeway at the time of his

death on 15 June 1942
y

aged 83 There is

. nee of his holding any public office in

Watford and there was apparently no obituary

;- local newspaper (234) Tfefi tccords of the

Golders Green Crematorium, London show that

his remains were cremated on 19 June 19*12 and

his ashes scattered in the GaxJ

Remembrance, on the crocus lavwi. The

provisions of his Will included small bequests* to

the Decimal Association, Loudon and the

University of Queensland. Surprisingly, he left

i urn of £25 to his cx-partner, C.F, White.

"as a small reminder of our. association

together.' (2381 White's shortcomings of SO

years before were evidently forgiven!

A Brisbane newspaper reported his death

several days laid bul i lit* reference to his career

was brief and inaccurate, the only eleelrieal

engineering work mentioned being that carried

out at Thargomindah in the* IS90V (239) Later

the institution of Electrical Engineer*, London
outlined his career in an obituary. (7)

Barton had ihc distinction o\ being an

Australian-born engineer entrusted wiih the

supervision for some months of the eai

development of commercial electricity supply in

England and several years later of being

personally responsible for the equivalent

development in Queensland. Thus he has been

aptly described as the 'father of the clcctrici'v

supply industry' here. There is no doubl thai

from his enterprise, perseveTencc and leadership

has evolved The whole discipline of the present

large scale electricity supply networks in tl.i--

State with the resulting benefits to the entire

population.
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7 May 1894.

113. Queenslander 17 August 1895.

114. Australasian Ironmonger September 1894.

115 AihIosoh. G . 18?4«, Report on Public and Other

Electric Lighting in Australia, Europe unci

America. Adelaide 1894.

116. Australasian Ironmonger February 1895

117. Queenslander 30 March 1895.

I IK Australasian Ironmonger January 1895 and

August 1895.

1 19. Australasian Ironmonger August 1895.

120. Ausfru/nsKj/i Irontiumizer November 1895 and

December 1895.

121 SEQEB Historical Records Ret. Nos. 177/94,

178/109, 178A/I80, 179B/130, 179C MO
Letters from C. Barton m L Barton Hebruarv to

April, 1*95.

122 Australasian Ironmonger December 1895.

123. Supreme Court Liquidations. Qld State Archives

I iie 1501, 1895.

124 Australasian Ironmonger February 1896.

125 L'Estrange. F.R., Southern Electric Authority of

Queensland News July $5j
126. Queenslander 19 June 1897.

12" SEQEB Historical Records Ref- Np. 5-98.

Letter from E, Barton to 7.L. White, 28 August

189$,

12S Australasian Ironmonger May 1896.

129. Qld Parliamentary Debutes 1896

130. Department of Post and Telegraph, Queensland

document D2453. 23 February 1897 Ldto
Barton to J. Hesketh, IS February, 1897 giving

description "1 works to 1 September 1896.

131. Queenslander 18 July, 1896, and Prcn\ R SOC

Qd Vols. 86-88.

132. Salute to the X-ray Pioneers oj Anuratut W
Watson uml Sons ltd, Sydney, 1946.

133. Australasian Medical Gazette 20 November 1897

134. Brisbane Courier, 21 September 1897.

135. Hesketh, J , Report on the Etecirfc lighting of

the City of Brisbane, A.J. Ross & Co., Brisbane.

Sec also SEQEB HtefOtltiB WMftft RW NO. -/

169.

136. Australian Mining Standard 5 July 1900.

137. SEQEB Historical Records Ref. No lis 7s

Note by Barton to shaieholders on histoiy of the

City Electric Light Co. Ltd, updated to 1928.

138. Hesketh, J., 1898, Presidential Address J
Queensland Electrical Association. Vol. 1, No. 1.

139. City Electric Light Co. Ltd Directors Report, 31

December 1907.

140. Memorandum of Association, City Electric Light

Co. Ltd.

141. City Electric Light Co. Ltd, Directors Report, 31

March 1905.

142. City BfectrjC Light CO. Ltd, Directors Report, 31

July 1906.

143. SEQEB Historical Records Ret, No -/I0O.

Letter from E. Barton to Cromplon & Co.,

London, 8 March 1907.

144. Brisbane Courier 1 November 1909,

145 Brisbane: Courier 21 June 1910.

146. SEQEB Historical Records Ref. No. -/925A-J.

Plans by W. Vincent for development of the

William Street power station 1913.

147. City Electric Light Co. Ltd. Directors Report, 31

July 1910.

148. City Electric Light Co. Lid. minuies of Directors

Meetings, 1916.

149. City Electric Light Co. Ltd, minutes ol Director-.

Meetings, 1917.

150. Australian Mining Stundwd U August V1\A

151. Brisbane Courier, 2S September 1914.

152. Morwood, J.E., l
l J6S. H.Mory of Electricity

Supply in Brisbane. Institution oj Engineers,

Australia, Queensland Division, I echmca>

Papers July 1968

153. SEQEB Historical Records Ref. No. -/213.

'Goods Received' Book.

154. Corrr-.pondrnce with Messrs Babcock Australia.

24 November 1987.

All Babcock and Wilcox boilei\

supplied to the William Street Station were

equipped with superheaters and chain grate

mechanical stokers and the complete installatio-i

with brickwork settings was carried out by the

supplier For the higher pressure boilers (210 lb

per sq. in.) the orders also included Green"-.

economise™, chimneys, galleries, ladders and the

feed water systems

Referring to the 1913 layout plans, the

hltentkU] Wa$ evidently to adopt the si/r ol

boiler initially supplied for future installations

.

J he intention appears to have been to use a

single large chimney to serve the ten boilers,

assisted by motor driven induced draught Tans-

However. bec&USti larger units were SUbSeQUSttUs

installed and higher steam pressure and

temperature were adopted, integral economises

and independent chimneys were included.
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155. Brisbane Courier 30 October 1909.

156. Daily Mail 27 April 1914.

157. Ipswich Electric Supply Co. Ltd, Minutes of

Directors' Meetings 1917-37. Qld State Archives

A29347.

158. Australasian Ironmonger August 1890.

159. Australasian Ironmonger May 1891.

160. Australasian Ironmonger July 1891.

161. Australasian Ironmonger June 1897.

162. Australasian Ironmonger November 1900.

163. Australasian Ironmonger February 1892.

164. Queenslander 28 January 1893. Mr Paterson was

probably Henry Paterson, Post Office Stores,

Thargomindah whose advertisement in the

Thargomindah Herald and Coopers Plains

Advertiser of 23 August, 1884 described his

occupation as General Storekeeper, Wine and

Spirit Merchant.

165. Annual Report of Hydraulic Engineer. Qld

Parliamentary Papers Vol. Ill, 1895/6.

166. Australian Handbook 1896 et seq.

167. Department of Post and Telegraph, Queensland

document D 7137, June 1897.

168. Queenslander 29 May 1897.

169. Queenslander 9 April 1898.

170. Brisbane Courier 18 November 1898.

171. Department of Post and Telegraph, Queensland,

Document D 13954, 11 October 1898.

172. Qld Parliamentary Papers (V & P, LA) Vol. Ill,

1891. Report of Technical College, Brisbane

School of Arts for year ending 31 December

1890.

173. Brisbane Courier 28 August 1884.

174. Brisbane Courier 24 July 1884.

175. Brisbane Courier 9 July to 1 October 1889.

176. Brisbane Courier 3 September, 1889 (Note:

Australasian Ironmonger February 1894, J.

Dorsett, Engineer, Government Printing Office

was put in charge of the electric lighting of the

Parliamentary buildings).

177. Brisbane Courier 8 October 1889.

178. Brisbane Courier 18 January 1890.

179. A list of many reports in the Queenslander of

lectures given by Barton has been made by the

author.

180. Queenslander 1 December 1900.

181. Brisbane School of Arts, Annual Report, 1894/

5.

182. Manuscript Collection, OM64-15, John Oxley

Library.

183. SEQEB Historical Records Ref. No. 98/99

Syllabus details, Electrical Engineering Courses,

Brisbane Technical College, c.1896.

184. Brisbane Courier 27 March 1902. Advertised as

'Wireless Telegraphy and its position in regard to

Submarine Cables'.

185. Brisbane Courier 18 November 1903.

186. Wyeth, E.R., 1953. Education in Queensland.

Australian Council for Educational Research,

Melbourne.

187. Report on Brisbane Technical College, Brisbane

School of Arts, for 1900-01. Qld Parliamentary

Papers Vol. I, 1902.

188. Qld Parliamentary Papers (V & P ,LA), Vol. II,

1905.

189. Queenslander 10 June 1899.

190. L'Estrange. F.R., S.E.A. News November 1956.

191. Queenslander 3 February 1894.

192. Report of ANZAAS Conference, Brisbane,

January 1909; Brisbane Courier 16 January

1909.

193. Brisbane Courier 16 November 1906.

1 94. The University of Queensland, 1910-1922.

Queensland Government Printer, Brisbane, 1923.

During Professor Gibson's absence, J. P. Tivey

BE, BSc, an electrical engineer, was Acting

Professor of Engineering. Tivey was the first

lecturer appointed to the new department; he

resigned in 1912.

195. Brier, P., 1962. Pioneers of Music. University of

Queensland, The Musical Association of

Queensland.

196. Corbett, A.H., 1973. The History of the

Institution of Engineers Australia 1 9 19- 1969.

Institution of Engineers Australia and Angus and
Robertson, Sydney.

197. Australasian Ironmonger September 1890.

198. Brisbane Courier 6 November 1890.

199. The Building and Engineering Journal 31

October 1891.

200. Queenslander 26 November 1892.

201. Queenslander 29 April 1893.

202. Australasian Ironmonger February 1894; Pugh's

Almanac (Gordon and Gotch, Brisbane) 1895,

1896.

203. Minutes of Meeting of Queensland Institute of
Engineers 27 October 1905.

204. Journal of Queensland Electrical Association

Vol. I, No. 1, 1898.

205. Journal of Queensland Electrical Association

Vol. II, Part 1, No. 6, 1899.

206. Journal of Queensland Electrical Association

Vol. II, Part III, No. 8, 1901. (The purpose of

the Morse Sounder is to detect acoustically the

Morse Code signals used in telegraphy. The
device is simply an electromagnet to which a

lever is attached and moves between two stops

one of which it strikes when attracted and the

other when it is released. The time elapsing

between the two sounds is short or long

corresponding to a dot or a dash in (he Morse

Code message.)

207. Journal of Queensland Electrical Association

Vol. II, Part V, No. 10, 1901.

208. Minute Book, Queensland Institute of Engineers

(1900-1919), Fryer Library, University of

Queensland.

209. Brisbane Courier 13 April 1901.

210. Brisbane Courier 20 April 1905.

211. Brisbane Courier 26 October 1906.

212. Barton, E.G.C., 1907. Electricity in the Service

of Women. Queensland Electrical Association,

18 May 1907. (Preprint).

213. Brisbane Courier 30 November 1909.
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214.

215.

216.

.

218.

.

::

Z23,

224

227 1

:>.

229.

232.

234,

235.

-

Journal of Institute . nf>ineer\ Ausiraha
Vol I, (920.

Minute* oj the faculty oj En^mec
University of Queensland, 1925

Institution of Electrical Engineers, London,

Queens lander IS February 1908.

Bcrnays, C.A., 1919. Queensland PoUth.* tilli

>.m,m Years Government Primer, Brisbane*

Qtd Parliamentary Debates \a\. 10 1, 190ft.

Queenshnd& W August I90R.

Qld Parliamentary Debates Xo\. 102. 1908.

Pugh's Almanac. Gordon and Gotch, Brisbane,

L9I0 to 1919. The Director-. of the City Elcctrii

i ighi Co. Ltd e\ iticm i\ Jul not share Barton's

interest as the minute books of the Company
show ihat once, in August 1912, thev donated £1

Is Od and one month's frc« supply of cdccfrldt)

Correspondence with the Royal Geographical

society, London, 1986-7. Barton was proposed

il fellowship of the Society by \Ie\ander

Siemens who was Manager of the Electric
I

Department of Siemens Bros, London at the

' line Ballon was employed in this Department, in

I8K2. Semens became President of the I.E.E.,

i ondon in IS94 dad President pl t)W f,CE„
London lor 1910-U.

Australian Ear', \pedfa Vol 9, The OfoltO

Society of Australia,
I

Old Geag. I. (.WSJ Vol. 22, 1908/7, p.9S.

Barton. E.C.. 1909, Summary of the Ptocccdiitgs

of the 9th International Geographical Congress

Held at Geneva in I9(is old rJWtfi /, ffV.JJi

Vol. 24. p. 13-25.

Queenslander 1 October 1909.

Barton, EX., 1911. Weather and hi Cauves. Qid
g /. 0V.&A Vol. 26 27, p. 16-37

Qtd Geog, I (NS)t Vol. 30/31, 1914/16. r>9B.

£££££ Historical Records Ref. No.

Notes by F.R. L'Fstrange on estuarir-

Private communication.

Telegraph (Brisbane;. I May 191 1

,

The Decimal Educator, June 1920.

WatfOrd Observer 19 June 1942.

Correspondence with the UflivttSaty of

Cambridge Library, II August 1986.

Queenslander 11 July 19J4.

Information about the career oi Joseph GeOTg

Lllioit Barton is incomplete but he is believed lo

have enlisted in the British Expeditionary Force

served in World War L Presumably the

i fJ.E, Barton who aaended a I';t

function tor f.L Barton in London in April

W20 was the tatter's soft I.G.E. Barton

matriculated at Gonville and Caius College,

Cambridge University in 1921 and obtained first

Class honours in Geography in 1925 having

read Mathematics and Medieval and Modern
Language-.

Correspondence with the Royal

graphical SociClJ .
i ondon shows thai Barton

Jr was a keen ttavellcr and explored the

krnncisco River in Bra/il from the source to the

Lhi ftrij 20
T

s. He later worked in BlLMU

and in 1932 received a leiter 0l I ommcndaiion

hy i In; Governor.

Will of P.G.C Barton, QUt $n?tt

1262 194? (Southern Division).

13V < '<"""*' MaitlQ June 1942.

\PPENDI\ \

< oi ksk DETAILS - KARLSRUHE
POLYTECHNICINSTITUTE, GFRMAM,

1875-T»

KOI R YEAR(FIGHT SEMESTERS)
tAMMt-KIVG COURSEUNDERTAKENR*

E.G.C. BARTON
1 he evidence that Banon attended the course i--

contained in a Leaving Certificate issued on 25 Jul*.

1879. This lists the subjects in the course and ends with

—"The conduct of Mr Barton while a student hen' fi

given no grounds lor any complaint.'

It Is assumed, although not stated, that he passed

all subjects and (bus completed the four year course.

Details of the course may be summarised ffi follows
—The first year is described as a 'Preparatory Course
in Mathematics'. The firSt •ernester includes Plane am!
Split,;,

i

• •meity, Differential and Integral

Calculus, Mineralogy. The second semester include-

Astronomy. Elements of Analytical Geometry,
Elements o( Mechanics, Geology. The second year is

described as 'Mathematical School, hirst Course'. The
firsi serrleaiei inchtdei PI Spherical Geometry
Differential and Integral Calculus I, Analytical

Geotnet r y . DeSC\ ipSl ve Geometry Planning ami
Terrain Drawings, Experimental Physics |. The seeom
semester includes Differential and Integral Calculu*.

Elementary Mechanics^ Experimental Physics H,
Experimental Organic Chemistry Freehand Draw in

listed in all of the four semesters. The third yea
described as 'Machine Construction School'. The

eme.ttec includes Theoretical Mechanics 1, Elements "i

Machine Construction, Gene-. of Machine*.

Statics, Freehand Drawing. The second semester

includes Instruction in Manipulative Technique.,

Thermodynamics and Hydraulic v. Mac I

Construction Machines for Lifting. The fourth year is

described u<- 'Machine Construction II 1
. The H]

semester includes Machine Construction, Theory of
Machines, Kinematics, Metallurgy, Mineralogy,

construction of Hydraulic Machines, Railroad Tracks

Mechanical technology. Laboratory Practice in

Mineralogy- The second semester includes Steam
engine Construction. Con " of Locomotives and

Railway Tracks, Mechanical Technology-, Elements f>|

I
jcfll Geometry,

APPENDIXB

ITEMS DESIGNEDBY BARTONANDRECORDED
IN HIS NOTEBOOKS(68.153)

Appliance' And measuring devices —Dental motor,

electric Tans, electric shock machines, energy meter,

galvanometer, gramophone, ammeters and voltmeters;,

lightning conductors and arresters, magnetic Separator*

and wet), milliammeler, rheostats, signal bells,

swiicliboarcls, switches (knife type), lime switches.

underwater electric light, fire alarm

Distribution systems —Lines and , .d<lr,

Installations —Cold storage plant (Roma St) —
calculations, sugar mill lighting, town and institution

lighting, dredge lighting.

Power plant — Dynamos and m 4 »uk
range ot sizes.
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APPENDIXC

1HL QUEENSLANDGOVERNMENT
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S SCHEMEFORA
BRISBANEMUNICIPAL COUNCILPOWER

STATION. 1897.

DRAFT SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATES.

Of which- -£28,720 is on Private Lighting Account,

£14,194 is on Public Lighting Account, and

£1,500 on Wiring Account.

SCHEME1.

PlANT TO GKNtKi.ru I.SI1 DlBT&IHDTB 100 KILOWATTS OP

Eliotrical Enieujy in the City op BmsBijnt.

Sitx. —In the position indicated on the map

Buildlsos. —Plain, and capable of extension at small

cost. To include foundations, flues, and
chimney 120 feet high

Boujcbs. —Capable of evaporating 12.000 lbs. of

water hourly, to bo of the water-tube pattern,

fitted with all accessories ; electrically driven

pumpa in duplicate, exhaust fan in main flue

for assisting rapid steam raising, Ao.

Fkjld, Btlui and Exhaust Pipes. —Drains, feed

tanks, hot well, £to., pipes arranged on ring

a/stem so that any breakage would not moan
stoppage of Bupply ...

CoHDXNBxaa.—To be independent surface condensers,

to the full capacity of the engine power, with
electrically driven pumps in duplicate, *ith

all pipes, valves, 4c, for working condensing
or non-condensing at will

Obniiutinu and Rkqulatinu Pla.nt. —4 vertical,

compound condensing engines, coupled direct

to continuous current dynamos of a capivcity

of 100 kilowatts each, at a pressure of 440
volts

2 riiutor transformers, each of 50 kilowatt

capacity, transforming from 220 to 220 volte,

for balancing purposes

Switchboard. —To be arranged for the specified

dynamos, motor transformers, batteries,

mains, and feeders, with all necessary imtru-
ments ,..

Battkhy. —Of 225 cells, capable of giving a discharge

of 1 CO amperea for 7 boure

Maims and Pekukbh. —To be of a total length of 10

miles of :l core cable, insulated with bitu-

meniaed fibre or paper, lead covered, and laid

in wood troughing protected by bitumen or

other approved substance. To be laid at an

average depth of 18 inches below the surface

of the footway, and to be fitted with all neces-

sary junction and inspection boxes

Mktehs. —300 in number, of the Thomson Wattmeter
type, with maximum demand indicator

Incandescent Stbbkt Lamps, —1,2*20 in number,
adapted to present Gas standards

Btrkit Ana Lamps. —32, fitted tn speoiivl pillar

iNTEoiuL Wiauto. —Capital necessary for internal

wiring, to be repaid by the consumer as by

arrangement

6,000

4,600

2,500

500

1,750

6,500

1,250

2,000

Total

10,500

2,100

8,660

1,600

1,500

... ±'44.800

SCHEME2.

Similar Plant op a Capacity op 300 Kilowatts.

Sits ... ... ... .. ... £
Builmnos ... ... ... 1,500
Bqilxkb ... ... ... ... 1,875
Pipes ... ,.. ... ... 375
CoNDEN9EH ... ... ,,, ... 1,200
Generating Plant ... ... ... 5,000
Switcuuoaso ... , . ,, .,. 900
BiTTRhY ... ... ... ... 1,500
Mains and Cables (20 miles) . ,. ... 18,500
Mktkbs ... ... ... ... 1,400
Street Lamps ... ... ... ... 6,000

Total £32,250

Of which —£18,033 is on Private Lighting Account, and
£13,517 on Public Lighting Account.

APPENDIX D

DEVELOPMENTOF ELECTRICITY SUPPLYBY
BARTON,WHITEANDCO. ANDTHEIR

SUCCESSORSIN BRISBANE, 1888 TO 1920'

Legend: A: Year
B: Installed Capacity 2 (kW)
C: Maximum Demand3 (kW)
D: Annual Energy Generated 4 (millions ol

k\Vh)

E: Gross Annual Revenue 5 (thousands o( £)

F: Estimated Average Revenue 6 per k\Vh
(pence)

G; Number of Consumers

A B

1888 7-31

1889

1890

189]

1892
1893

1894

1895

1896
1897

1898

1899

1900
1901

1902

1903

1904

1905
1906

1907
1908

1909
1910

1911 (+1200)
1912

1913

!914(-t-l000)

52?

78

74

120

150

200
275
375

375

525
725
725

700)

C.42

c.50

67
96

121

156

174

174

225
361

415
569
57:

720
695

905

0.07

0.18

0.25

0.26

0.37

0,49

0.62

0.71

0.89

1.26

1.4S

1.94

2.10
2.11)

2.74

4.81

1.0

1,9

2 2

2.6

2.9

3.1

3.5

5.2

6.3

6.6

7.6

9.3

!0.6

13.

1

14.0

18.5

22.5

26.6

31.7

391
49.0

73.0

89.1

SO

6.0

6.0

4,8

4.9

4.4

4.4

4.2

4.5

}.S

3.5

3.7

3.3

3.6

4.5

4.3

1077

194

240
286
294
344

450f

600
780

106



\m 1920 5.44 101.

2

1055

t*u 2350 5y4 1109 \m
1917 :>4 6.17 III.'- 1307
1918 2S85 7.48 125.0 3,8 2600

l9J9t+5000J 3400 10 11 ison 4.0 4471

iMO(+3oq6) 5337 IK. 27 216.0 565)

1 Data fire assembled from many sources and ii

cannot be assumed that each value tu a column lias

been derived on the same basis. There raay be
discontinuities between successive years which <u

misleading. The data should be regarded as showing
the yenenil tfedd m del 'elopmeru.

2. The values of the 'Installed Capacity' have been
estfrafiied for the end of a calendar year but the variety

of generating plant and the lack ot Information about
the incidence ot the early additions oieJce such
estimates uncertain. Most values to 1906 are fi

scattered notes in SEQEBHistorical Records No. 203
Thereafter- values arc deduced from data in Dvectc
and other Company reports. Over the period 190K in

iy20 the values shown in brockets 4rC uddidons in a

particular year. The lack of information about
retirement of the early plain makes tt unrealistic lo

enter cumulative figures but it secur, unlikely thai any
turbine plant was retired until the 5000 kw set was
installed at William St in 1919.

3. Values of 'Maximum Demand* before 1898 are
i n from the above SEQEBDocument Those lot

1898 to 1911 are taken from Queensland uovernment
Gazettes and thereafter to 1919 horn Annual RepOHfi
ir, i he City Efeetnc Light Co. Ltd Directors,

Chairman or Manager. The 1920 value is from
'Pioneering Power', a Southern BteClrlC Authority of

Queensland publication, January 1954.

4. Refer lo NOW3 R)f souu/es. All values ol 'Annual
linei gy Generated* arc for a calendar year until 1904

where the period is 13 months (I January 1904 to 31

January 1905). Thereafter the 'year', although
indicated as a calendar year, is from t lebruarv ro 31

January or Hie following year. Hence the values given
correspond to slightly different periods from those
shown. The value for 1914 is derived from a Cit)

Electric I Ighl Co, Lid report (ot 1941. reviewing the

earlier years.

5. Refer to Note 3 for sources. 'Gross \niinai

Revenue" Includes aJI KMI Of revenue
i

i mation for the period 1899 to 1902. given by
vv M.E. L^Estrangc- in a letter dated :4 August 19(16.

differs considerably from the official returns to the

Government as used ip the schedule.

6. The values tor the 'Estimated Average Revenue pet

kWh1
are in general calculated from the revenue from

eneigv sold. For 1896 the value is taken from the

above SEQEBDocument. There is some ambiguity in

determining the revenue partly because of the doubt
as to whether rentals ot meters and motors arc

included in particular yeats. The most definm
information was that given as evidence before the

Royal Commission on Electricity in 1936 when the

average charge for Energy bv the Citv Electric Light

Co. Ltd was quoted as 3.234 pence per kWh for the

yeai eliding 31 January 1914.

J i he 'Number ol Consumers' lor 1892 i* taken
1

i he Queensfander ol 12 November 1^2 and Cor

1X95 from the above SEQEBDocument. For 1901 to

1005, the 1906 letter by 1 'EattflflgC lists the niunbci

annually. The number in about 1909 is given in the

Australian Mining Standard. 5 May 1909 :-utd Mv
numbers for 1913 to 1918 inclusive are derived from

the City BkCtrtt I Ighl Co Ltd Manager's report of

1919. The number in 1919 is from a letter (Engineer

and Manager to Chairman) dated 2 March 1920 and
the 1920 value is uTOCfl 'fwneeriUS Power 1

*' k n "'

known whether or not consumers in areas receiving

bulk supply of electricity were included.

APPENDIX E

PUBLICATIONS ANDLECTURESBV ICC.
BARTON—PROFESSIONALENGINEERING

SOCIETIES, 1891 TO 1922

Abbreviations

QiMechE
Engineers

Queensland Institute of" MechanicaJ

QEA—Queerr-i.Mi
|

i
I

.
i

:,,..i A8&OC|att0fl

QIE —Queensland Institute of Engineers
ILA — Institution oi Engineers, Australia.

Brisbane Division

"Electrical engineering". (QIMechLi E 'arl v 1K9L
"The phonograph". (QIMectaE) 15 October IS9I.

Bufkting* 5HM$erlfijt aw MttUn& ?ouni&t, 31

October IK91

"Elemental v manual instruction" (QlMecliE) July

IBM [Queenslandcr, 29 July 1893)

"Herrnile process ot .uiuiaeion". (QIMeehL )

September 1894 {Quer/is/urhhu , 29 September

1894)
"Ammonia refrigerating machines". (QIMeatiE) June

1895. {QHeenshm'fJer, 22 June 1895)

"Interior wiring ". (QEA) Journal QEA Vol. J, Pt U,
I89S, No

"Presidential address". (QEA) Journal QEA Vol. II.

Pt 1, 1899. No. 6,

"Tbeorv and practice" (QtE) Apnl I90L Preprint.

"Electric transmission ol power". (QIE) June 1901.

Queensland Electrical and Radio World 20
August 1937,

"The MorK sounder a studv in induction". (QEA'I

Journal QEA Vol ii, Pt hi. 1901, No. 8

"Electric railroads —polyphase versus continuous
currents" (QEA) Journal OLA Vol II, Pt V,
1901. No. 10.

luxation". (OIL) 16 Mav 1902.

"Feed pumps" iQIF) 28 Apnl 1904

"The horse power of an electric motor". (QEA) 17

.November 1904. Preprint.

'Recent improvement in electric lighting". (QEA) 19

June 1906. Preprint.

"Notes on a voyage Ol discover} hi ihc workshops or

Europe"* (QIE) 25 October 1906.

"Electricity in the service o( women". (QEA) IS May
1907 preprltu

"Some reasons foi Using higher steam prettUI

(QIE) 30 August 1909.

"Statu* of engineers and the affiliation ot engineering

societies throughout Australia". <Q1L>
October 1909.

"Colloids in engineering" (OIL) 10 October 1912.

"Condensation economics in steam nlwiH". (QH
I

September 1914.

"High power mercury arc reel i I lets' (IEA) IB

August I92J
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magnetic separators
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Amendment Bill 33, 36
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47. 48. 75

Brisbane Newspaper Co.

automatic steam controller 31

lighting 11
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Brisbane Tramways Co. Ltd 32.48

British India and Queensland Agency Co. 41

Brush Co., arc lamp lighting 11
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daily load distribution diagram 72

first a.c. 68

first dividend 76
replacement of boilers 74

substation battery 7:
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William St power station 62 - 74

Cochrane EJ. 74. 75

Corbett A.B. 39
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Daily load distribution diagrams 40. 72

Decimal Association. England 96. 99

Distribution System. Brisbane

two wire d.e. 19.29
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Edison Lane (previously Telegraph Lane)

change of name
drainage

flooding

Fleetnc fans

Electric fire alarms

Electric MOliVfi Power Agency Association Ltd
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Electric shock machines
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lighting
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Generating pi aril

Ann St power station

Edison Lane power station
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Godalming. Surrey
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Hamilton G.D.
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25. 33
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33

37
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International Geographical Conference. Geneva 9?
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Jackson AG
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Lemon DrC. (New Zealand)

L'Estrange E.R.

L'Estrange G.G

L'Estrange W.M.F 15. 16.22, 38. 39,43.45.47. 56, 62. 75

Mackay. Queensland 78

Mackenzie G 25, 2S. 45. S3, 98. 99

Magnetic separator 41. 7s

Maryborough. Queenland 77

dynamo 77

Mathieson J.. Queensland Government Electrician 13

Matveieff A K 15

MorwoodJ.E. 72.75

National Agricultural and Industrial

Association of Queensland 21. 34. 37. 40. 41

New Zealand

first domestic lighting 6

94

5

43. 60

4

93

76

35. J9

74

7. 13

5.6

7.20.25.30.53.56. 101

22, 23. 24, 39. 45

6.1

first generation of electricity

lighting of Houses of Parliameni

proposed electric power co.

Orders in Council 43-45 48. S5 - 60.

Olago Boys High School. New Zealand

Overhead mams
first 33.000 V. transmission line

restrictions

Parliamentary Committee of Enquiry. Brisbane

Parsons turbo-dynamos

Pentland A. (AELP&S Co)

Pine River Dairy Factory. Brisbane
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Post Office. Brisbane. lighting 23.

Queen St. Brisbane, lighting

Queensland Electric Light and Power Act 36.

Queensland Electric Light and Power Co. Ltd

Queensland Electrical Association 91,

Queensland Government Electrician

(Electrical Engineer)

Report to Brisbane Municipal Council

Queensland Government Printing Office

assistance given during floods

fire alarms

first electric lighting

power plant

power plant building

Queensland Government Railways

arc lamp lighting

cold storage

electric light machinery shed

Queensland Institute of Engineers 72,75,91.

Queensland Institute of Mechanical Engineers

Queensland Meat Export and Engineering Co.

Queensland Mechanical Engineers Association

Queensland Parliament

Queensland Parliamentary buildings

fire

lighting installation 12. 13. 19.

Queensland Philosophical Society

Queensland Pioneer Electric Light Syndicate

Queensland Turf Club

Rockhampton. Queensland

RomaSt Brisbane markets, cold storage proposal

Royal Geographical Society ol Australasia

Royal Geographical Society. London
Royal Meteorological Society, London
Royal Society of Queensland

Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly

Select Committee of the Legislative Council

Skinner K.A. and Co.. skating rink

Smellie and Co.. Brisbane

South Brisbane Municipal Council 33.

Statistical summary, development of
electricity supply in Brisbane. I8KX-1920

Steam turbine, first in Queensland

Sutton J.W. 7,9. II.
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42.92
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43
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II
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II
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13.18

11.31
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II

92.93

35.40

37

90

93. 94
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36. 37

7
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34

77

40

94. 95

94.95

94

94

32

43

22

11

39. 63

76

54

39. S7
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Sutton M.A. 39.99

Switchboards

Ann St power station 55

Edison Lane power station 28

William St power station 72

Telegraph Lane (see Edison Lane)

Telegraph Newspaper Co. 18

Thargomindah, Queensland, development of

electricity supply 80-83

TomlinsonT. 15, 16.84

TonksT. 78

Toowoomba. Queensland, first lighting 78

Townsville. Queensland 77. 78

Trackson J. (and Bros.) 23. 33. 36, 39. 80

Tweed Heads, NSW
Underground mains

first 5000 V. cables

University of Queensland

Victorian Railways, arc lamp lighting

Vincent W.H.
plans for development of electricity supply

Ward A.

White C.F.

White T.E.

Willans and Robinson turbo-alternators

X-ray demonstration

Young W.J.

78

15, 16 19.44,45
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89, 90, 99
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20. 21 33, 37 43

7, 20. 34. 37 43
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